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PREFACE

The Fourth Coastal Zone Management Conference of New England focused on
the subject, "perspectives on Oil Refineries and Offshore Unloading
Facilities," a question which had become crucial for the region because
of the winter fuel crisis and the mushrooming of proposals for new oil
refineries. The conference planning committee attempted to put together
a program that would bring to bear on the subject a wide range of per-
spectives and information.

The New England Marine Advisory Services  NEMAS!, a recently formed
regional cooperative effort to explore and develop ways to coordinate
existing marine and advisory services, initiated the conference and
sponsored. it jointly with other regional organizations concerned with
coastal zone and marine problems.

The speeches printed in these conference proceedings bring together
material from many different approaches and backgrounds. During the
conference they provided the basis for mutual exchange and further ex-
ploration of the issues, and perhaps through wider distribution they
can do the same for a broader audience.
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"DOES NEW ENGLAHD HEED REFINERIES?"

Introductory Statement

R. Frank Gregg

The question posed for this first panel is "Does New England need
refineries"? Of course, the answer to that is "yes" and based on the
present average size of refineries, something like five or six. The
real question is, of course, do we want them in New England, and, if so,
where, and owned by whom, and producing what, and under what environmental
controls, and producing what economic benefits to whom. gut we have to
acknowledge in the beginning that New England needs refineries, somewhere,
in order to meet the requirements that we have for petroleum-related
energy.

Obviously somebody thinks we need refineries because proposals pop up
almost weekly like surprise targets in a shooting gallery. It's almost
impossible to keep track of them. Hy staff put together this past week
a little sheet we' ve distributed at this conference which gives very
brief thumbnail descriptions of some major petroleum proposals. Since
we buttoned this up, I think at noon on Thursday a new proposal for a
refinery and port off the mouth of the Connecticut River in Long Island
Sound has popped up.

The result of this array of activity is that the public is confused, and
I think elected officials are confused. I. know I'm confused. I would
hope that we can begin at this session today to develop a clear under-
standing of the real dynamics that are at work in the question of whether
and where and under what circumstances refineries may be located in New
England; how the decision. should be made; who should participate; and how
the interests of the region, the individual state, the nation, consumers,
and investors can be rationally analyzed as a basis for making these
decisions.

Let me note a couple of ground rules, Let's wait until all the presenta-
tions have been made before we question. The reason is that there are so
many things on so many people's minds that I'm afraid we' ll conduct the
entire session in response to the first presentation. So, if you'd make

«&. &regg ~ been Chavunan o  Che Nvrv England 14rrea Bah~na Carr«rrmazan
hence 19b7. Hm nor.eel ~n c.aWert.v~n begrrjr racfh She Caf.aruufo Game. anr1
Fmh oepardmeM ~ 1951, anri ~err he au.ved u, ad   mawWnX & We
Secn~g a! 4m I&euaa andri M iExe~rre V~ecXort o! She Izaak 1rralXan
league o1r 'Am~a. P~orr Ca ~ rartehe& pox~on, he. rrrm Vme Paer&e&
a$ &e Co~err.vatican Found~an.

notes of the points you'd like to cover we' ll adda ress t em to the indi.�h
vidual speakers af terwards. I might also t th hino e at t s is not a refer-
endum on Durham, Newington, or any of th the o er specific proposals that
are of keen interest to many people here.

So, with that I will in troduce J. R. Jackson, who is manager of the
Exploration Department of Environmental Affairs of Exxon.



J. R. Jackson, Jr.

FACILITY SITE SELECTION FACIORS
DEEPWATER TERMINALS - OFFSHORE OPERATIONS

The discussion in this paper will. address four areas: petroleum supply and
demand, facility site selection factors for major petroleum and chemical
faciliti.es, deepwater oi.l terminals, and offshore petroleum operations.

L ' t t ith the energy problem and some of the real reasons for ouret s s ar w
h 5   . 8 12!energy shortfall. Illustrations on Charts 1 through 5  pp.

will help put the problem in perspective. These illustrations are taken
from a newly published study by the Center for Strategic and International
Studies for the Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. The study
is entitled "Understanding the National Energy Dilemma."

The first chart and the following four illustrate the total energy flow
patterns from fuel sources  oil, gas, coal, hydropower! through the paths
to electricity generation, residential and commercial use, industrial use,
rransportation, and non � energy forms. Note parricul ylarl the used enerey

shown below  a measure of efficiency! and the lost energy shown above.
The numbers displayed are in millions of barrels per day of oil equivalent
to provide common reference points. Looking at Charts 1 through 5 for
1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, and 1990, please note the indicated growth in
energy use and the indicated effici.ency changes.

The illustrations provide a basis for making several important points:

1! Energy use in our nation is growing at a high rate and must be
moderated. Our total energy requiremenr. has grown from almost 16
million barrels of oil equivalent per day in 1950 to almost 30
million barrels per day in 1970 and to an estimated almost 63
million barrels per day in 1990, and therein lies the key reason for
our energy shortage. Domesti.c supply has simply not been able to
kee u with this large increase in demand, and this has created aeep up w
need for large imports of foreign petroleum from 4X actua inal in 1950

to an estimated 55X in 1990 if domestic demand and supply growth
continue along their current trends.

Jae.4 on w Mana9elr, of lhe fxplo<aCtoe Ue~eM, iEnviAonme~
A]!~, o] We Exxon. Company. He 4okd~ a B,S. Degree in Geol.ogy $~om
Texa4 A ance 0 UniveA4Wy and an H.S, Oeg<ee in Geology ]anom Xke Univ~My
o] Texaco. He is alive in Am~an Geological. Iw~&e anrj. American.
P~oleum In4~e a$f~ ard i4 c~an o] APT's Atla~ 0!j4hoxe
Com~ee..

2! Our efficiency in use of energy as displayed by the upper and lower
segments is not good and is declining, In l950, our use efficiency
was 54X and in 1990 it is estimated to be only 44X. In other words,
quite apart from wasted energy by excessive use, we are losing about
one half of our total energy supply by inefficient use primarily in
electricity generation and transmission and in transportation.
These areas offer great potential for reductions in energy use by
increased efficiency.

3! The energy supply pattern through this period of time is dominated
by oil and gas which supplied 59K of our total energy in 1950, and
is estimated ro supply the same percentage in 1990, declining from
77X at present. This continued reliance on energy in the form of
oil and gas, for which no viable alternatives appear possible in
the near-term frame, plus the uncertain availability of large in-
creases in foreign supplies, clearly demonstrates our need for in-
creased development of our domestic resources of these fuels.

4! During the period from 1950 to 1990, only three new energy sources
are indicated to appear, and of these three, nuclear is the only
source expected to develop substantial capacity, Nuclear's per-
centage of the total energy supply picture is expected to be 17.5X
in 1990. The other two new sources � geothermal and shale oil--
provide only negligible amounts of energy by 1990, and sources such
as solar energy, nuclear fusion, and other exotics have not appeared
on the chart by that time.

In addition to the high growth rate of energy use and its impact on
declining domestic supply, another element that contributed to the develop-
ment of our energy problem and shortage was the continuing growth of popu-
lation which creates an additional demand for all types of products and
in turn creates demand for more energy. In the year and a half prior to
the embargo, demand for petroleum grew at an annual rate of 7X, almost
twice the historic growth trend, This trend must be moderated, but also
the needs of the people must be satisfied, and this means new facilities.

Companies have a continuing need to obtain sites for major petroleum and
chemical facilities in locations which are compatible with both operating
business requirements and local economic, environmental, and social needs.

Facility site selection decisions are based on a wide range of factors.
Often the relative importance of selection factors is misunderstood or
misinterpreted.

Site selection factors can be grouped in five major categories: environ-
mental, general business, government-related, marketing, and production/
manufacturingjtransportation. Each of these categories will be discussed
bri.efly.
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Conservatioh of the environment is of major concern for companies to assure
that operations and products do not create a significant hazard to public
health and are compatible with community needs and environmental, social
and economic aspirations. Additional objectives are to work with outside
groups for a consensus on desirable and attainable standards, to work with
governments to foster timely development of regulations, and to adhere to
all environmental standards and regulations. ln many respects, locating a
facility in an area with an established, sound and well-planned program
for further improvement of environmental standards is preferable to seeking
out a "pollution haven."

Based on experience, there is little cost advantage in seeking out pollution
havens for new facilities. The costs of environmental protection are real
and represent about 10% of oil companies' annual capital expenditures in
recent years. However, the cost of transportation of raw materials and
products outweighs the cost of pollution abatement by more than a factor
of five, and most of the factors noted later assume similar relative im-
portance and so will enter more heavily in consideration of alternate
sites.

The geography, population density, and ecology of the desired facility
site must be taken into account. Access to transportation which minimizes
environmental disruption is extremely important. Availability of water
and waste disposal facilities must also be considered. Suitable living
areas for employee residences, recreation, etc . are also taken into
account.

Companies are not in business to earn quick returns, recover their capital,
and then "get out" of business in a given project. On the contrary,
decisions to make additional investments for expansion and modernization,
for example, are likely to follow the initial capital commitment, so that
the project is in a nearlv constant. state of' evolution.

ln the case of the extractive industries, of course, investments must be
made where the raw materials are located. Successful discovery of
petroleum resources, for example, generally leads to a chain. of investments
in producing, refining, transporting, and marketing the output. Beyond the
producing state, these investments generally occur along the economically
optimum transportation routes from producing areas to consuming areas.

Although some governments are concerned about certain negative aspects of
industrialization, most seek to achieve a high and rising level of new
industrial investment. Industrialization is seen as the pri~cipal means
of maintaining an adequate pace of economic and social progress. Company
facilities must integrate into the government's plans for the area. The
company may be able to provide employment in underdeveloped areas where
j obs are needed, or to serve as an energy and. raw material source for
industrial development goals.



installed .

Marketin Factors

Marketing strategy is another dominant element in investment decisions.
Investments targeted at large, prosperous and rapidly growing economies
are highly desirable and must be consonant with government objectives.

The petroleum industry builds large, economically sized units for maximum
efficiency. The industry initially moves products from one set of facil-
ities ta others within the region so that maximum advantage can be made
of installed capacity. As market demand grows in the area immediately
tributary to established facilities, products which were exported are
shifted to the local market. This, in turn, results in a need for new
facilities elsewhere. The new facilities become the source of products
for exports. The same growth and shift in markets and distribution affect
refining facilities, ports, pipelines, chemical plants, and terminals.

Production Manufacturin and Trans ortation

In producing crude oil and products, two critical factors which shape
facility location decisions are transportation costs and raw material
availability. The location of crude production facilities is, of course,
dictated by the location of oil deposits.

Transportation is a significant factor in the cost of petroleum products,
and transportation economics also are a key factor in establishing manu-
facturing locations. Since it is cheaper to transport crude than it is
to transport products, refineries tend to be located at deepwater harbors
or on crude pipelines in proximity to tributary demand centers.

The petroleum industry is capital � intensive, not labor-intensive. Since
wages are only a small fraction of the total cost of petroleum products,
they are a minor factor in decisions about the location of refining facil-
ities. However, the initial availability of skilled labor in a potential
plant site is a desirable feature from the point of view of both the com-
pany and the area.

Overall, production efficiency is one of the most important factors.
Refineries are located to make efficient use of existing waterways, rail-
roads, roads or pipelines, and to achieve economies of scale.

~Smma

In summary, the selection of sites for new facilities in the petroleum
industry is a complex affair . Because of the large investments that are
required, decisions are taken with due regard for all the factors which

15
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Governments may act
credits, investment
Such actions can be
use of resources if
policies. In any c
weighed into indust

to ensure local production by means of tariffs, tax
grants, quotas, or other restrictions and incentives.
constructive, but they can also inhibit the efficient
they are no more than shortsighted and defensive

ase, these economic tools of government policy will be
ry decisions on facility locations.

have been discussed. No single factor is determinant. Environmental pro-
tection is, however, an essential factor and we are determined that we
shall not impact adversely on the environment, wherever new facilities are

We have been. actively supporting deepwater oil terminals for the United
States since the late 1960's because we believe that very large crude
carriers, or VLCC's, in combination with deepwater crude unloading
terminals, provide the most environmentally sound and lowest cost system
for handling the large volumes of imported crude which will be required
to meet U. S. demands over the next decad.e or so.

Chart 6 shows the sources of crude oil supplies to East Coast refineries
from 1970 through the first 10 months of 1973 in thousarrh of barrels per
day. Historically, much of this crude came from domestic supplies--
principally by tanker from the U. S. Gulf Coast. However, the Gulf Coast
has changed from a crude export to a crude import situation, and the
availability of domestic crude to East Coast refineries has been reduced
dramatically. In 1970, about 55X of East Coast refinery runs were domestic
crudes. During early 1973, domestic supply dropped to 15X of East Coast
refinery runs while long haul Eastern Hemisphere sources increased to 60X
of runs. If foreign oil is available, this trend will continue into the
future.

We are optimistic that in the long term the East Coast will develop crude
producing capability offshore. However, long lead times are required to
develop significant amounts of offshore production after exploratory rights
are granted; and in the meantime, existing reserves will be depleted and
demand will increase. Thus, even with significant new discoveries, we
believe the East Coast wi1.1 continue to require imported oil for many
years.

Such foreign imports will continue to be predominantly from the Eastern
Hemisphere. Now that the embargo is lifted, and if the Arabs continue
to expand their producing capacity, imports will increase and can be ex-
pected to continue for some time. We, therefore, believe that long haul
crude imports to the East Coast will be of sufficient quantity and duration
ta justify planning for construction of s deepwater terminal .

Let's look next at the impact of VLCC 's on long haul shipping requirements.
As shown on Chart 7, the 500 thousand dead weight ton class of VLCC cur-
rently under construction will carry 3.6MM barrels of cargo or over 15
times the cargo capacity of a 30 thousand ton vessel which carries only
220M barrels. It is, therefore, apparent that significantly fewer ships
of VLCC size are required to transport crude imparts than would be required
with smaller vessels, Here is a key to reducing oil losses--reduction in
ship traffic.

Unfortunately, the U. S. does not have existing ports capable of handling
modern VLCC's. The largest vessels commonly used for delivering crude to
the U. S. East Coast can carry only 75 thousand tons, but very few of our
existing ports can handle even these tankers. In order to accommodate
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deep draft VLCC's, deepwater crude unloading terminals are needed. The
Federal Council on Environmental Quality has concluded that utilization1

of very large crude carriers, in combination with deepwater terminals,
would reduce spills by a factor of 10 compared to current operations.

VLCC's and deepwater terminals also offer substantial economic advantages
over smaller vessels. Thus, Chart 8 indicates that a 250 thousand ton
ship can carry crude for about 45% of the cost per barrel of a 30 thousand
ton ship. Similarly, the relative cost of a 500 thousand ton ship is only
38% of the cost of the smaller ship. We believe that potential environ-
mental and economic advantages of deepwater terminals outweigh the
associated investment risk and that an East Coast deepwater terrainal should
be constructed as soon as practical.

Let's look now at some of the important criteria for selecting a deepwater
terminal site:

1! First is proximity to refining centers. Since the cost per barrel
declines as thruput increases, economies of scale favor building
large terminals to serve more than one refinery.

2! Second is adequate water depth for VLCC's expected to call. As we
saw earlier, the 500 thousand ton class of tanker may draw 95 feet
when fully loaded. Use of the largest VLCC's reduces long haul
costs.

3! Favorable weather and sea conditions are needed to prevent exces-
sive unloading facility downtime.

4! The fourth item is environraental impact. Consideration must be
given to the potential positive and negative impact the facility
could have on the near shore ecological system. This includes such
factors as dredging, effect of potential spills and changing ship
traffic levels and patterns.

One terminal design, Chart 9, which is being developed for Gulf Coast
locations may also be attractive on the East Coast. This is the single
point: mooring  SPM! or monobuoy cluster as shown here. The tanker is
moored to a monobuoy far offshore with connecting pipelines to a pumping
platform and onshore storage facilities. SPM's are capable of operating
in considerably rougher seas than other terminals and can, therefore, be
located much farther offshore and in relatively unprotected areas. Over
100 SR%i's are in use around the world . They offer a high degree of safety
and miniraum construction impact.

With the SPM facility, tankers stay far offshore. This results in several
environmental advantages. By virtue of the remote offshore location, ecolo-
gically sensitive bays and estuaries will not be harraed by minor accidental
spills. In the unlikely event of a major spill offshore, the toxic portion
of the crude has a chance to weather, and there is less chance that any of
the material will reach shore. In addition, the offshore facility further
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reduces the chance of tanker accidents due to a substantial reduction in
tanker calls and by allowing the ships to maneuver in the open sea rather
than in narrow channels, harbors, and bays.

2
Chart IO shows historical data on collisions and groundings and dramat-
ically demonstrates that most oil spill accidents occur when harbor con-
gestion is great and where ship maneuverahili.ty is restricted by narrow,
winding channels. As you can see, such accidents are quite rare on the
open sea. Exposure to this type of accident will certainly be reduced if
the VLCC delivers its crude to an offshore deepwater terminal which would
utilize the latest traffic control and communications technology.

We are aware that the potential impact of a deepwater terminal on regional
development is one of the major concerns of the citizens of areas con-
sidered potential sites.

There is an economic incentive to expand East Coast refining capacity.
This incentive will exist both with or wi.thout a deepwater terminal.
Expansion of East Coast refining capacity would provide jobs and add a
significant tax base. Also, the location of both new refineries and
expansions can be controlled through state land use planning that will
permit multiple uses in a compatible manner, We do not believe prohi-
bition of a deepwater crude terminal is either an effective or intelligent
way to control industrial 'and usage.

As mentioned earlier, resource extraction must take place where the
resource is located and this applies offshore as well as onshore. We
believe the offshore areas of our continent offer the best chance for the
U.S.A. to improve its domestic energy supply.

Shown on Chart ll is the continental margin of the United States out. to
2500 meters of water. Less than 3X of this approximately 1,3 million
square miles of area has been offered for lease, and the remainder offers
much potential albeit mostly in deeper waters and more hostile environ-
ments.

The small portion of our continental margin which has been explored and
developed now produces some 17.3X of our domestic oil and 18.9X of the
natural gas. This is projected to have the potential to rise to approxi-
mately 30%%d of our domestic production by 1985. In the U.S., over 18,000
offshore wells have been drilled without any evidence of permanent damage.

Exploration and producing operations on the continental margins of the
various countries is a worldwide activity. At the present time, some 40
rountries have or are about to have offshore production and some 60 other
countries have offshore exploration activity. These countries are all
using U.S.A. technology.

Since 1960, U.S. oil companies have been exploring the East Coast as a
potential source of new oil and gas resources. This effort, primarily
geophysical, has resulted in the location of three major areas which appear
to be promising:  Chart 12! the Georges Bank area off New England, the
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Baltimore Canyon area off the Kid-Atlantic states, and the Blake Plateau
off the sout.heast.em st~tea.

Optimism concerning the areas is encouraged by t.he thickness of sedirrentary
racks shown on Chart 13. Onsltore rack sections are thin aftd offer few
possibilities for production. The area abave the dark color indicates
racks that potentially cauld produce ail and gas. You w 11 nate these
thicknesses occur far. from shore, in this case, approximately l00 miles
of,".shore. The Atlantif= has never had a well dril,led offsliare from the top
of Mine to the tip of Florida. The only way we can det.ermine whet.her oil
and gas is present. is by means of. drilling wel,ls,

Information from thc ezploration ef forts Itas permitted fthe Unitcfl States
Geological Survey ta make estimates af potential ail and gas resources in
offshore areas. TIteir i~test estimates indica'ed t:ne U.S.A. offshore may
contain potentially recoverable r~sou~ces af 65-130 billion barrels af
oil and 395-790 trillion cubic feat of natural gas. Of these, thc
Atlantic may contain 10 � 20 billion barrejs of oil and 55-110 trillion cubic
feet of natural gas. I must. emphasize these are only estimates and drill-
ing will bc required to determine the amount, if any, of petroleum present
and economically recoverable.

Before drilling can take place, envirotnnental impact statements must be
prepared, public hearings conducted, and comments obtained fram govern-
mentaI agencies. Then, lf a favorable deciston is reached, a competitive
lease saIe will be held and leases awarded ta t: he suet.essful bidders.
Then, only after proper governmental approvals can drilling be conducted
under strict government agency supervisian.

Our jab is to furnish the nation with adequate energy while preserving and
protect'ing the environment.

Given the proper incentives and governmental climate, the private free
enterprise energy industries can accomplish this abjective.

1
Statement by Russell Train, Chairtnan of CK , before Senate Commerce
Committee, March 6, I 973 .  Eased on data supplied by U, S, Coast. Guard .!

2
Tankers and the Ecola I Joseph D. porricclli, Virgil F. Kcittt and
Richard L. Storch, 0, S, Coast Guarrj. Society of Kaval Architects and
marine Engineers Transactions, Volume 79, f971.

3~AA I ' I II'1 tl ~ Lf.l Il t I k lt;dad. t, k. k. K 'Lt d
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Chart l3 WHAT THE REGION NEEDS
John G. Buckley
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for--or did account f or- � about 360,000 barrels a day of demand. About 22
or 23% of the nation's heating oil is used in New England,

The third product, of course, is the familiar product of gasoline, slightly
smaller in demand than heating oil. Then we have all the other products ��
such as jet fuel and kerosene--relatively small in their total but important
in some regions.

So we stand> then, with a unique demand pattern. All the rest of the
country, every other region, uses more gasoline than any other product.
Residual fuel is an important industrial fuel elsewhere on the east coast,
but it accounts for a far smaller share of total energy use in the rnid-
Atlantic or the south Atlantic area. Heating oil is basically a northeast
U.S. product. I told you New England accounts for 22% of the nation's use,

Tand if you add in New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania you ve got about
two � thirds of the totaI. demand for heating oil nationwide. Other parts
of the country use other energy forms, primarily natural gas and coal.

With our unique dependence on these few products, which are not used to
nearly the same extent elsewhere, we found ourselves this last winter,
with the embargo on, with foreign crude oil prices rising sharply, and
with foreign product prices rising even more sharply, in a very similar
situation to Europe and Japan. Our currency--our competitive posture-
has been hit just as those countries' currencies have been hit, or just as
the U.S. dollar has risen in value relative to those countries, because
the U.S. as a whole has been impacted less then Europe or Japan, whose
economies are much like New England' s � � that is, very dependent on heavy
fuel use. Industrial fuel is the largest product used in all of these
areas. So we in New England face and have faced a unique problem in the
U.S, similar to the problems facing Europe and Japa~. Our own competitive
position has grown much worse in the last six months.

I would like to note that all of our heavy fuel, our industrial fuel, is
t d . Thus a dependence on it makes us uniquely vulnerable to inter-

25Xnational changes in supply and changes in price. We did have about a
shortage of industrial fuel this past winter. It could have gone to 30
or 40% had not Europe been relatively freed from the embargo early so that
supplies could keep flowing from that source. But we did have about a 25X
reduction in industrial fuel oil availability starting in December.

This shortage was overcome largely because we had a much milder than
normal winter, particularly in January and February, and because compani.es
and individuals conserved. Some of the conservation figures were very
dramatic. So we did end up getting through the winter, aIthough it was
very, very precarious for some time. U.S. refineries made more fuel
products, They received the incentive to do so through changes in pricing
by the Cost of Living Council, and they were asked to do so rather vehe-

U.S.
men y y ectl by Secretary Simon. So we had more fuel products coming from

mallre.fineries. We had a smaller demand due to weather. We had a sma
demand due to conservation, and we got through the winter.

We got through at a very high pri.ce, though, because in November Venezuela
 which is the largest single source of our heavy fuel imports, either
directly from refineries there or from Caribbean refineries that run
Venezuelan crude oil! doubled its tax reference value on which taxes are
paid by the companies that produce and refine in Venezuela, Then on
January 1 they doubled their tax reference values again. These tax moves
really hit hard at heavy fuel prices. For example, 1% sulphur heavy fuel,
the type used commonly in most of Massachusetts and Rhode Island,  a lower
percentage of sulphur is required in Connecticut and Boston and a somewhat
higher level is permitted here in the northern three states!, sold last
October at about $3.50 per barrel.

This was already two and a half times higher than it sold for back in
1969, but the sulphur content back in 1969 typically ran 2,2, 2.5, or
2.8%. The more recent sulphur requirements and the general tight supply
of heavy fuel. had brought the price up to about $3.50 in October. In late
February or early March this year, our own company, which supplies a large
volume of industrial heavy fuel in New England, had a posted price at our
rack of $14.68 per barrel. Now, with the embargo over, Arab oil is f]owing
to European refineries  Arab oil from the Middle East is still much less
costly than Venezuelan!, and European refineries are in turn selling heavy
fuel to the U.S. east coast. Venezuela rather than dropping its price has
dropped its production, and so we have been able to bring that price down
from $14.69, and the industry average now in Boston Harbor for 1% heavy
fuel is in the $12.50-$13.00 a barrel range. Still, compared to $3.50
last October> it's been a very dramatic escalation in price, and there' s
no indication that that price is going to do anything except stay where it
is--perhaps go down a few cents--but we' re looking at this kind of price
level from here on out.

What does that mean? What it means is that any industrial operation in
New England that uses very much industrial fuel has some problems with
cost competitiveness. If it happens to be a fuel-intensive industry, one
that uses a great deal of heavy fuel, the problems are worse. An industry
like the pulp and paper industry  and I'm talking not only about newsprint
but fine bonded paper, electrostatic-treated paper, corrugated boxes, and
any of those paper-related businesses, of which there are many here in New
England including many in New Hampshire! tends to use a large amount of
heavy fuel both as a percentage of their total cost and in absolute terms.

Typically a large paper company here in New Hampshire, or in Maine, might
use a million and a quarter to a million and a half barrels of heavy fuel
a year, so at $3.00 a barrel or $3.50 a barrel, such a firm was looking at
a $5 to $6-million annual expenditure. At $12 or $13 a barrel they' re
talking about $16 to $19-million a year of expenditure. That's a very
significant part of their cost. These firms are not operating in a vacuum.
New England firms are competing with paper companies that are located in
the southeast where trees grow faster, where labor costs less, and where
there are other a1.ternative fuels which have not risen in value anywhere
near this percentage--particularly natural gas, which is, of course, sold
on an interstate basis at prices controlled at extremely low rates.
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What was a significant disadvantage has now become a very, very serious
problem for firms of this type, firms like pl.astic companies, chemical
companies, greenhouse operators. If any of you bought any flowers for
Mother's Day, you know what J. mean. Brick manufacturing and some other
companies that don't have a high percentage of total cost in fuel but
still use a lot of it are affected. General Electric in Eynn, for instance,
makes turbine engines. They may also use a million barrels of oil a
year. Three and a half miLlion dollars for fuel costs a year ago was
significant. Twelve or thirteen million dollars of cost � a ten million
dollar differential � comes right out of the bottom line. And you have ta
fear that with so many New England companies with headquarters outside
New England  if you go over the list of big manufacturers and big com-
panies in New England, you' ll find many of them headquartered in New York
or Pittsburgh or Philadelphia or Kaiamaza, Michigan!, the management of
those companies, looking at their New England operations, have to look at
the effectiveness and competitiveness of those New England operations.
If there's any one place where they' re going to cut back, they' re going
to cut back the least efficient unit. If there's any one place where they
want to grow, it's nat going to be in an area that's completely dependent
on imports and with high cost energy.

So we are facing a situation in New England where our competitive posture
has been dramati.cally altered in a negative way, and realistically we
ought to be thinking about how we can solve this situation, how we can
indeed become competitive again. There are those who would like to see
New England become a national park, I suggest to you that thi.s is not
really an attractive way to go, that part of our success, part of the charm,
part of the fun of living here is that we' re a viable economic area, and
we keep some of the attributes of the beauty that we have as well. It
would not do and will not do simply to let companies go out of business,
to remain uncompetitive, and to see the general economic viability of New
England continue to lag behind that of the rest of the country.

Obviously, ail refining here would help. How would it help? Well, I
mentioned that we depend on imports for virtually LOQZ of our industrial
fuels We also depend on imports for a significant portion of aur home
heating oil. If we had refining capacity located in New England, then we
would be drawing supplies of these products from our own refinery, not
from a Caribbean plant or from a Venezuelan plant or from any other plant
that was under control af a foreign governmental entity where prices cauld
be changed arbitrarily and have been changed arbitrarily at the will of
those governments.

Refineries in New England, particularly refineries that were attuned to
blew England 's unique demand pattern, refineries that would turn out a large
percentage of industrial fuel and a Large percentage of home heating oil-
that type of refining would not only give us more security of supply
 companies worry about security of supply after this past winter!, but
would also give us more attractively priced supply.

S econdly, in November of last year the President signed into law an
Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act. Under that Act, imperfectly regulated
to now but constantly being revised, there is a stipulation that new
refining capacity will share an a pra rata basis a percentage of domestic
crude equal ta the average U.S. refinery use af domestic crude. At the
present time we produce about 70 percent of the total crude oil needed by
domestic refineries, so that the first new refinery would get about a
70 percent allccation of domestic crude oil. Why is this important?
Domestic crude ail is under price control. About 70 percent of our total
domestic. production is currently price controlled at $5.25 a barrel. The
average cost of Landing even the lower cost Middle East crude in the
United States is up in the $11-$12 a barrel range. Now, if you buil.t a
New England fuel refinery, you wauldn't have ta actually physically use
that domestic crude. You probably wouldn' t. You'd probably build a
plant designed to run Middle East crude because most of aur domestic crude
i IIs sweet, law sulphur type crude, and many of our refineries can only
operate on domestic oil. A new one, thus, should have flexibility to
operate with foreign "sour" crude. But via exchange or via selling our
entitlement to domestic crude, you would put U.S. domestic crude economics
behind such a refinery, and I suggest to you that there may be two or
three or four dollars a barrel advantage as compared ta simply depending
on imports af foreign product.

So these two federal programs add up to an
fuel capacity and storage capacity of that
to get our relative cost of fuel back down
regions in the country so that our general
competitive with the rest of the country.

enormous incentive both ta have
fuel here, but more importantly
towards the energy cost of other
industrial base is and remains

How many plants would we need? Mr. Gregg suggested six ar seven. I would
think if we looked at three or four of the 200-250,000 barrel a day size
plants, we' re getting up close to our 1,000,000 or 1,100,000 barrels a day

Why do I say that? Well, there are two federal programs that directly
impinge an the cost of our fuels. The first is a program that was put in
place in April, 1973, taking the place of the mandatory oil import control
program. As you know, up until a year ago there were mandatory quotas on
imports of products and on imports of crude ail. That program was tossed
aut, and we now have a tariff or fee system. The fees are set up to
encourage refining in the Uni.ted States. The fees are gradually growing
on product imports, so that two years from now every barrel of product wil,l
bear a fee of 63 cents a barrel, That's about a penny and a half a gallon.
The fees for crude oil imports are set at 20 cents, and for a new refinery
three-quarters of that 20 cent fee is eliminated for the first five earsyears
of operation. So in looking at a new refinery in New England producing
fuel products and some gasoline, you can see a 58 cents a barrel advantage
compared to bringing in the same products from an eastern Canadian refinery
or a Caribbean refinery. These lower fees, ar incentives for domestic
refining capacity, certainly would make us somewhat more competitive on
fuel cost than simply continuing to do what we do now, bring in products
from abroad.
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of needs. Plants can always be expanded, and most are built ta be ex-
panded, and I would think that probably the number three or four would be
a more realistic number ta look at over the balance of this decade.

I'm perhaps flawed somewhat as an oil man here, because I'm also on the
Advisory Board of Save the Bay in Rhode Island and have gone through an
exercise of trying to win approval for a plant, a refinery, and been
turned down. So I'm somewhat scarred, but I'm also somewhat. realistic
about the tradeoffs needed ta get refining built. I think I' ve also
learned something about the legitimate concerns of people with respect
to plant siting, and I would suggest to you that what we have to do to
get this kind of refining capacity is not to have an oil company simply
surfacing with a project that everybody reacts to, but to develop political
and environmental leadership to back refining projects. New England in
my view needs refining far more than the oil companies need New England.
We' re going to have to have political leaders, and responsible environ-
mentalists, working with oil companies and the oil industry to develop the
criteria, to develop the positive atmosphere needed to build these plants.
That means that they have to be built in a responsible way.

In my own view, they probably all have to be built inland. We have some
beautiful coastline in New England and, unfortunately for the oil industry,
most of it is used today in a very heavy recreational way, in a tourist-
oriented way, and these are economic facts. I think we' re going to have
to look not at the coastline, just because it's the most economic way to
go. We' re going ta have to get a regional refining capacity making the
right kind of products for our demand, and we' re going to have to tie
those plants into a coastal area which merely serves as a point from
which to bring crude oil in. Then by underground pipeline off a right-
of-way of a railroad or a highway we will move it to an inland site that
can't be seen from the water sa that the recreational value, the aesthetic
value, of the existing coastline is kept.

At such an inland site one should find enough land to build a refinery
with a sufficient buffer around it, so you don't have light problems, you
don.'t have odor problems, and don't have noise problems. Certainly with
existing new EPA standards on refineries, you don't have water problems
or air emission problems. That doesn't mean you can build a plant that
doesn't have any emissi.ons. Of course a plant will have emissions, but
I'm talking, about a plant that, let's say, has an air quality emission
problem equivalent to that of the University of New Hampshire � not a steel
mill, but the University of New Hampshire. Technology is there to do that
today. The land use and siting function is a critically important one,
and I do think that the day when an oil company could simply raise its
head and say, "We' re going to build a plant here," is over. There aren' t
going to be any successful plants built that way. There's going to have
to be a coordinated effort with political leaders in both the legislative
body and the executive branch, with environmental leaders, and with the
general public participating in the decision of exactly where you build
in a way to minimize the environmental impact.

TRADE-OFFS � ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

John Devanney

I'd like to start off by saying one word about the problem definition:
"Does New England need refineries?" It seems to me that we' re a little
bit too loose in or r usage of the word "need." Interpreted strictly, I
think the question, "Does New England need refineries?" is easily answered,
and the answer is "no." If the region apts not to have any internal
refining capacity, the world won't end. The region will nat became an
energy desert, at least nat much worse than the rest of the world. We
might, probably will, be slightly poorer in terms of market wealth without
regional refining than with it. But there i.s na law of nature ar economics
that says we have ta supply our own refining capacity. It should be a
conscious decision on our part.

A more interesting questian, it seems ta me, is "Would New England be
better off with domestic refining?" That question is a lot harder to
answer, and I for one certainly can't answer it, but I sm going ta
attempt to show some insight on one af the dimensions of the answer, which
is the effect of regional refining on regional income, real regional
income--that is, the market value of all the goods which this region can
consume.

Now, real regional income is only one measure of New England's well-being.
However, it is undeniably important. Almost all the homes in New England
would welcome a little more income. Certainly mine would. Many can ill
afford a little less, But the interesting thing to me about real income
is not its importance, but the way people get twisted around on it.
Fallacious reasoning about the economic impact of a development on a region
advances ta the point where it approaches conventional wisdom. And I'm
going to attempt to back this statement up with a very rough analysis of
New England refin.ing.

In order. to have something concrete in mind, let's think in terms of the
provision of a single refinery with the general characteristics shown in
illustration l.
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ILLUSTRATION I

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BASE UNIT REFINERY'

Simple Fuels, 250,000 BPD

Permanent Payroll

Construction Payroll

Property Taxes

About $4,000,000 per year

About $40,000,000

$250,000 � $2,500,000

About $150,000,000 per year

Roughly one billion dallars per year

Value Added

Total Value of Output

Profits ???

This is a fairly simple fuel refiney of about 250,000 barrels a day, As
it has already been pointed out, the New England ail market is large
enough to support three or four more of these. However, since the effect
an regional income of two such refineries will very roughly be about twice
that of one, we can use this refinery as kind of a basic unit. Such a
refinery would involve initial investment an the part of the developer of
about 400 million dollars, It wauld employ perhaps 400 people on a perma-
nent basis and require about 3,000 ta 4,000 man years of construction
labor. The permanent payroll would be in the neighborhood of about
4 million dollars per year. Construction payroll would be up in the
neighborhood of 40 million dollars. Local property taxes? UNH recently
looked at property tax laws of several southeastern New Hampshire towns
and came to the conclusion that under present rules such a refinery would
pay somewhere between $250,000 and $2,000,000 plus in property taxes,
depending on the town. It will cost the refiner about $1.50 a barrel ta
turn crude ail. into something approaching the New England product mix.
The value added would be about $150,000,000 per year. Total value of the
output at today's prices is going to be in excess of 1 billion dollars a
year. So we certainly have a strong backing up of Mr. Jackson's comment
that labor is quite small. This is an extremely capital-intensive busi-
ness. Labor is not an important dimension in this problem as far as therrinvestor is concerned. The interesting question it seems to me is, How
much money is this refinery going to make?" This i.s interesting from two
paints of view, First, if that money is a substantial share of the value
added to the output, that's a big figure that we should consider, The
second thing is that the question of whether or not the reduction. in costs
due to the savings associated with local refining is going to be passed on
ta consumers is intertwined with the refinery's profits. There are going
ta be savings � � transport savings, distribution savings--associated with
putting a refinery capacity in the region. The interesting question. is,
"Who's going to get it?"

At this point, I'm going to make two very important assumptions, and this
is just so that we can think of one thing at a time. Mr. Buckley has al-
ready referred to twa things that are of utmost importance to this problem.
I am going to assume that this refinery will not be faced with embargo,
that the refiner, whoever he is, will be able to purchase crude at the
going market price. And I will also assume that there is no domestic price
control of either crude or products. As Mr. Buckley has pointed out, at
least the second one is patently false at the moment, but these two sim-
plifying assumptions will help us get our thinking started. Under these
assumptions, the local price at which the local refiner will be able ta
sell his products is going to be determined by his competition. It' s
going to be determined by competition an the margin. Price for each of
the products will be d.etermined by the most expensive source of those
products which actually supplies the region. This most expensive unit
of product might come from a European refinery � OPEC crude to a European
refinery and then to the region � or might come from a country closer to
home, either in eastern Canada or the Bahamas. If domestic refining did
expand quite a bit, it might come from the U. S. Gulf or Puerto Rico or
the Virgin Islands domestic refinery still using OPEC crude. And finally
it's at least conceivable that domestic refining could expand ta the point
where the most expensive alternate source of fuel would drop to a refinery
in the middle Atlantic. I' ve listed these possibilities in illustration 2.

ILLUSTRATION

ALTERNATIVES WITH RESPECT TO
MARGINAL COMPET ITOR

I! Europe

2! Eastern Canada-Bahamas

3! U. S. Gulf � Puerto Rico

4! Mid-Atlantic

Assuming that there are deepwater terminals in all these areas, and the
domestic refinery has a deepwater terminal, I' ve listed, in illustratian 3,
these possibilities in rough order af most expensive to least expensive,
and I. have come up with a very rough estimate of what the differentials
are between these sources. These differentials are approximate� � probably
only right plus or minus 25 percent. We asked several regional organi-
zations to give us money to run through these hypotheses in detail, but
nobody seemed to be interested,
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ILLUSTRATION 3

DEVELOPER DIFFERENTIALS

Rough Estimates Of Deepwater New England
Versus

Deepwater Outside  per BBL!

Products
Dist. TotalCrude Transport Tariff Refining

50cEurope -20C 40c 70C

Eastern Canada-
Bahamas 5oc -30c

0 -20<

0 0

15c 35c

45c 25c

15C 15C

Gulf-P. Rico

Mid-Atlantic

It is typical of how we handle things that whenever we look at a develop-
ment, we always concentrate immediately on employment, property tax, etc.,
but nobody ever looks at the output side. Assuming that we' re basing aur
marginal oil on OPEC crude and deepwater terminals, all these alter-
natives to refinery locations wi11 face essentially the same crude costs.
All these sites are about the same distance away from the Persian Gulf.
So that differential is small. We' ve listed it as zero. Now, the foreign
refineries are at a disadvantage under present tariff laws, as has already
been pointed out. I estimated that differential at 50 cents, but I cer-
tainly would be willing to ga along with Mr. Buckley's 58 cents. It' s
made up with the 40 cents differential crude versus products plus the
forgiveness clause. The domestic refineries will probably be somewhat at
a disadvantage with respect to costs. They' re subject to higher environ-
mental standards and perhaps higher labor costs. I' ve roughly estimated
these at the figures shown so that the foreign refineries get an advantage.
In terms of product distribution, all these refineries are at a disadvan-
tage in respect to the local refinery. Illustration 3 shows my rough
estimate of the disadvantages facing them.

So the last column under these very rough estimates represents the unit
profit above those required to obtain a normal return on invested capital
available to a New England refinery depending on who his marginal com-
petitor is. Far example, if New England is forced to import some of its
products from European refineries, this differential has been estimated at
70 cents a barrel, or about $60,000,000 per year in profits in excess of
normal return on capital. These are profits before income taxes. However,
if refining capacity in eastern Canada or the Bahamas expands to the paint
where all European products are forced off the New England market, then the
price of products would drop about 30-35 cents a barrel. And the excess

profits would drop to about 35 cents a barrel or $30,000,000 a year. In
this context I'm using the term "excess profits" not in a pejorative sense,
but in a technical sense--profits in excess of the normal return on capital.
If domestic refining capacity expands to the point where all imported pro-
ducts are forced off the New England market, then the differential drops
to perhaps 25 cents or maybe even 15 cents in the extremely unlikely case
of an excess of refining capacity in the middle Atlantic arising. That
would require the middle Atlantic refineries to quadruple their present
refining capacity. As you can see, the major advantage that the domestic
refinery has over the foreign refinery, especially the near foreign refin-
eries, is the tariff differential.

A natural question then arises: "Is there any way that the region can
appropriate a share of these tariff-transport savings to itself?" The
answer is "possibly." It's important to realize that assuming na price
control, the savings associated with these differentials will not be
passed on to the regional consumer in the form of lower product prices.
Even under perfect competition, price will be determined by the delivered
cost of the most expensive oil consumed in the region. Now, of course, if
the installation of this regional refining capacity � 250,000 barrels a day,
say--just happened to knock the last unit of European products off the
local market, then assuming effective competition, price will drop to the
next expensive source with subsequent increase in real regional income in
the form of lower product prices. But in that situation this differential
will sti.ll exist. It will now be 35 cents instead of 70 cents.

It's also important to rea1ize that a share of these excess profits will
automatically accrue to New England. Uncle Sam will take a portion of
these profits away from the refiner, and a portion af this Federal income
vill return to New England in the form of either public services or Federal
taxes. Also, the shareholders of the corporation owning the refinery will
retain a portion of these profits, and some of these shareholders may and
almost certainly will be New Englanders. But, unless the corporation is
owned largely by New Englanders, the proportion of excess profits which
will automatically accrue to the region will be an extremely small share
of the total.

The question then remains: "How do we latch on to a substantial share of
these savings?" I think we' ve got three basic options which can at least
be considered. They are listed in illustration 4-

ILLUSTRATION 4

BASIC OPTIONS

I! Modification of state income or local property taxes

2! Monopolistic pricing of sites

3! Monopolistic pricing af crude terminals

First I' ll talk about modifying the state income or local property taxes.
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Automatically a portion of these excess profits will return to the local
states in the form of state corporate income taxes. Under present rules,
depending on which state you' re in, we' re talking somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of 6 or 7 percent, assuming no glaring loopholes exist. The region
would take something like this percentage off the top. As we' ve already
seen, the property taxes at present would be a small amount of these
potential profits. The question arises, "Could these devices be modified
to take a substantial share of the excess profits?" Well, maybe. I
don't know anything about tax laws, but my guess is "no." A blatantly
discriminatory taxing policy which is, of course, what we want would run
into all kinds of legal problems, and the option of increasing everybody' s
taxes and somehow redistributing the proceeds only to residents would be
an administrative nightmare. And the whole process of selectively adjust-
ing tax laws would almost certainly become a boondoggle where everybody
who has special interests would try to get the tax law changed to his
advantage. So I just think the original idea would be quickly submerged
in a welter of these interests, And, finally, any such changes in taxes
would have to be made in a coordinated fashion by the states. If one state
upped its cut against a refinery and the others did not, then the refinery
would say, "Well, I'm going next door," So I don't think this is the way
to go.

I think option two is a little bit more interesting. This would involve
the region saying, "Look � here is the only site you can put a refinery on,"
and somehow make this statement stick. Under this situation, it could
theoretically appropriate the bulk of refiners' future excess profits in
the form of land-lease payments. Due to uncertainties with respect to
what these future profits will be, because it is not known with whom the
refinery will be competing on the margin, and more importantly the future
availability of crude and the form that price control might take are not
known, these agreements would undoubtedly have to be explicitly based on
a share of the future profits actually realized rather than a fixed front-
end loaded payment. That is, the region would have to share some of the
refiner's risks, and if the refinery was put in here and couldn't get
crude or didn't make any money because of price control, then the region
would not be collecting a portion of its excess profits. There wouldn' t
be any. I think the real knock against this option is political feasi-
bility. For practical purposes the towns control the sites, with the
states having some veto power, and if a town went to a prospective refiner
and said, "Here's a site for 50 percent of your annual excess profits
which would be an extremely large sum for any one town to swallow --another
town is going to crop up quickly and say, "I' ve got an equivalent site
for 45 percent," and compete among each other. And even if the coastal
states control the sites directly, it's not. clear that they could agree
to bargain collectively, and the states might end up competing with each
other. Certainly the recent past gives us no reason to be sanguine in this
regard.

Ny own guess is that if any of the options has a chance, it's the third.
I think it is not inconceivable that the coastal New England states could

agree with each other on one or possibly two locations for offshore crude
terminals and, agree that there be no other crude terminals withi~ the
region. There are some obvious environmental advantages to such an agree-
ment. The states might then set up a corporation owned by the states to
build and own these terminals. This corporation would price its services
not on the cost of its operation, which would be in the neighborhood of
2-4 cents a barrel, but on the pre-tax excess profits earned by the
refineries it serves. This would have the effect of not only transferring
a portion of the refiner's profits to the region, but also a portion of
Uncle Sam's profits, since the terminal corporation would get to the
refiner first. As iming an agreement could be reached based on a sub-
stantial share of the refiner's profits, @nd the refiner would still make
more money than if he didn't take advantage of the terminal's offer,!
the terminal would be an extremely profitable organization. The terminal
corporation would in turn distribute its profits to the owner states in
proportions agreed upon by the terminal's enabling charter. Each state
would then be free to spend its income in any way it chose. Presumably,
the original agreement would be written so the state in which the refinery
was actually located would receive the lion's share of this income, the
other states being paid off to keep them from competing with this state
for the refinery. In this manner all the states would be better off with
the agreement than without. Given such an agreement, it's not inconceivable
that the region could take, say, 50 percent of the refiner's excess profits
off the top. You' re going to have to give him something more than the
opportunity cost of capital, because this is a risky business, given the
uncertainties about crude oil, etc, How much is up to your bargaining
strength. And in the near term, as we said, depending on the competition,
this amount could run to 30 or 40 million dollars per year per unit
refinery, a figure which dwarfs the other real regional income impacts of
the refinery: local property taxes, state income under present rules,
and impact of payrolls. It is a figure which is almost entirely in
addition to these other effects. Whatever their size, this is in effect
gravv ~

Now, this whole argument that I' ve given you depends on two things: no
embargo and no price control.' So let's look at the effect of the no
embargo assumpt'ion. In fact, I' ve already talked about it. If the refinery
cannot obtain crude, it will not be a profitable business and will not be
able to pay any excess profits tax, whatever form they take. Both the
refinery and the region will lose. Thi.s is one of the very real risks the
region takes when it apts for a regional refinery. However, this risk is
a double-edged sword . If the region takes this risk and the other regions
do not--say, the middle Atlantic or Gulf � then refineries will remain. in
short supply, and if they can get crude, they will be earning profits.
It's just a matter of whether you take these risks. These risks are also
slowing down refinery development elsewhere, which means that refineries
which are successful in obtaining crude will make more money than if the
risks do not exist.
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Finally, the most important assumption I made is no price control. and,
course, what I' ve been describing is a situation without price con-

trol. Our present price control policies can hardly be regarded. as
stable. The whole system has been in effect a little over a year, It' s
impossible to predict how long the present system will last or what will
replace it. The Federal Energy Office already came up with a different
al1ocation, and the whole process is a very ungainly one. It's hard
to see that it's going to be permanent. However, as Mr. Buckley points
out, under the present system, a new refinery in the region will be
entitled to a pro-rated share of old, domestic crude. Old crude is just
shorthand for oil priced at $5.25 a barrel, less than one-half the un-
controlled price. Further, and this is just as important, under the
present rules the prices of the products produced by the refiner are
regulated in an attempt to prevent the refineries from earning any excess
profits above the normal cost of capital.

There is considerable question about how well. this allocation regulatory
system is working. But if i t worked perfectly, the transport and tarif f
savings associated with regional refining would be passed forward to the
consumer and would lower product prices without the region doing anything.
These savings that we talked about would go forward. Further, if the
ef feet of the crude allocation system plus the regional refining were to
increase the amount of old crude consumed in the region and price control
worked perfectly, this dif ferential would a1so be passed forward.
Mr. Buckley pointed this out. To the extent that we consume more old
crude with the regional refinery than without, this could be very signif-
icant, because we' re talking about $5 or $6 a barrel. It is really
impossible without a lot more work than I' ve done on this problem to say
anything useful about what the increase, if any, in the amount of old
crude consumed regionally would be. It is not clear to me that there would
be any. And it is certainly impossible for me to estimate how well price
control is actually working, and it's impossible for anyone to say any-
thing about how long the whole ungainly structure will last and what it
wi.ll be replaced by. But, in a sense, these issues are unimportant to
the suggestion that I' ve raised, because the option I have suggested is
viable in any case. In the unlikely event that the allocation/regulatory
system is fully accomplishing its intended purpose and lasts, the refiner
will not make any excess profits, will not pay a share of these profits
to the terminal corporation, but the transport tariff savings will be
passed on to the regiona1. consumer. Great' .We' ve done what we wanted
to do, which is appropriate a large share of those savings and push them
onto the region. In this case, the terminal corporation just breaks even.
If price control is scrapped, or to the extent that it isn't working, the
refinery will make some excess profits and pay a portion of these to the
terminal corporation, who will distribute them to the states' general
coffers. In the first case, the region has lost nothing in real income
terms by setting up this contro1ling force. In the second case, it could
gain quite a lot.

ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT PROPOSALS

William Bulger

I. am pleased to be in Durham this morning and. honored to be with such a
distinguished panel of experts.

The issue of the introduction of oil refineries and offshore tanker facil-
ities into New England has, as have so many other dimensions of the oi1
issue, become confused, misrepresented, and propagandized.

The arcane and complex nature of this industry, its corporate activities,
pricing structure, control over other sources of energy, immense political
strength, and potent economic power have not only set the limits of debate
on this issue, but have placed the public and their officials in a reactive
and non-deliberative posture.

What New England is experiencing is the onslaught of the cowboy economics
of the oil industry, no better exemplified than by the audacious and cynical
effort of the Onassi.s group to bamboozle the people and offici.als of New
Hampshire into accepting a coastal refinery and offshore tanker facility
on the Isles of Shoals

Two facts are clear from our recent investigation in Massachusetts:
�! as regards the public interest, the case for building refineries in
New England is not a strong one, but as far as the private entrepreneur
is concerned, a New England refinery would be a very profitable venture;
�! that New England does not have to accept the siting of a refinery on
its coastline, and that the issue of an offshore tanker terminal is not
only separable from the refinery question but in fact must be considered
as a separate policy matter for New England.

Under present institutional arrangements, any cost savings from a New
England refinery would not be passed on to consumers.

I.t is my feeling that New England must not accept such a facility until
the economic benefit can be shifted from the private entrepreneur to the

!
public, bearing in mind that. a refinery is a nice thing to have but not a
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necessity from the stand point of either the region's consumers or economy
under the present arrangement.

It also must be stated that the entire national energy picture is in a
state of flux, that it appears premature to pIan local energy facilities
until it is clearer what kinds of energy will be available and at what cost.

We tnust ask the question, "Where is the National Energy Policy we have been
promised for so long|" Maybe, Mr. Jackson of Exxon cart tell us.

What is startling about recent events here in. New Hampshire is the cavalier
attitude with which officials are willing to jeopardize the viable economic
base provided by Lourism and other service � oriented industry for an indus-
try whose benefits are at best illusory and will have the potential to
eclipse that which provides New England with a major portion of her income.

There is no public or economic imperative for New England to forsake this
obviously important industry.

The scent of high profits will keep the oil industry at New England' s
door even if the region were to place the kinds of constraints on its
activities that New Euglanders deem necessary to safe-guard other indus-
tries, the aesthetics and amenities of their land and coastal resources.

1 am convinced that industry can both function and profit within Lhe
reasonable social constraints imposed by government.

New Enpland's awakening to the cowboy economics which the oil industry
and some elected officials, particularly in New Hampshire, seek to impose
on this region provides us really with an opportunity to take charge of
such New England development in an intelligent way.

At best, New England political and industrial leaders have exhibited an
uncanny ability to be predictably myopic and unimaginative, in matters
which will determine the future of our economic development and environ-
mental integrity.

It perhaps is the nature of both the political and industrial animal that
their mental processes lend thetnselves better to extending the present
state of affairs into the future than to reconceptualize and innovate
more constructive and effective courses of action.

It is t: he disjointed incremental p1anning in. the energy and other public
areas that dictates the notion that the solution to New England 's oil
problems will ~i so facto disappear when a refinery is on the line in this
region.

As the people of Durham recently came to recognize, what may at first
glance be seemingly correct intuitively--that close proximity to a refinery
would produce lower consumer prices and provide security of supply--is in
fact not true under the present institutional scheme of things.

What the oil industry, majors as well as independents, must do if it wants
to undertake successfully the refinery business in New England is to
develop a sense of candor and honesty and not to expect New England to fall
into line like Texas and Louisiana at the prospect of a quick buck. There
is more than distance that separates the two regions,

Today's oil management scandal may yet provide some long term benefit for
New England.

Aside from its added benefit of convincing the rest of the nation of what
blew England has been saying for over a decade, that the interests of the
major oil corporations and the iong term public interest are at war with
one another, it can provide the impetus for the iVew England states to
come together for their own welfare.

New England regionalism as a concept has been much touted and discussed--
its time has come.

Such a concept, of course, will remain an academic exercise unless the
legal framework for such interstate action is laid down.

The formation of a New England States Oil Compact could provide the frame-
work upon which the necessary institutional changes can take place.

This kind of interstate arrangement would require Congressional approval,
and for that reason the New England Congressional Caucus in Washington,
upon my request to Congressman Thomas P. O' Neill, Jr. of Massachusetts,
its Chairman, is researching and considering such a proposal. I hope they
will give it serious consideration or find some comparable alternative.

The New England SLates Oil Compact would be empowered to undertake the
f ollowing ac tions:

1! To share, among all six New England states, tax and other revenues
to be derived from refineries, offshore tanker terminal facilities,
and other petroleum-related activities, in order to remove the tax
revenue incentive from the siting decisions so that more rational
consideration can be given to the land-use constraints;  In other
words, New Hampshire would, for instance, think twice about jeop-
ardizing its 16 miles of coastline if it. were to share some portion
of the revenue from an inland refinery in Maine.!

2! To plan, construct and control a New England petroleum pipeline
distribution system for product and crude oil linking New England
refineries  if they are to be constructed! and major markets in the
region;  The pipeline system has enormous possibilities for New
England when you consider Portland now pipes oil 235 miles to
Montreal.!
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3! To standardize among the New England states pollution control
regulations as they relate to oil and oil facilities, so that com-
petition among the New England states would not be based on the
lowering of such standards ta attract this kind of development;

4! To standardize among the New England states industrial controls as
they relate to oil in order also to eliminate such unhealthy com-
petition;

5! To determine the location, size and number of refineries and
related facili.ties for the region;

6! To plan, construct and operate, if necessary, a publicly held
refinery for New England.

What the hearings of the Massachusetts Special Legislative Commission on
Marine Boundaries and Resources on this matter have revealed is the need
for a region-wide entity ta do the bargaining with the refinery entrepeneur.
This compact would bargain to gain the best tax and consumer price advan-
tage for the region.

These experts also advised us that the first refinery in the region would
reap windfall profits because the pricing would be determined by national
price structure and transportation savings would go to the refiner, and
in order to bargain for this excess profit a united regional front must be
put forth. One state must not be played against another to the detriment
of the region as a whole. Experts have testified, Professor Jack Devanney
among them, that the region acting together could derive more benefits for
each state than any one state acting alone could exact from the refiner.
The New England Governors' Conference and New England Regional Commission
over the past several years have been, at best, disappointing in this area.
With the pressures to drill for oil off New England, it should be an added
incentive for these six neighboring states to act to strengthen their
bargaining position vis-a-vis the Federal government and the major ail
corporations. This can only come if an interstate compact is fashioned.

New Englanders have the time and the obligation to future generations to
plan the future of their region in a thoughtful and intelligent manner
and to demand the best technological alternatives.

We have nat engaged in such planning, We have not made such demands.
New Englanders must reject the fast-buck offers of any pitch man whether
he resides in Texas or happens ta be the Governor of New Hampshire,

I would urge the citizens of New Hampshire to pressure their Chief Executive
ta cooperate with the other New England states in fashioning regional solu-
tions to these matters, or we will all be lasers.

WHERE SHOULD OIL REFINERIES BE LOCATED' ?"

I would like to begin by first answering the question, 'Does New England
need or want refineries?" I believe the answer is, "No--New England
basically does not need refineries nor, at the moment, does it seem to
want them." It does need fuel oil and gasoline; the market exists and
the demand will be supplied at whatever price the praducts can cammand .
During the past twenty years, a half a dozen refinery projects have been
proposed for New England sites but have failed to proceed . From these
failures has developed the widely held belief that New Englanders da not
want any refineries.

In every case, the failures have been related ta siting. Also, they have
been the result of inadequate information, poor communication, and lack
of understanding on the side of the ail companies on the one hand and the
local communities on the other. A principal shortcoming on the side af
the oil companies has been the unfortunate site selecti.ons, which created
massive confrontations. Such a face � off pits the marginal advantages to
the project of a coastal location against the traditional romance of New
England's lobstermen, clam diggers, fishermen, yachtsmen, ornithologists,
biologists, and others who cherish their ocean, their seashore, and their
tidal wetlands.

The major fault on the communities' side has been a lack of knowledge of,
and sympathy with, the petroleum industry in general and oil refining in
particular. Nat only the people themselves but their elected representa-
tives, and their mentors in academia and in the media, have objected vig-
orously ta any proposed new ind.ustry bearing any relation ta an oi.l
refinery. Despite the economic advantages possible, it would seem that
the people of New England will never permit an oil refinery to be built
in the area.

In an effort to put the problem in perspective, let us begin by character-
izing an oil refinery. Petroleum refineries are nothing but large,
capital-intensive, manufacturing facilities which can convert a relatively
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useless raw material, crude oil, into very useful and essential finished
products. The raw material is in liquid farm, which is somewhat unusual
for a major industry, and with a few exceptions the products are liquids.
Refining operations are continuous. They proceed day and night, three
hundred and sixty-five days a year, except for periodic shutdowrs of
short duration for inspection, maintenance, or in case of an emergency.

Refineries can be small, or they can be very large. They can be simple
plants, or complex. The smallest and simplest refineries in the United
States occupy less than one hundred acres, including tankage; utilize only
a very few basic processes such as crude desalting, distillation, treating,
and blending; and produce only a few products. The plant capi.tal invest-
ment wauld be less than $1,000 per barrel a day of throughput. The larger,
more complex refineries require over 1000 acres of land and involve many
additional processes such as desulfurization, reforming, cracking, alkyl-
ation, caking, solvent extraction, dewaxing, and deasphalting. They produce
dozens of products and cast mare than $2,000 per barrel per day. Any
inclusion of petro-chemical manufacturing vastly complicates the refinery
scheme and multiplies the investment cost.

The factors that influence site selection for refineries are primarily
economic and are not much different from those far other continuously
operating manufacturing facilities such as power stations, chemical plants,
or steel mills. They include delivery and storage of raw materials; storage
and distribution of products; proximity of markets; transportation options
af pipelines, roads, rails, ar tankers for crude oil and products; avail-
ability and suitability of the land for construction; local zoning and
weather conditions; availability and cast of utilities, power, labor,
water; local and state and federal statutes, building codes, and permit
requirements; and any special or local restrictions or incentives that
might apply to the project.

In recent years, there has been a wholesome concern for appropriate land
use and for the environment which has made it necessary to devote con-
siderable time and effort ta environmental, aesthetic, political, and
social considerations. The one overriding factor, which many people over-
look in this regard, is the cost. The design of the plant to accommodate
to the physical characteristics of the site and to adapt to the local con-
ditions and laws is, in the last analysis, a cost consideration, The
technology does exist or can be developed to meet almost any physical con-
dition or imposed environmental requirement, but certainly at some added.
cost. Therefore, it must be kept in mind that the consumer ultimately
will pay for the benefits of this technology in price increases for the
product.

Obviously, an oil company looks far sites which will resuIt In the lowest
total cost of the product fram the oil we11 ta the consumer's tank. His-
torically, this lowest cost was achieved by siting refineries either in or
near the oil fields, or near the market or consuming center, and occasion-
ally along transportation routes, Oil refineries in western Pennsylvania,
southern Illinois, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas, and Los Angeles are typical
of the first category, near the oil fields, Those in New Jersey,

Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, East St. Louis, and San Francisco are
typical of the second category, near the consuming centers.

Half of the 246 refineries presently operating in the United States are
found in the 7 states of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas, and California. The other 123 refineries are widely
distributed over 33 other states, Only ll states have no refineries:
the 6 New England states  with the possible exception of a small asphalt
plant in Rhode Island!, Iowa, the two Carolinas, South Dakota, Idaho, and
Nevada.

The United States refining industry is currently the product of its past.
Many refineries are still operating in the same location af ter fif ty years.
One reason is that it is usually less expensive to make additions or modi-
fications to existing refineries than to build in a new location. This
fact has caused many of our refineries to be overbuilt in one location,
and has resulted in the congestion that you have observed in many refining
centers. There are scores of petroleum projects actually underway in the
United States, but only a very few are so-called "grass roots projects,"
that is, on completely new sites. The act..ivities of local ecology groups,
in addition to the increased costs associated with all the factors pre-
viously cited, have tended ta discourage the seeking out of new sites for
refineries. And a refinery in New England would obviously be of that
category.

The question has been asked, "Why are there no refineries in New England' ?"
The reasons, which are sometimes a bit obscure, are probably more related
to economics than to the problem of finding a suitable site. Until recently,
the market share of any ane oil company, major or i~dependent, has been too
small to justify a sufficiently large and economic refinery in New England.
Competitive marketing conditions and 1ow prices did not promise sufficientIy
high profitability. In addition, the market for gasoline, which is the
big profit-making product, is small in relation to the demand for heating
fuels,

Until April, 1973, the United States Government policies on crude oil and
product imports discouraged the building of any refineries. When the
government required oil companies to maximize domestic crude use, it was
more economic to ship finished products to New England than to refine crude
oil there. Furthermore, the so-called "incremental barrels" of overcapacity
that the refineries were able to squeeze out of their supplies were sold
at a very low price on the bulk market ta independent oil marketing com-
panies, who in turn sold at a low price in direct competition with the
major oil companies. A few poorly conceived projects which failed to get
approval tended to discourage others from making the attempt. Lastly,
New England is not noted for low labor costs, or low construction casts,
compared to the South where most refineries are located.
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In any case, the decision on whether New England as a region, or one
specific locale in the region, becomes the site of a refinery Lies first
with the investor, the oil company. The company must make the hard deci-
sion on, "Can we afford to spend $400 million, and will we get an adequate
return on that investment to justify building the plant?" Second, the
actual community to be affected by the refinery has an important role to
play. Third, consideration must be given to the government, state and
federal, authorities. If a company and a community cannot get together
and agree on the conditions acceptable to borh for a refinery project,
there is considerable doubt that any amount of "regional planning" aimed
at obtaining the economic benefits a refinery might bring to the area
could succeed. If a local area and a company do get together on a refin-
ery, the benefits will accrue to the region far beyond the local community.

The engineering considerations deriving from the physical characteristics
of a site rarely have a major i.nfluence on the oil company's decision,
although they do affect costs. More important are such considerations as:

SUPPLY � Assuming that. foreign crude oil will be the feed for a New
England refinery, can the crude be transported by VLCC  very large
crude carrier! and delivered to the refinery by pipeline'? 3ohn King
of Massport is making very serious efforts ro provide facilities for
the refining industry that would afford transportation savings by
means of a deepwater terminal. Are rights of way available for a
pipeline from this facility to the refinery?

MARKETS � Can the products be readily and cheaply distributed to the
markets by pipeline, rail, tanker, or truck'? Probably all of these
various means will be used.

ENVIRONMENT � What are the specific pollution control requirements
that need to be considered in rhe design of the plant? Can they be
met at reasonable costs'? Air quali.ty, water quality, solid waste
disposal, noise levels must be evaluated. Many states and cities use
vague terminology such as "best available technology," and technology
is continually changing. Someone has to establish very precisely
what is acceptable and what is the design form.

APPROVALS - What are the requirements for approvals? Do we know, for
example, how many people must approve a refinery project? Is an
Environmental Impact Statement required, and of what must it consist'?
Is baseline ecological data necessary � that is, a measure of the
cumulative impact of the plant from pre-installation throughout the
duration of its operation?

SITING � Is sufficient properly zoned land available at reasonable
cost, and does it provide adequate screening for aesthetic accept-
ability? Is the proposed land use acceptable to the local area?

SOCIAL � Is adequate attention paid to social factors? Does the com-
munity welcome industry and provide pleasant living conditions? Will
industry take heed of the community's needs and be a good neighbor?

GOVERNMENT - What is the impact of the existing statutes, local laws,
ordinances, state and federal agencies, storage regulations? Is the
project in line with Federal Energy Administration  FEA! policy?

COMMERCIAL � The very basic and fundamental commercial considerations
are price stability and market stability. Can the refinery get a
sufficient share of the market to make it a feasible project? What
kind of competition will it face? Will it build a plant and then

Tfind that it isn t competitive and cannot pay out its investment costs?
What ki~ds of products will be needed in the next ten years? What
will be the ultimate return on the investment?

In conclusion, let us return to our original question of whether New England
needs or wants refineries, With all of the foregoing considerations in
mind, it seems more likely that the question should have been asked whether
there is any likelihood that a refinery could ever be built in the region.
Without a doubt, oil refineries will be bu.ilt in New England during this
decade, not because they are needed but because the new energy economics
will justify the investment. They will be sited at locations which repre-
sent a satisfactory compromise between the interests of those presently in
favor of or opposed to their construction,

Finally, it might be interesting to speculate on the characteristics of a
petroleum refinery that might be built in New England during the next
decade. The location would probably be a wooded, inland site within fifty
miles of Boston, the center of New England's market. It would encompass
about one thousand acres of land, of which perhaps fifteen percent would be
developed as plant facilities, and the remaining eighty-five percent would
be left in open fields or woods to provide a "green belt" or distance
factor. Transportation would be by pipeline, for both the crude coming in
from a deepwater terminal aud the products to distribution centers in the
New England market.

The capacity or output of the plant would probably be at least 100,000 and
possibly 300,000 barrels per day of products tailored to the New England
market: 25 percent gasoline, 5 percent jet fuel, 30 percent heating oil,
40 percent residual oil. If the company couldn't acquire sufficient market
to justify the gasoline production, some of the gasoline might be diverted
in substitute natural gas  SNG! production.

Distillation, desulfurization, treating, and blending would be the proces-
ses involved in this simple, European � type, "hydroskimming" refinery. It
is European in type because traditionally the United States refineries
make, on the average, about 50 percent gasoline and 50 percent other pro-
ducts. Because of the lowei' demand for gasoline in relation to home heat-
ing oil and residual oil in New England, this refinery would make less
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gasoline than chose in other areas. It would meet or exceed all federal,
state, and local requirements; it. wouldn't smelly smoke, or pollute. guiet,
clean, safe, and out of town, the refinery would be self-sufficient and
not burden the community with costs for utility services, fire protection,
or road maintenance. It would pay taxes, provide jobs, and be essentially
a good neighbor,

If the refinery provides the economic advantages to the region envisioned
by its advocates, it may well be that New England will find it wants a
refinery, although it may not actual.ly need it.

I am going to start off by clearing the air. I personally have no ex-
perience in siting refineries, nor does the New England Division of the
Corps of Engineers have any experience in siting refineries. In fact, if
you want to find an objective individual, a guy that hasn't made up his
mind because he doesn't know the facts, I'm probably about as objective as
anybody around here today.

This morning's speaker made a couple of comments about the attitude of the
people of Louisiana toward the energy crisis. I have a son who was born
in New England., and I also had a son born south of the Masan Dixie Line,
and so I feel I should take the opportunity to speak for the Southerners
here y though I am a Yankee myself . I understand down in Louisiana they
have a bumpersticker which reads something like>"Drive 80 miles an hour
and freeze a Yankee."

The Corps of Engineers does have a statutory responsibility, however, with
petroleum refinery siting, development, and environmental controls. The
refinery developer would be required to apply for a permit for any struc-
tures which would extend into navigable waters. For a refinery complex
this would include water discharge structures as well as tank and terminal
facilities, and would include any dredging requirements. We have developed
quite a bit of background information in deepwater port facilities. In
the late 60's the Corps' Institute for Water Resources commissioned Arthur
D. Little, Inc., to prepare a report on "Foreign Deepwater Port Develop-
ments, A Selective Overview of Economic, Engineering and Environmental
Factors." That report: provided guidance which we feel would be very help-
ful in avoiding many undesirable side effects of port development. For
example, foreign experience shows that unless carefully regulated, develop-
ment of deep port facilities is likely to generate substantial expansion
and a refinery petro-chemical complex. However, the report concluded that
this is in no way an inevitable course of events, and these industrial ex-
pansion issues could be resolved by the proper use of land planning.
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This study was followed by three regional studies. In 1970, Congress
authorized a study of regional and navigational requirements with partic-
ular reference to economies afforded by the use of supersized bulk trans-
port vessels and tankers. This study pertained only to the Texas Gulf
coast. Later, it was expanded to include the entire Gulf coast fram
Brawnsville, Texas, to Tampa, Florida, and additional studies then were
authorized for the North Atlantic and the Pacific coasts. These studies
examined various alternative sites and transportation systems to accom-
modate crude petroleum imports and. showed that there is economic justifi-
cation for ane or more deepwater ports on each coast to serve superships.
Also, the conclusion was that deepwater ports are environmentally prefer-
able to the present method of using small tankers or of dredging existing
channels to required depths. By decreasing the number of ships, chances
of collisions and potential graundings and the chances af ail spills cauld
be reduced .

After looking at all reasonable alternatives, the conclusion of the study
was that private or nan-federal ownership, financing, and operation of a
regional deepwater supertank terminal is compatible with the public inter-
est. The one big condition, of course, is that effective federal controls
and regulations be provided to insure the proper environmental controls
are designed into the facilities and that the operations are carried out
in a safe, clean manner.

Naw let's look at the area we' re most interested in, which is the North
Atlantic region. Since New England at the time af the report had no
refineries and is relatively remote from existing refineries, the cost
af transshipment was taa high to warrant detailed consideration.
However, the report did allow that the volume of petroleum products,
particularly residual and distillate fuel oil, did merit further study
with regard ta supertanker handling.

Of course, this conclusion would have ta be altered quite extensively if
a refinery were to be located in the New England region. The Corps con-
sidered ten sites in New England. Seven of these were along the coast
of Maine, two in Massachusetts, and one in Rhode Island. Five were re-
jected due to incompatibility with the existing environment, and the ones
remaining as potentials were Eastport, Machiasport, and Portland, Maine;
Massachusetts Bay off Boston; and the East Passage of Narragansett Bay.
Let me stress, naw, that the Carps is not necessarily endorsing the
development of any of these areas. I'm merely stating that these are
potentials for a deepwater part development. Naw a siting of a refinery
in conjunction with the development of this port, of course, would re-
quire a review substantially in as great depth, if not greater depth, than
the port study itself.

The statutory regulation under which we operate is the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899. That seems like a long way bark when we talk about deepwater
parts and refineries, but none the less that is the one that has been up-
held. The procedures, however, with which we operate have been revised
recently, and I would like ta give you just a thumb � nail sketch of what
they would involve. The first action after the application is ta

determine whether an Environmental impact Statement would be required.
ibis is a requirement. under the National Environment Policy Act of 1969.
Naw this E.I.S., as we call it, would have ta cover the total romplex--
that is, all affloading facilities, the refinery, and other ancillary
systems such as pipelines and shore storage facilities. I think this is
only fair to the people, as they should have the right to review the E.I.S.
so that they have a complete picture of what the who1e action is abaut and

Idon t have ta try to make judgments on each individual action. Because
of the complexity of this E.I.S., it would be a requirement that one
federal agency wou1d be determined to be the lead agency. The agency
official would be responsible for coordinating all of the input in the
development of one E.I.S. Just wha that agency would be has not been
determined yet because we do not have an application thus far.

So, let's assume that the Corps was given thi.s responsibility. What would
our actions be? Well, first of all we would issue a public notice of the
application. After the draft E.I.S. is published, we would have ta hold
a public meeting; and comments received at this meeting, together with
comments submitted on the draft E,I.S., would have to be incorporated into
the final E.I.S. After all this coordination is complete, the Division
Engineer would then approve or deny the permit request based on the
evaluation of the effect on the public interest. The factors affecting
the publi.c interest have been defined and are essentially autlined in the
NEPA, and they include such things as conservation, economics, aesthetics,
general enviranmenta3 concerns, historical values, wild life values, flood
damage prevention, land use classificatian, navigation, recreation, water
supply, water quality, and, above all, the needs and welfare of the people.

No permit will be granted unless its issuance is found to be in the public
interest. This includes local approvals, state approvals, certification
that state water quality standard.s will not be violated, performance with
state wetland laws, coastal zone managrmrent plan, and any other applicable
state requirement where the port and refinery would be located. Throughout
this review process  and I think everyone realizes this would be lengthy!,
there should be every opportunity for anyone to express his views and to
examine the records and views af all others. The ultimate decision is
not based on the view af one agency or one interest group but weighs and
balances a1.1 the views expressed.

I j ust returned from a visit to the refineries in the states of Washington
and California and from discussions with federal, state, and local agencies
as well as refinery operating personnel. I. gather the strong impression
that refineries are nat environmental monsters and do not pose any un-
manageable environmental problems. There is concern on oil spills. The
emotionalism by which this subject has been discussed has certainly con-
fused me as ta just what is fact and what is fiction, However, I think
two basic facts have been established. First, oil spills have happened
and possibly could happen in the future, and second, these spills have an
adverse environmencal effect. Based on these twa facts, and only on these
two facts, I feel it is imperative that the refinery applicant design a
system that not only handles the ail but prevents oil spills. Much of the
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EPA sought early involvement in the refinery issue because it was obvious
to us that the initial siting of the refinery is one of the most important
factors in determining the environmental impact, the amount of money that
it will Cake to control the environmental impact, and the very fundamental
question as to whether or not the impact could or couldn't be controlled.
We circulated a policy paper and a review guidance paper in hopes that we
would be able Co get our position on the line early, that local, state,
and regional reviewers would know what the policy was, and that industrial
groups trying to site refineries would also know what it was. There was
another factor in our thinking, too. There is only one state with extensive
experience in refinery siting and with the proven mechanics developed on
how to handle the issue. That, of course, is Maine. I believe Maine to
be one of the national leaders in this type of review, But the other
states really have nothing upon which to depend.

But our early involvement doesn't mean that we' re not convinced that there
must be some fundamental thinking involved, more fundamental than has gone
on here today, as to just what we do need and where we are going, That
fundamental thinking is going on, but it usually involved someone else' s
interests. For instance, a couple of weeks ago, there was an excellent
Exxon ad in the paper which utilized about a fourth of a page to show that
due to the 55 mile per hour speed limit, about. a quarter of the people that
would have died on the highways this year didn't die. They were saved, and
a tremendous number of traffic injuries did not occur because of the lower
speed limit. As an ancillary benefit, of course, motorists got increased
mileage. But if you try to discuss fundamental aspects of safety with a
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discussion that we had on oil spills was "a human factor," and I think the
design of the oil handling system should include the "human factor" in
design. This is not an unreasonable thing to request, because I think
one of the agencies that has had extreme success in designing just thati
in their system testing is NASA, And I know that as far as the Corps
interest is concerned, this would be one requirement that we would lay on
the applicant--that his oil handling system be designed to prevent oil
spills and not just to handle oil.

So we did
you haven'
are requir
and produc
could not
probably
get.

ENviRONMENTAL coNsTRAINTs IN sITE SELEcTIDN

get in early, and among the items that are in that policy, if
t seen it already, is the indication that large amounts of land
ed--we believe 1,000-1,500 acres--that pipeline crude supply
t distribution are essent.ial, that metropolitan areas probably
sustain the air impacts, and that a deepwater offshore port,

monobuoy, apparently represents the best tradeoff you can
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highway safety person, someone who's interested in maximizing highway
safety, but based on the given that you' ve got to have a highway, he' ll
sayg "Well, we 've got to rebuild the highway because we' ve got to get our
incidence of traffic deaths down fram 5.6 per million passenger miles to
3.5 passenger miles." The obvious response is, "Yesp but if you bu.ild
that highway, more miles will be driven and the number of traffic deaths
will up. What are you ~zeall doing? Are you building highways, or are
you saving lives?"

Here in New Hampshire we' ve got a highway safety commission with an active
campaign against drunken drivers. We all know that. And yet, where do
we as a state get most of oux money? We get it from the booze that' s
making the drivers drunk. If you really want to think about the fundamental
issues, that's the level to begin.

Look at the massive investments in energy facilities � $400 � 500 million in
a large power plant or refinery. It stirs your imagination. All that con-
struction, all those kilowatts going out the line, and all thase people
getting their power. But it seems to me that the technology is the same
sort of technology that Edison used when he first fired up his original
equipment. Oh, I know it's a lat better, but it hasn't changed funda-
~tll. lt t tht 'ti j t 'gi ti dpthg
safer investment to use this money to find same way of getting 70 or 80
percent of that power aut of the energy instead of 40 percent.

What I'm trying to illustrate here is that EPA really is yet to be con-
vinced . We haven't folded on this issue. We believe that over the long
term, we' ve got to apply this fundamental thinking, because we' ve got to
decide. just where ouz limited resources are going to go. They certainly
can't all go inta developing energy resources and using energy,

We all agree that environmental considerations and siting considerations
are related, and this relationship has many facets. For instance, there
would be no problem at all if at the refinery site, you built a condominium
with a picture window overlooking the cooling towers, no insulation so the
residents could hear what was going on outside, the landfill near the
patio out back, and most importantly perhaps the water discharge from the
refinery placed upstream of the water intake of the building I'm describing.
Then you move a corporate vice president, the corporate counsel, and maybe
the industrial hygienist in there, and make them live there.

What I mean to illustrate here is that one of the difficult problems with
siting is that the benefits accrued do not accrue equally across the board.
Some peaple benefit while others suffer due to refineries or any large
industrial complex. We must develop some way of equalizing the burden and
the benefit, no question about it. I. don't mean to pick on refineries,
either. Ky house is about an equal distance from the Hewlett-Packard
industrial plant proposal in Andover, Nassachusetts  which will provide
5,000 jobs in four or five years!, and the area that is proposed for the
Dzacut refinery. As a member of the local planning board and the regional
planning commission, I have to deal with more than just the apprehension
af somebody changing my way of life. I' ve really got to try to make a

determination of just what is going ta have the greatest effect on my
area, Is it those 5,000 jobs coming in with Hewlett-Packard, a very clean,
dzy industry with the socially redeeming value of producing medical-
electronics equipment, or, is it from that refinery proposed seven oz eight
miles the other way which will employ 300-400?

This fundamental realization that all industrial complexes will create
secondary effects is extremely important. But also important is the
idea that in many cases and in many locations, we have only so much of our
natural resources left. We' ve only got so much mare room for SO2 ar
particulates, or a +inite amount of hydrocarbons and oxidants, that we
can put into the air, and we' ve got. ta make decisions based on this real-
ization.

Of course, the environmental considerations are both human and natural,
and the National Environmental Policy Act talks about the "human environ-
ment." I'm going to leave those to Rick or ta the discussions afterwards,
however, and discuss the "natural environmental considerations." I must
say, however, that the decision as to whether or not to allow a particular
use of the land belongs to the local community. It should determine what
it wants for its future and what it wants for quality of life � � provided,
of coursep that this decision does not adverseIy affect other communities,

Generally speaking, the overriding environmental requirement as we see it
is the protection of unique environmental values. Unique coastlines for
instance. In our policy we suggested that refineries should be located
inland, and not an the coast. And if there is some sort of a unique area
inland which is practically irreplaceable for one reason or another,
then the refinery would be best sited somewhere else--say in the midst of
the scrub oaks of which we' ve got a lat in central New England.

The specific federal laws that the builder would have to comply with are
related only to air pollution and water pollution. We don't have specific
laws to regulate other forms of pollution, By the way, I hasten to add
that these are federal-state laws. All of our authorities are based on
the premise. that the stares have primary responsibilities and the Feds have
secondary, although I'm sure that in actual practice, this might be argued
in some quarters. But, this is the basis. The states do have the primary
responsibility.

Regarding water discharges, we have a requirement that a refinery or any
other industrial complex having water discharge must be issued a permit by
the Environmental Protection Agency or by the state if the state has been
delegated the authority by EFA  if not, it's a combination state-federal
permit!. This permit will control the constituents af the effluent fram
the refinery, I should also clarify our water supply authorities as
well. Water quality considerations, it goes without saying, are site
specific. Refineries are a lot drier these days than they ever were
before. In the southeastern New England area, however, the 3-5 million
gallons per day which is required is an important factor. Water supply is
an existing problem but is not within the purview of the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency. Regulation of this  except for interstate water uses! has
to occur through state legislation.



This permit relating ta water discharge will be based on standards which
have just been published in final form, although the proposed standards
were circulated some time ago, They regulate biochemical oxygen demand,
chemical oxygen demand, total organic carbon, total suspended solid, oil
and grease, phenols, ammonia, sulfide, chromium, zinc and thermal discharge.
None of these are zero discharge criteria; a certain discharge of each is
a11owed. If a refinery were sited upstream of a water supply, therefore,
it could meet the federal discharge criteria for phenols, for instance,
and still be discharging enough phenals to disrupt the downstream water
supply. These considerations have to be very site specific. Under no
circumstances, however, could the discharge violate the target water
quality standard and inhibit the beneficial uses for the stream. In other
words, the water discharge must meet the EPA criteria, ar, if required,
has to be that much better so that it can meet the standard for the stream.

We have also certain authorities under the Clean Air Act to control air
pollution. Once again, we are sharing authority with the state. Standards
exist for carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, sulfur oxide, particulates and
oxidants. We also have a fuzzy thing called a hydrocarbon guideline which
is not really a standard but is used to measure whether oxidant levels
will be met. We also have some new source performance standards for air
discharges which new sources of pollutants have to meet, although they
are not all encompassing. Those that have been written for refineries so
far include the hydrocarbon emissions from storage facilities and the
emissions from process heaters, boilers, and waste gas disposal systems.
They only apply to particulates, oxides and sulfur and carbon monoxide.
So once again, if anybody tells you that you can put a refinery anywhere
you wish and that the federal standards will protect you, then they' re not
being completely accurate, because any one of those emissions which will
be allowed could cause a violation of air quality standards in any partic-
ular location. Once again, we have a site specific consideration.

should stress that there are no federal regulations on ambient noise
 I don't believe that the OSHA regulations are sufficient!, odors,
i.llumination, solid waste disposal, and, af course, water supply. I'm nat
saying we wouldn't discuss these things or make them public in the Environ-
mental Impact Statement that we, the Carps of Engineers, and maybe the
Department of the Interior would be involved in, but air and water are
the only two for which we have real enforcement authorities.

I am totally convinced that we can't really count on the corporate entity
over the long run doing any mare than it must do under the state, federal,
local, or regional legislation. You might find an independent in New
England wha would come in and say, "This is my region. My forebears have
been here for seventeen generations. I love New England, and I'm not going
to change it," and he probably would not do so. Over the long run, however,
that manager who has to run a refinery in competition with the refineries
around the rest of the country has to shaw a proportionate profit or he
loses his job. The company has to justify to the stockholders that they' re
investing another $6 million in environmental controls for a particular
refinery over and above that required by the federal and state regulations
just because they want to be good neighbors. The only things we can really

count on, therefore, are those things governed by federal or state or
local regulations. Furthermore, under both the Clean Air Act and the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, citizen suits are
allowed under certain conditions. In this case, the violator, the state,
and the EPA, have to be notified. If no action is taken, the citizen can
act. The citizen action, however, can't be baaed an a discretionary duty
of the EPA or the state. The suit has ta be based on a non-discretionary
duty, In a case where there is no governing regulation, the citizen suit
provision is nat operative.

Finally, I would like to discuss the relationships between the Environ-
mental Impact Statement, the site selection, and the environmental c.ri-
teria for the site. I' ve got to make a pitch far the Environmental impact
Statement because, although I'm not sure whether we will write it  the
Corps may write it, or the DOI will write it if there's an offshore port
involved!, the statement must consider the economics. It must consider
not only what is gained but who gains it. I'm reminded of the LOOP study--
and this is probably an oversimplification--which predicted an overall
benefit/cost ratio of about five to ane. The benefit/cost ratios to the
governmental agencies involved, however, came out to be about 1.1 to one
or almost nil, In other words, they'd have to put in a buck for about
every buck they got back because of the increase in infrastructure costs
and capital investments. So we have to know who gains what. All feasible
and prudent alternatives have to be discussed including the no-build,
There's got ta be public proof that these things are really needed. The
impact statement must be based on site specific environmental data, some
of which would take several months to a year to accumulate.

It.'s got to balance the short-term benefits against the lang-term dis-
benefits. In one document recently, these were defined as negative ad-
vantages. You know, we' re really not equipped to judge the short-term
benefits against long-term problems. And if yau want a really good illus-
tration of that, all you' ve got to do is recognize that the venereal
disease rate now is higher than it's ever been before. Even the new
generation can't balance those short-term benefits and long � term benefits'.

The secondary effects also must be discussed. I' ve got to disagree with a
previous speaker to a certain extent in that secondary effects have ta be
planned for because they are often a self-justifying prophecy. Once you
set the wheels in motion, there's little you can do in order to prevent
them. You' ve got to remember that if because of the initial action, there' s
industrial pressure to locate something else in the area, and land values
start going from $3,000 per acre to $5,000 or $5O,OOO, your best planning
procedures begin ta cave in and the best citizens working on these boards
begin to cave. Therefore, there are certain givens that you can come to
expect as secondary effects, and you have to be aware of them, This is,
by the way, one of the reasons why I think refinery locations are regional
business and not just local business.

Finally, the Environmental Impact Statement provides a formal vehicle for
public participation in areas where there is no other vehicle. Maine has
that, the New Hampshire Site Selection Board has that, but it is not
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avaiIable to citizens in all of New England. I think that it's important
the public have this vehicle. Of course, one of the things we have

to do is to work out a procedure on the federal side so that those states
that have a far-reaching poli.cy aren't placed at a disadvantage because
after they get through a review we have to begin. one. We' re very concerned
about that, and we plan to do our best to integrate the reviews as much as
possible--certainly as much as we can within the procedural requirements
of our regulations.

We pledge to be uniformly critical of all proposals. We recognize that
if one proposer is driven to a significant environmental investment because
of our pressure and the same pressure is not. put on the next one coming
down the pike, we are causing more problems, probably, than we are solving.
This is a goal which we have in sight all the time and a line which we
intend to hew to.

In addition to the cooperation with the existing review processes, we will
do our best to make sure that the issues that we' re involved in are the
real environmental issues. We don't mind going head-to-head on the environ-
mental issues, and we don't mind delaying projects for significant and
real environmental issues, and we will do that as long as we need. to.
However, we won't tolerate bureaucratic delays in recognizing the problem
and in going head-to-head.

We hope that by doing this, by getting in early, by defining our role as
best we can, and by sticking to the important issues, we can provide
balance to the refinery siting issue in New England.

New Englanders are now learning of the massive shifts taking place in
petroleum supply patterns and the economics of supplying petroleum products
to New England. The changes in crude sources, ship sizes, and tariff regu--
lations now allow, and in fact encourage, the location of new crude off-
loading facilities and associated refineries near the New England petroleum
markets.

A large petroleum refinery has the potential for generating significant
benefits for a region, and it also has the potential for economic and
environmental damages. As with any large industrial project, the magnitudes
of various benefits and costs will depend on the size of the facility, its
location, its management, and its design. The impacts will also depend,
among other things, on the adequacy of local planning and the enforcement
of federal, state, and local regulations. The magnitude of various benefits
as well as damages can be huge or insignificant depending on the specific
project.

Part of the evaluation of whether New England should allow refineries to
be built in the region is an analysis of the economic and socj al impacts
which can be expected from such developments. The communities or states
considering refinery proposals should consider the balance of new jobs
and taxes against potential environmental damages and other economic devel-
opments discouraged by the refinery.

This paper outlines the potential economic and social impacts of refinery
developments on the local community and region. In addition, the impli-
cations which can be drawn from the form of the impacts are discussed as
they relate to the roles of public agencies in evaluating proposals for
refinery developments.

One must begin the analysis of refinery impacts by realizing that the
benefits and costs of such projects accrue in different amounts to dif-
ferent groups snd individuals. Thus, the first point to bear in mind is
that there are different groups and economic sectors which benefit more
or less from the refinery development:
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* the oil company and others involved with building and operating
the facility;

* the community in which it is built;

the surrounding communities;

the state and region;

* the consumers in the region; and

the general business community in the area.

The second point is that refinery developments can be greatly different
in their size and impact, A landmark study completed last year by Arthur
D. Little, Inc., for the President's Council on Environmental 0ualityi
examined some of the potential onshore economic and environmental impacts
if deepwater ports are built in the United States.

The range of possible onshore developments went from a small port in Maine
with limited regional impacts to a massive petroleum refining and petro-
chemical industry development in the mid-Atlantic. Looking at the mid-
A.tlantic served by a single deepwater port in southern New Jersey, the
study projected new refining capacity as high as 3.7 million bbl/day by
1985, 25 billion pounds of ethylene-based new petrochemical complexes,
and new direct, indirect and induced employment af 515,000. By 1985,
127,000 acres could be used by this refinery, petrochemical industry, and
related industrial development. The pollution loads could be correspond-
ingly massive. The estimates were made prior to the crude embargo and the
"Project Independence" proposal. Current projections of East Coast crude
imports by 1985 are much lower than those used in the CEQ study, and thus
it is unlikely the refinery and related developments would reach the mag-
nitude discussed above if a deepwater port were built in the region.

'I

Machias Bay, Maine, was studied as an example of a secondary development
site removed from existing industrial development. It was concluded that
by the year 2000, no more than 650,000 bbl/day in refining capacity would
be built in the area and most of the received crude would be transshipped
to refineries closer ta the petroleum markets. In addition, no petro-
chemical industry development would take place. More than the 650,000
bbl/day refining capacity was felt to be necessary to stimulate petro-
chemical industry development. in an area where it does not presently
exist.

Perhaps the third point of this paper should be that only considering the
impacts from a refinery may too narrowly define the subject, since much
of the impact of refinery development comes from the induced secondary
development. For example, the induced petrochemical development can have
a heavier pollutional load than the refinery itself. Going against my
own advice, I will, however, be concerned here primarily with impacts from
refineries.

Some of the categories where impacts from a refinery could be seen are:

* jobs;

* taxes -- local/state;

projects to the private sector

petroleum product supply;

petroleum product prices;

* pollution loads � air/water/solid waste;

* land use;

* housing demand;

* social character of the local area; and

* opportunity costs of employing such local resources as land.

From currently available work, one can get a general idea of the anti-
cipated impacts in these areas.

Jobs

The 250,000 bbl/day refineries being discussed in New England would employ
from 200 to 500 people. "Simple" refineries producing primarily residual
fuel oil and naphtha employ about 200, while the "complex" refineries pro-
ducing gasoline and lighter distillates employ about 500 people.

The indirect employment multiplier wi.ll depend on where the facility is
located, For a refinery in eastern Massachusetts, Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
estimated in a report to the Massachusetts Port Authority that there would2

be 1500 additional indirect and induced jobs in Massachusetts from a 500-
employee refinery.  See Table 1.! A recent University of New Hampshire
study on the economic impact of an oil refinery in the southeastern part
af that state estimated the number of indirect and induced jobs would be
lower than 1500 in a rural area,

During the three-year construction period, the construction work force
would average 2,200, according to the ADL report to Massport  as seen in
Table 2!. In 1972, earnings of petroleum refinery workers along the mid-
Atlantic averaged approximately $10,000. At that rate, a 500-employee
refinery would have a payroll of about $5 million per year, ADL's report
for Masspart also estimated that secondary and induced employment in
Massachusetts would result in an additional $11.5 million in annual earn-
ings. During the three � year construction phase, the yearly direct earn-
ings were estimated to be $29 million, while indirect and induced earnings
were estimated at $25 and $11 million respectively.
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While refineries are capital intensive facilities with relatively few
employees, related petrochemical industry development is cited as the source
af large numbers of new jobs. However, ane must keep in mind the projected
need for refining capacity "substantially in excess af 650,000 bbl/day in
a new area"  ADL report for CEQ! before there would be any significant
petrochemical development in virgin areas. The question of how much petro-
chemical industry development would result from refinery developments in
New England has not been resolved and must be examined further. However,
even in urban areas, New England currently hss a relatively undeveloped
primary petrochemical industry and thus may require substantial refining
capacity before a significant associated petrochemical development would
appear. The location of such development may or may not be in the im-
mediate vicinity of a particular refinery, Table 3 lists the current em-
ployment in the petrochemical industry in New England and New Jersey.
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Taxes

Local communities tend to regard a potential refinery as a tax bonanza.
However, such expectations may not be borne out. Under typical tax laws,
most of a refinery's asset value is not taxable as real property by the
local community, since process equipment and manufacturing equipment are
exempt from coverage by the property tax. A recent study of the effect of
a $400 MM refinery on a community of 20,000 in Massachusetts estimated the
town's tax rate could drop no more than 6% in the first year of operation,
assuming no community expenditures as a result of the refinery, Other
communities around the countrywhere refineries have located have not ex-
perienced significant declines in their tax rates, in part because of the
tax exemptions and in part because the communities used the new revenues
for new services. One must keep in mind that if a refinery does pay
significant tax revenues to the local community, the community can decide
to purchase new services, lower the tax rate, or a combination.
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probably find its tax rate again comparable to other similar communities
in a few years. Historically, communities experiencing industrial develop-
ment have not experienced sustained reductions in their tax rates relative
to similar communities without industrial development. The pattern is a
reflection both that short � term tax reductions tend to attract housing and
other developments requiring net increases in taxes and that in practice
public officials will tend to buy mare services rather than reduce taxes,
given the choice.
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The level of state tax revenues from the refinery will depend on state tax
laws and perhaps new court. interpretations. The ADL tax evaluation in the
Massport report assumed the refinery valuation would be split 65X to 35X
between the local community and the state for taxation by the local property
tax and state tangible property tax. Under such a split, the state of
Massachusetts, it was estimated, would receive $6.55 million in new taxes
from the refinery and indirect and induced development �% personal income
tax, $7.4B/$l,000 valuation tangible property tax, 3X sales tax, and 8.5X
tax on net business income! . If the local-to-state split were 20% to 80%,
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as may be more likely, the total state revenues would be about $11.9
million per year.

The refinery would produce real economic gains in the local region, as
reflected in the additional jobs. The resulting profit generation can be
a stimulus for other unrelated economic development. The refinery is the
major profit generator, which will nat typically be locally awned. Thus,
this portion of the profit would not typically be locally reinvested.
ADL's report for Massport estimated there would be approximately a 50< per
barrel savings over current petroleum product delivery methods resulting
fram the construction of a deepwater port and of land refineries in
eastern Massachusetts. But the savings were not expected to be reflected
in lower product prices ta the consumer. Rather, the savings would be
an additional profit incentive to induce the company to undertake the
venture.

Simply stated, there is no reason to believe that the suppIy of petroleum
products to the consumer will be any greater in a local area because a
refinery is located in the area, The level of product demand is a function
of product price. In the absence of federal allocation and price controls,
prices will rise and fall to assure that the demand  at that particular
price! is met.

In any long-term sense, supply is nat the issue. It is price, Thoughts
of New England being "cut off" fram petroleum products are as pointless
as thoughts of New England closing its colleges to students from other
parts of the country, refusing to sell its missile and spacecraft com-
ponents to other parts af the country, or refusing to sell its ball-
bearings ta the remainder of che country. The relevant question for New
England is whether the construction of local refineries will reduce pro-
duct prices. At lower prices, there may be increased demand and thus in-
creased "supply." This certainly need not be the only rationale for en-
couraging refinery developments. But if the belief is that accepting
refineries means accepting certain associated damages, then increased
product supplies should not be thought of per se as a counter-balancing
benefit.

For short-term dislocations such as the recent crude embargo or a shutdown
of a major refinery, the so-called "security of supply" may be a question
of concern. Unlike Europe, the U.S. has historically maintained only a
15-20 day product supply in storage in market areas without refinerie~,
The refineries themselves normally operate with an average of 45-60 days
of combined supply of crude ail and products on hand. During short-term
dislocations, this additional supply could provide an added cushion. Of
course, one does not have to build a refinery to get added storage capacity.

serious crisis, one would expect federal allocation regulations to be
in effect, as in the recent embargo, and reduce any local advantage over
other parts of the country.

Unlike petroleum product supplies to the individual customer, petroleum
supplies to major industrial users such as utilities may be relatively
more secure with a local refinery supplying the industrial user. The
rationale for this proposition is that some oil companies were able to
maintain substantial levels of crude imports during the recent embargo.
Firms having established supply relationships with Iocal refineries served
by such companies are thus believed to have relatively more assured sup-
plies of petroleum products if there is a similar embargo again.

The ADL study for Massport referred to earlier examined the question of
the relative costs of transporting and refining petroleum products by
various methods, including the continued receipt of products by smaller
ships and the construction of a deepwater port for supertankers and
associated refineries. The cost savings of the latter aver the former was
estimated to be about 50C/bbl  .Glg/gal.!, The report concluded that. these
savings would not be passed through as reduced product prices to the con-
sumer if one or twa refineries were built in New England. If a larger
number of refineries were built by different firms, over a period of time
the local competit'on might result in some restraint on future price in-
creases.

Great advances have been made in the technical capability ta control air
and water pollution from refineries. However, the subject should be
approached with great caution. A recent report for the EPA by the Radian
Corporatian concluded that new refineries could not meet the Agency's
guidelines for ambient hydrocarbon  HC! levels. Other new source air and
water standards were believed to be realizable, though they may not be
environmentally acceptable at a particular proposed location. In addition,
important effects such as noise, odor, and illumination are not fully con-
trolled by EPA standards. Yet some of the problems of a refinery involve
the periodic spills and process accidents not falling in the category of
normal operations. The local community must be particularly concerned
because state and federal agencies are often not adequately staffed and
equipped to monitor closely whether plants actually comply with pollution
control standards on a continuing basis,

Communities must also beat' in mind that pollution levels can impose very
real economic losses an the residents and firms in the area. If pollution
levels are allowed to get high, the region can experience added costs for
medical bi1.ls, water treatment costs, cleaning bills, and the costs of
shortened life expectancy. There can be losses in the productivity af



shellfish and fin fish habitats, recreational areas can be less productive,
and some businesses may be discouraged from locating in an area because of
pollution levels. The costs of pollution are less dramatic than the
benefits of industrial development, such as new jobs. But the pollution
costs are just as real.

Land Use

The land sought by oil companies far a 250,000 bbl/day refinery is about
1500 acres. Some of the buffer zones for newer refineries amounting to
several hundred acres have continued in their previous use, such as farm-
ing.

What other facilities might locate near a refinery is an important element
of the land use issue. A community considering a refinery development
must look beyond the refinery itself to consider whether its zoning, land
use control, and overall development plan are adequate to deal with related
industries, new housing, and related public services.

Housin Demand

The effects of a refinery on housing demand will depend on haw many people
move into the area to take the new jobs at the refinery and to take the
secondary and induced jobs. There will be large differences between the
effects in a rural area and a developed urban area. The ADL Nassport
report estimated that about 70% of the refinery jobs could be filled by
the local labor force if it is available and there is a 6-12 month train-
ing period.  See Table I.! About 75% of the construction force could also
come from the local labor force.  See Table 2.! However, the employees
transferred into the area will not be the only new demand for housing,
particularly if there is not a high unemployment rate. New job opportuni-
ties will exist at the jobs which the new refinery employees left. To an
undetermined degree these jobs will also be taken by new people moving
into the area. There are also more induced and secondary jobs than there
are in the refinery itself, but these tend to be scattered over a larger
geographical area.

The importance of changes in housing demand is greater in areas where there
i.s not presently an excess housing stock. Rural areas, some older urban
centers, and suburban communities trying to discourage new housing develop-
ment might experience problems if there is a significant new housing demand.

Social Character of the Local Area

Like the pollution damages, the effects of changes in the area's character
are difficult to quantify. The effects will depend on the size of the total
petroleum development and the size of the existing community. A single
refinery would have little social impact in the inunediate Boston area but
would be a big addition to a small community. During the construction

period, there would be a peak influx of about 3,600 construction personnel,
some of whom would need temporary housing, though nat many would bring
their families with them. During the operating phase, the new people
moving into the area will require housing and school for their children.
However, the housing and school problem is not unique to a refinery, since
it would result from any new industrial development. The problem com-
munities have in terms of social impacts is not so much the refinery as not
adequately planning for and controlling any industrial development so as
to minimize the negative effects.

0 ortunit Costs of Em lo in the Local Resources

The opportunity costs are an important and often neglected cost of a new
project such as a refinery. The two clearest examples of opportunity costs
are, first, the alternative uses af the 1500 acres of land which are no
longer availabIe for development and, secondly, the foregone development
in the area due to the refinery. The University of New Hampshire refinery
study cited housing, recreation, white collar businesses, insurance, and
Rf.D activities as ones which could be discouraged from locating near a
refinery. These opportunity r osts are in the farm of jobs and tax revenues
which the area will not receive due to the refinery. The costs could be
large or small. To estimate or evaluate the magnitude of these costs, a
community or region would nave to assess realistically the alternative
economic development patterns open to it aver a period of time and estimate
how the refinery would change those patterns.

While there are other refinery impacts which could be considered in a more
complete analysis of refinery impacts, one can take those touched on above
and follow their implications for the various decision-makers,

The ail company and other businesses with a major involvement in the project
will receive their returns largely independent of where the refinery is
locatea. They will look for adequate land, water supply, transportation,
and a community which will accept them.

The connnunity in which the refinery is located will benefit modestly from
taxes and new jobs. It will also pay a cost which can be signi.ficant in
terms of pollution damages, requirements for community services for new
residents, and the opportunity costs of some foregone future economic
development.

The surrounding communities may or may not experience a net benefit. Some
of the jobs will be available to their residents, and they may get same
secondary development. However, their costs from the refinery and secondary
developments can be significant, since they may also experience pollution
damages and opportunity costs from other economic development discouraged
from locating in the area.

From the perspective of the state and region, the benefits can be large
because the state can receive substantial taxes, and local economic dis-
locations tend ta cancel out at the state and regional level. The costs
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to the region become relatively large only when the proposed development
becomes large relative to economic activity of the whole state and dis-
ruptive of the economy and environment of the whole region. The potential
for massive onshore development in the mid-Atlantic states has contributed
to the reluctance on the part of state officials to allow deepwater port
developments in that area.

The consumer should be largely indifferent to a refinery locating in his
or her region since there will be no significant changes in petroleum
product supply or price.

The general business community in the local area of the refinery should
be divided in its desire to see the refinery built. The general service
sectors and materials supply sectors will benefit, while some other
sectors could be hurt in the long run, such as recreation, tourist, and
some white collar industries.

Having outlined some of the potential impacts, one can now see that the
distribution of the benefits and costs of a r'efinery development tell a
great deal about what the objectives should be of different actors in the
process of considering and controlling such developments. As examples,
one can consider the local communities and the state and federal agencies
with jurisdiction over rhe developments.

Taking first the local community, one can see that there are real benefits
for the community in which the refinery locates. But there is also the
potential for substantial damages. Thus, the community should approach
the question of accepting a refinery with substantial caution and seek
through its arrangements and contracts with the oil company and state and
federal agencies to protect itself in terms of fair tax payments and ade-
quate enforcement of pollution control regulations. The adequacy of local
land use control and the impact of future demands on public services must
be established before a decision to accept a refinery is made.

The state and also the federal agencies should act on the realization that
there may not be an equitable distribution of benefits and costs among the
communities and groups near the refinery. For example, there is currently
no mechanism for surrounding communicies to be compensated for environ-
mental damages. Thus, the state which benefits from the overall regional
growth has an obligation to protect the smaller entities who pay much of
the cost of the regional development . As examples, the state could con-
sider new approaches to sharing tax revenues, the encouragement of multi-
community approaches to land use controls, and more direct ways for local
communities to assure that pollution control standards are enforced .

An evaluation of the impacts of a refinery development leads one to under-
stand more clearly why the decision to authorize such a project should not
be made by a single level of government or a single government agency.
There are a large number of conflicting public and private interests which
legitimately have a role to play in deciding whether, and if so where,
refineries should be located in New England,
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"WHO MAKES THE FINAL DECISION' ?"

LOCAL APPROACH TO DECISION MAKING

Alden Winn

Political Structure of Government
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Our recent experience in Durham, New Hampshire, with Olympic indicates a
confusion about the local role in a refinery site decision. A little
thought will reveal that this confusion arises fram the fact that local
roles will vary from state co state, and even within one state, depending
on the political structure of government, the availability and trust in
state control organizations, local social traditions and aspirations, the
local economic situation, and the local environment.

In a formal sense, New England local communities are empowered to act
autonomously only in areas specified by charter in the case of cities, or
by general legislation in the case of towns. It is a general principle
that towns and cities are the creations of the legislature, and that their
powers are subject to its will. In general, city charters may not be
changed without a referendum process. Na such written restriction applies
ta a town, but there is a well established tradition that the states will
nat selectively impose its will on a town in these areas  such as zoning,
far example! where it has generally granted power to all towns.

Between the powers granted by charter or by general legislation, there
are great differences. Although in both cases decisions regarding zoning
are made by the legislative body of the town or city, there is a great
difference in the composition and speed with which these bodies can react.

The legislative body of a city is usually an elected city council which
meets frequently during the year and which can react with a speed limited
only by required public hearings. One needs only in this case to present
at the public hearing such information as will persuade a majority of the
city council that it is in the best interests af the city and politically
expedient for the council to adopt enabling legislation required for a
ref inery.

In New Hampshire towns, the legislative body is the tawn meeting, and on
issues which are controversial, this means some 50 to 80 percent of all
the voters in the town, Although a sizable portion of the voters will
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appear to vote on the final decision> relatively few will appear at the
required public hearings, and most of these will be those apposed to what-
ever is being proposed. Thus, extraordinary public-information procedures
will be required to obtain a well informed electorate. The speed with which
a town may react is deliberately and discouragingly slow. The regular town
meetings are annual, and legislation petitioned by the voters can came to a
vote only in a regular town meeting.

Legislation initiated by selectmen or planning boards may come before a
special town meeting, authorized by a Superior Court Justice or petitioned
by 50 or more voters.

It should be noted that only voters may petition far action at a town
meeting. A potential developer muse. persuade a sufficient number of voters
to petition his required legislation, or he must convince planning boards
or seIectmen that his needs deserve a referendum.

It should be noted in the above description that city and town executives,
although important in a leadership of public opinion role, do not in fact
have the power to make Che vital decision. It turns out that it is probably
easier for them to lead the tawn against the change, since it is easier to
defend in detail the status-quo Chan it is Ca defend a not well understood
and technologically complicated change, such as would be made by an oil
refinery installation. Finally, it is important to note that although
cities have full-time executives and planning directors  perhaps in some
cases counci]men!, the entire leadership of towns is with law or non-
salaried, part � time people who have been accustomed to devoting, at most,
one or twa evenings a week to town government matters. It is not easy for
them to find the time necessary to understand the full meaning and signifi-
cance of a radical change in the nature of town industrial operations.
Moreover, town budgets, almost entirely dependent on property taxes, are
set as much as eighteen months in advance and do nat easily accommodate to
the expense of hiring necessary legal and other professional advice usually
required for an intelligent reaction.

Availabilit and Trust in State Control

In the twentieth century, the state governments have developed a number of
commissions, executive offices, and agencies concerned with controlling
the installation, taxation, and operation of industries which have a high
potential far economic or environmental hazard. In some states these
agencies have achieved an excellent reputation for protecting the public
interest as appased ta the private interests of the developers. It is
well understood that all industry has as its prime motive the production
of profits with which they will pay dividends to their investors, There
are few which will voluntarily accept anti-pollution installations and
procedures until they are convinced that it will not be possible to con-
tinue operations without them. For many, the decision to install protective
measures to prevent adverse environmental and economic impacts is one of
the elements of the bargaining process ta obtain the initial rezoning and
building permits. Once these are obtained, the only impetus for continuing
operations in an environmentally and economically safe manner is that pro-
vided in advance by some control mechanism--a state agency with power to
inspect and, if required, to shut down until safe procedures are instituted,



or a large bond or escrow unI nd together with a monitoring agency with
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control necessary for an oil refinery? A to t is re c
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these characteristics included a strong affinity to open space, natural
beauty, simplicity, and the rural atmosphere. They were joined in this
by the historicaliy old Durham families, who have remained, in a number
af cases, as large land holders in the town; not exceptionally wealthy,
and increasingly pressed by the growing burdens of real estate taxes. The
post-war University grew rapidly, both in size and in sophistication. A
rapid increase in irousing was accompanied by a much more rapid turnover
in ocrupancy, The new popular.ion, coming much mare from urban areas all
over the country, came co Durham, in part at least, because of the relative-
ly rural charactec of the tawn. These people brought with them an abhor-
rence of urban and industrial sprawl they had seen in many other parts of
the country. in this they are j oined by old � time residents, who knew all
al.ang that rural was what. cirey wanted, and bv a significantly large number
of new professional people � doctors and industrial executives practicing
in nearby towns, who sought a living situation diiferent from that in which
they practice or work. With this orientation, it is not surprising that
the town adopced a relatively strict zoning law which deliberately excluded
heavy and even light industry.

With a relatively high educational background and with che larger profes-
sional salaries> the town also constructed a. better than average school
syst.em and accept.ed a consequent high tax rate which, by and large, they
are willing to pay so long as few changes are made in the character of
the town. The townspeople are, in general, public spirited to a high
degree and are vocal and literate about public matters.

As with the citizens of almost all New England towns, they are resistant
to change, but will accept change when accompanied by sincere and open
presentation of the need by people in whom they have confidence  which
mosc often means local. people! . Even though most of the land is privately
owned in town and is not considered as accessible ta the public, the visual
availability of large open cracts and an extensive shorefront are con-
sidered by many to be one of the most treasured resources of the town.
Although a Iarge student body is present in the town, its impact is pri-
marily commercial and hardIy at all poIitical. Fram the above it should
be apparent that the sudden presence of an oil refinery, even with no en-
vironmental hazards, would radically change the feature of the town. To
get voter acceptance of such a change would require the conviction that
either there was no better site and that it is required by overriding state,
regional or national interest, or that the benefits, economic and other-
wise, are impelling. Of special concern is the social  and everr political!
impact of the owners and operators of the refinery as a new component af
the citizenry.

The Local Economic Sit.uatian

For a major. industrial organization to be especially desirable to a town,
it should promise co solve some pressing economic problem. Examples might
be to lower unemplaymenc, to improve local wage rates, to increase the tax
base, or to provide lower cost and better supply of scarce products. If,
for whatever reason, there is no sizable unemployment and no competitive
industry ta upgrade in wage races, the first two elements are missing, The
new industry could only operate if ic brings with ir. ics awn labor force,
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in in   robably unwanted! growth and further demand on alreadythus bringing  pro a y unw
g, hool s stems, an ot er own

tax base is roblematical, not within the contro o t e o
rminable with any accuracy in advance.New Hampshire, it turns out, undetermina e ts with moref local oil refinery to give petroleum products wit more

i ht of resentassurance of lower cost is questionable indeed in the lig a p
pricerice practices or federal control.

d is ordinarily most acceptable where there is presentA new in ustry is o
industr especially of a simi.lar nature, so t at peop e di us ry, Lackin this, local people are requirecompare proposals with practice. ac ing ffto find suitable comparisons elsewhere q ' gre uirin much time and e art.

'llEven if such comparisons convice them that the environmental impact wi'a s of
be acceptable, the quest on si till remains as to whether the officials o

safe,
the corn an will, in act, u af b ild nd operate to be environmentally sa e,

p y 11 de end on an assessment of theA judgment on this point will usua y ep hcharacter and the motivation of the owners and ope rators as well as t e
1 ud ments, even though of no guar-engineers and contractors. Persona ju g

anteed reliability, will be of extreme importance in thee decision rocess.p

In summer , t e oca sih 1 1 tuation is characterized by reluctance to change,
coupled with a skepticism wit respec o ontrol to revent a" and to the reliability of state and federal control to preven a

im acts which will be imagined and feared by thewhole host of unfavorable rmpacts w xc w
evident in like insta ations euninformed citizen or which may be eduration will require an extensiveFavorable reaction of long lasting ura 'd fwhich undue haste or evi. ence ainformation and negotiation process in whic

"shad " rocedures will raise many objections and suspicions,
er to be laced in a virgin environment wauld

be well advised to embark on the following program, with respect o
local scene.

an extensive survey should be madeB fore any announcement is made, an exe o when the uestion is
o a possif 11 ble sites in the region, so that

e. However
raised wn t is si e.'Vn h' 't ?" a good explanation can be made.

a ' , 'll b h d to defend if other sites
desirable a ' ya site ma be, it wi e ar

hese other sites can bern out to be openly receptive, unless t ese o eturn ou
shown to have serious disadvantages  not jus  'ust less economical!.

is made an extensive study should be madeBefore any announcement is ma e, an f h t t tiveof the social, economic, and environmental c haracter o t e en a
o nized that thi.s will be diff icult ta do without

verin rhe necessarydisclosure, but there are techniques for discovering e
h know how to keep confidences or who will

refrain from open speculation. The information gathered s ou
reveal important decision leaders ins in the community and should

ll despecially search out the factors describ ed above. If a we one

comprehensive plan is available, much of the required information
will be contained therein.

The acquisition of land should be free of any misleading statements,
even though this may be standard real estate practice. There is
nothing so damaging ta the reputation af the promoter as a dis-
gruntled aption giver, under attack by fellow townspeople for
"selling out," while under the impression he was participating in
something else. It would be reasonable to assume that if one cannot
get options except by subterfuge, one has little chance of getting
public acceptance in a vote.

If approval of the project involves legislative process such as
zoning change, the promoter should make hi~self thoroughly familiar
with the necessary process and should carefully identify those who
will vote on the decision, Local. legal advice is necessary.

In making the first announcement of intentions, great care should
be taken as to the manner, the audience, and the timing. If a
vote by townspeople is crucial, it is a grave mistake to make the
first public announceme~t ta any other group. Governors, mayors,
Congressmen, and selectmen., although perhaps necessary in making
arrangements for a public announcement, should not be allowed to
take an early position of sponsorship. It is their duty to pr'avide
access to the public. It is neither their duty nar their privilege
to seem to make decisions in advance af full disclosure.

The first disclosure should be in sufficient detail to bound the
proposition; sweeping general. ized claims to good intentions,
superior cleanliness, great public concern, goad citizenship, etc.,
are worthless. Specific examples of means and guarantees of how
good citizenship of the new installations will be maintained are
mast useful. Especially valuable will be an indication of the
awareness of the public need to learn the full details of the
operation and its impact an the community. Detailed plans and aid
to the public  not just the elected leaders! in gaining this knowl-
edge should be offered. Since, obviously, no one meeting could ex-
plain the whole scheme, a series of well planned public information
meetings, reasonably well spaced to permit absorption of details
and formulation of questions, is necessary. All questions should be
a~swered fully and honestly and authoritatively.

It is especially important that the public be told exactly what the
timetable is for the various steps leading to a decision.

Throughout the whole process there must be frequent opportunity for
the public to meet with and debate with the principals involved in
the promotion af the idea. They will need to see and came ta
believe in their ability and willingness ta meet the commitments
being made in the presentation.s.
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Kuch more can e sai , u eb 'd b t th se are some of the principal elements missing
in the presentations made by Olympic in New Hampshire. Omission of these
was so signi cant'fi that the rejection came even without a specific request
b Ol ic. It might have happened anyway, but the procedure fallowed
gave little chance for confidence of the voters in the company. ympn . 01 ic

officials have said they were abused. The people of Durham were convinced
that the company was not reliable. Why not, when the company's primary
negotiations were with the Governor and, via lobbyists, with the legis-
lature.

I was in New Hampshire last in early February at the invitation of the
New Hampshire Legislature to provide them with information on possible
impacts of deepwater ports, related refineries, and other associated
development such as petrochemicals and related transportation facilities.
The Legislature's interest was not just academic. Onassis had very nearly
pulled off a coup on the New Hampshire coast, buying up most of the land
on the Durham peninsula in anticipation of a refinery to accommodate a
projected deepwater port.  Finding the climate inhospitable for his
endeavor, he subsequently acquired land options in Texas for his visions.!

While the weather is much milder now in New Hampshire than it was three
months ago, the atmosphere of feelings and emotions concerning deepwater
ports and refineries hasn't changed significantly--if at all. Two pre-
vailing attitudes still are salient, either "I am for them" or "I'm
against them", with relatively little receptiveness toward changing one' s
mind based on facts. moreover, it seems that most efforts to gather data
are not attempts to develop more factual information to make rational
decisions. Rather, they are attempts to gain ammunition to reinforce
one's position while attacking the "other side."

When it comes to superparts, this apparent cold-blooded, single purpose
attitude is certainly not indigenous to New England � it's found everywhere
including my home state, Texas. Such attitudes are not necessarily all
bad. They force a thorough airing and assessment of all sides of an
issue and, consequently, stimulate public officials to finally settle
down and learn what the something's about. Unfortunately without the
controversy and mounting heat as catalysts, most public officials will
not become substantively involved with serious issues,

After the close call with a refinery, New Hampshire took a second look at
its coast. The subsequent symposium on "Perspectives on Oil Refineries
and Offshore Unloading Facilities" is trying to pinpoint where the final
responsibility far such earth-shattering decisions as refineries and deep-
water ports lay, Asked to participate in this search, I did some serious

Moaejeri m %e Exe~ve Omecdo< off She Texas Co~taf. and ~e
Coun~ rran. the &ale o$ Texas. Herr'one Caking an Ikey'> We~nmeM, he ~
~h 4he Coat~ pesorrncer. rffanaqemeM pcogrram ~ the Govertnoz's off'!xee.
He ~ a B.S. Veg<ee |ifrom Text A and hf, a Qmterr's Oeg<ee mr Envmon-
me~ H~h Eng~neeru.ng gram the U~veru&y o  Text, aM a f'hV. ~
Cav& Engineeru.ng  <am <he ffrvrv~&g arI Text.
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thinking and reflected on my previous trips to New England . Possibilities
of different presentations came to mind., such as lining up all the pros
and cons of a DWP  deepwater port!, discussing experiences eLsewhere, etc.
These approaches would all be reruns, however, of reams of number/data
that everyone I'm sure has already heard and recoiled from, statistics
and slides that have been seen before.

I' ve tried to rise above the morass of minutiae and focus instead an the
basic public policy issues presented ta New England by the promise and/or
spector of a DWP and all the related trimmings. To accomplish this, I
borrowed from Moses and Joe Bodovitz and came up wi.th my owa. home grown
variety of "Thou Shall . . ." and "Thou Shall Nat . . ." commandments for
use when considering a DWP and refinery complex for a neighbor.  See
Table A.! I' ve backed this up with a summary of what I think to be the
principal responsibilities of the private citizen, industry and government--
local, state, and. national.

COHHANDMENTS FOR CONSIDERING A DEEPWATER PORT
AND REFINERY FOR A NEIGHBOR

Thou Shall Think Throu h What Is Involved with a minimum of rush, undaunted
by threats that your thinking is apt to destroy a project. No serious
viable project could be destroyed by asking searching questions. Conversely,
offering a friendly reception toward what is really a paar project is not
likely to suddenly make it successful. Ask questions; check answers with
other parties; ask for documentation of all facts and figures; and read
the rest of these commandments,

Thou Shall Realize Ihat A Lar e Dee water Port And/Or Refiner Com lex
Is A Permanent Irreversible Commitment

The decision ta proceed with such facilities is a one way street. Once
done, it's essentially done for the life of the world's petroleum resources.
It may grow even bigger, but it is not going to shrink or go away. This
makes careful scrutiny of al.l the pros and cons of such a decision even
mare critical. Refineries, like taxes, don't go away.

Thou Shall Learn Samethin About The Oil Business � Somethin Other Than
EXXON Ads And Common Cause Press Releases

The oil business, from exploration and production to marketing, is big;
however, it's not markedly different fram other vertically integrated
industri.es. Basic corporate decisions are still made for the same reasons:
minimize costs  including razes!, maximize profits, expand sales, etc. I
strongly suggest that before going too fax you learn what makes the ail
industry "tick." Only if you know and understand these things will you be
able to rationa11y and intelligently comprehend and evaluate the potential
consequences of various proposals. Until you develop this capability, yau
will have to listen to promises, charges, and counter-charges, and with
stakes of this magnitude I doubt that you are really willing to gamble
with New England's future an secand-hand hearsay and PR handouts.

Ihou Shall Realize The Difference Between Ev 1
A

e ween vo utionar And Revolutionar
ctzans/Im acts In The Context Of DWP'S And Refineries

You may not believe this, but it's true. Th tue. at un-owned minority" gives
the industry unmitigated hell � just come docome own at election time and watch

Thin s et ver n
the industry's friends work like the devil ta get th f lke eir o s into office.

ings get very nasty at times. lt is important ta realize that a large

chan e
influx of refinery-related activity will bring a d' t' , 1 h h
c ange to the local political climate. Don't kid yourself - after all
everyone talks of the econoa s a e economic and social changes that are projected to

d e a a
occur. Thus, since the political system is largelg y a pra uct of sociald
an economic conditions, it is not very logic 1 to ica ta expect political con-
ditions to remain static. Incumbent off' -h Id bice- o ers eware. Of course,
this presents an attractive situation far those who now hold

o � ey j ust better be cautious; as the saying gaea' "there
ain't no silver medals in politics."

T ou Shall Realize That Credibilit Is Usuall pro ortional To Si

The concept of a neighborhood corner grocery store with benevolent pro-
ere are a ew exceptions,prietors doesn't apply to the oil business. Th

but they are few and far between. In the oil business, however, usually
the biggest operations are the most trustworthy. The Big Boys, from the
well to the tank, have a responsibility and profit margin to uphold . Their
retail activities provide an incentive to behave.

e several theories to support the thesis that with the oil business
credj.brie.ty zs proportronal to srze and experzence These theories j.nclude
t e ollawing:  a! The Big Boys are best able to finance the extra fills,
such as environmental protection, that they promise.

  ! he Majors have the experience to come through with such promises.Kb! TL
They have more collecti. ve hours of scientific and economic experience than
any individual or bureaucracy could hope for. A lot of reso
into their "schooling."

ot o resources have gone

 c! Larger companies are more afraid of regulatory agencies.  Who
ever heard of a young prosecutor becoming famous for nailing "Uncle Joe's
Grease Factar ?" Buty." u, winning a major law suit against a corporate giant--
well, that ought to be good for. a good job with a large firm at ten times
a government lawyer's salary. Besides he can probably naw represent that
corporation and help them get back what he cost them earlier!!.

 d! Another theory maintains that the Big Boys are simply afraid of
adverse publicity,and this includes getting caught telling a lie. No one
has ever figured out how much paid advertising it takes to overcome just
a few critical headlines.

I' ll leave it u to op y u to consider why credibility is proportional to size
but I am much morore apt to believe what a large, experienced outfit tells
me t an what a small or inexperienced group says. Think about it yourself.
After all, who stands to lose the most?
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Thou Shall Realize The Ma nitude Of The Stakes Involved

W t lking about initial investments of hundreds o f millions of dollarsWe are a in
this 'ustwith daily cash flows in the many millions of dollars> and all is j

for the central facility. Some experts have predicted that there may be
as much as S5 i ion in s oS 0 b ll' ' h rt and intermediate future investmenc hinging
on the simple act o w e erI f f h ther Louisiana or Texas gets the first deepwater
termina , an1 d this assumes that the other state will also get a similar
facility shorrly thereafter.

Some specific proposals can be identified. For example, DOW Chemical has
announce p ans o u'd 1 ns to build a lang-distance, interstate ethylene pipeline con-
necting the petroc em ca co ph h i al complex in Houston-Galveston area with the one
between Baton uge anRo d New Orleans.  Ethylene is a basic building block
used n a mosi I t all petrochemical products.! The interesting thing is that

1ow' TheDOW oes not, ad t at this time know which way the pipeline will f1ow. ey
are pos ponint ing this decision until it is determined whether t e rst
su er ort will be off Louisiana or Texas. Then they wi.ll build a one
billion pound a year ethylene plant, designed to opera te with crude as the
so e ee s oc1 f d t k near the port site. They already have land in both places.
hi le is only the tip of an iceberg. As you can imagine e ougT s examp e

s near-fatal heartof losing $50 billion in capital investment introduces near- a a
flutter in some, u jusb t ' t the faintest thought of winning does che same
to others. Realizing the magnitude of the stakes should help prepare you
for some of the pitfalls, sales pitches and hysteria you must ultimately
face.

Thou Shall Consider A DWP/Refiner And Outer ContinentalI Shelf Oil And Gas

I flatly disagree wi.th those who emphasize that these are separate and
distinct issues and thar. New England should consider the two separately.
The two are not dependent on each other, but I strongly suggest that t e

New England of either are apt to be quite similar. For anyoneimpacts on ew ng an
the horizontal-d' in let him consider two things. First,' look at eisagree ng, me how in theas well as vertical � corporate organization, and then tell me «ow, in

overall corporate functioning, pumping oil out of the ground is much dif-
if ou still are an un-ferent from taking it off a tanker. Secondly, i you s i

ome down to the Texas-Louisiana coasts, and I' ll show you some
areas where boch activities now occur, and I 11 defy you to ra
difference much beyond the shoreline.

Thou Shall Not Believe The Promises And/Or Threats Of Promoters And

Heating oi an gaso ine a1 d I ren't going to suddenly become plentiful up here
oin to totallyif New England gets a refinery. Conversely, they are not going to tota y

d 't t e. Similarly a DWP doesn't mean instant
destruction for your beautiful environment, any more than not getting a
refinery guarantees a athat all will stay beautiful forever. Remember,

w ' or has some stakeeverybody, including yourself, whether you know it or not, has some sta e
in this game, and is apt to e ieve w

ed are oin tot. I am not suggesr.ing that the parties involved are going obe convenient. am no su llin a "boldface lie"!;lie  rhe stakes are too big to risk getting caught te ing a

however, half truths, three-quarter truths etc. abound. A simple story
here is enlightening. It's about the fellow who stopped at a bar after
work to have a few drinks and ended up also having an affair with the
barmaid. When he got home, and was asked by his wife where he had been,
he simply said he'd stopped for a few drinks. And, he didn't tell a lie.
You folks here are in the same position as the guy's wife of having to
look for tell � tale lipstick smudges and use these as indicators to ask
more revealing questions.

Thou Shall Not Act Hast>1 Nor Finall Wrch Ezther Closed Or 0 en Arms

Think things through. Adopt a position, try to defend it while probing
for weaknesses in the opposition. Be strong in your positions but stay
alert for the pros and cons of both sides. Time is one thing that is
available. As a result of all the competing forces, final decisions are
not apt to be made quickly. Be sure when you make your final decision.
You don't want to have to try and change it later.

Thou Shall Not Naivel Believe That Things Can Be Com letel Controlled

As pointed out above, the stakes are unbelievably high. As social and
economic changes occur, it is only logical to realize that political
changes will also take place. Such changes may cause some of the safe-
guards that you establish today to be discarded tomorrow. After all,
essentially all such controls are legislative/administrative actions,
and is it not reasonable to expect that if future legislators or admin-
istrators have been "assisted" by development interests, they will
utilize their positions to return the favor? You bet.' And just as the
drawing out of oil from the ground has caused subsidence in some areas
on rhe Texas coast, so too there may be a corresponding sinking of the
political character with the advent of refineries and the profits thereof.
Be aware of this sinking tendency. Unfortunately, there's damn little
you can do now to prevent this in the future, except to keep up your
vigilance.'

Thou Shall Not Become Confused B La ers  or En ineers, or Planners or
Ecolo iscs, or etc. . .! Debatin The Piner Points Of Facilit Sitin /
Re ulator Le islatiou And Lose Si ht Of The Ma or Public Polic Issues

Deepwater ports, refineries, and other such facilities offer endless pos-
sibilities for study and debate, Virtually every discipline can find an
intriguing tidbit to tinker with, and, granted, all are necessary before
a facility is ultimately built. However, these disciplines are simple
technical tools to be used to assess the implication of alternative public
policy derisions, and thus should remain in a supportive role, Being
rigorously trained in one of these narrow disciplines, I recognize that
this is heresy co many of my professional colleagues. However, I maintain
that in many areas, the underlying policy issues are lost in a flurry of
activity by the technocrats. This brings to mind another saying: «It is
much easier to answer the wrong question than it is to ask the right one."



I consciously saved this commandment until last, because only if one has
a feel for the many issues involved and their magnitude is it appropriate
to admonish my followers  if anyone has been following me! not to get
bogged down in hopeless derail. The danger is that you wouldn't be able
to see the refinery and its impact, for all the facts and statistics. So
much for the Commandments. I hope they will be of some value in helping
you ask all the right questions concerning deepwater oil ports and refin-
eries for New England.

RESPONSIBILITIES IN DECISION-MAKING
RELATED TO DEEPWATER PORTS AND REFINERIES

Everybody has some responsibility. Anyone who is willing to call himself
a citizen of this township, of this state, of this region, or of this
country must be willing to share some of the awesome responsibilities of
making decisions, which will affect all of us gathered here today for some
years to come. At the risk of oversimplification, I'd l.ike to identify
distinctly different groups and set forth what I believe to be the basic
responsibilities of each.

The Private Citizen is in a unique and difficult position. His responsi-
bility begins with electing responsible officials, evaluating their perfor-
mance, and. either re-electing or replacing them, At times an individual
is required to cast his vote either for or against a specific issue.
This frequently gets difficult, because many such issues are submitted
directly to the voter and are particularly important and controversial.
All sides launch heated campaigns to convince rhe individual voter they
deserve his support. Mere the individual is ex ected to carefull evaluate
all sides of the issue and render a concise 0 � l.  no- es! vore that all the
elaborate machiner of administrative/le islative overnment failed to
p d .' 0 th i f d p te p t d f' ' th p t
citizen's responsibilities include:

* Seeing that all the appropriate issues are raised and revealing
questions asked.

* Pressing his el.ected/appointed officials to thoroughly pursue
the matter.

* Insisting on full and accurate disclosure by all included parties.

* Not quitting and throwing in the towel by saying, "This is too
complicated for me.

to produce all the goods and many of the services society demands with the
least adverse impact on the other elemenrs of society and at the lowest
possible cost. It's expected to do all this while paying enough return
to the investors to generate future financing. In the case of the oil
industry, the private sector is immediately labeled a profit � monger, and
anything it may say in defense of itself is immediately labeled a self-
serving lie. In this environment, when dealing with deepwater ports and
related refineries the private sector has the following basic responsi-
bilities:

Be truthful, by answering all inquiries with the best available
information.

* Practice the fullest possible disclosure of all. plans or proposals
commensurate with trade secrets,

* Be reasonable and patient with a public that is totally unfamiliar
with a particular industry and who is not apt to be very trusting.

Public Interest Grou s occupy a unique position. They are generally much
less constrained than government to ask potentially embarrassing � and
enlightening � questions, They also have many resources at their command
and can i~vestigate an issue in much more depth than a typical citizen.
Thus their potential for discovering potenti.ally shady operations is much
grearer. Also their potential for doing undeserved damage is great. In
the context of this discussion, I believe special interest groups have
the following responsibilities:

To see that all issues are thoroughly aired, and to identify
places where information is sketchy or suspicious.

* To use the power of accusation, with all its implications,
sparingly, but when a case is developed, not to be bashful.

act only on facts and evidence, not on emotion or public
opinion.

Government will have the final say in what type of facility is constr ct d
and where it will be built, The existing systems of local, state, and
federal government now control such actions under a wide variecy of laws
and regulations, and there is a clamor for additional legislation, at both
the state and federal levels, to deal specifically with superports and
energy facilities. At this time it is impossible to speculate on exactly
what new laws are apt ro be forthcoming, but it is probably safe to say
that several new federal acts will be passed, and that many states will
take action of some type.

We~1 d t t' i t p ih'f'tp f d
ing Dlhtpps lies at the state level. Before my local or federal colleagues
jump from their seats with objections, let me point out that I said
"principal responsibility" not "ultimate power." By this I mean that state
government is generally in the best position � as the middleman � to assess
the alternatives, pro and con, and make the decisions that best represent
the collective interests of its citizens. Not infrequently, this decision
by a state will involve a granting of' additional responsibility to a
local entity to enable that local entity to make its own decisions. The
state is a good middleman because its representatives/officials are a
li ttle more buffered from local, special interest groups which may almost
totally control or subdue a local government. At the same time the state' s
officials are much closer to the local folks than are the great thinkers
from the banks of the Potomac.

In order to specifically examine the state's responsibilities let's first

I
ask the leading question: "To whom does the state have a responsibilit '?u

believe there are four such target groups: citizens, local government,
neighboring states, and the federal community.
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in presenting these commandments and citing th e participants and responsi-
bili.ties, I hope I' ve not scared you away fr th dy om e ecisions. I realize
the. Northeast is overly sensitive even prejud' d DWp'eju ice against WP s and
refineries. As I look at your beautiful coast I h ~ Mcan see w y. My feelings
are. equivocal. We could easily slip another refinery into Texas City
and no one would know the difference. Not so with the New England coast.

Te as has a natural gift for producing your oil and gas, Nat re h
endowed us with the underground resources. Howe r r ' ' dowever, processing it and
drilling offshore are acquired traits. Anyone can play.

BB S9

The state's res onsibilit to its citizens, both private and corporate,
can be stated in text � book rhetoric as giving each the freedom to do what-
ever he desires provided it doesn't interfere with others, and simultaneously
providing protection against interference from others. While this is
easy to say, it is virtually impossible to precisely define for hypothetical
cases involving DWP's and refineries. A few general observations are:

* To regulate such large � scale developments so that a minimum of
adverse environmental and socio-economic impact is caused.

* To implement procedures to insure that those who are inevitably
adversely affected or displaced shall receive equitable com-
pensation.

The state's res onsibilit to local overnments relating to DWP's can be
covered by three points,'

* To provide adequate enabling legislation, ordinance-making
powers, etc. to empower local government to take the steps it
needs in order to regulate activities within its scope of
jurisdiction.

* To make certain that all appropriate questions are raised and that
all sides of key issues are thoroughly aired,

* Not to unduly meddle in local affairs.

A state's res onsibilit to its nei hborin states begins with simply being
a good neighbor, including:

* Keeping neighboring states informed as to what you are up to, and
hope like hell they reciprocate.

* Attempting to resolve differences internally within the states
rather than running to Washington and asking for a referee,

A state also has a res onsibilit to the federal communit . The emphasis
here is on community not government. There's a distinct difference, with
the latter simply being an agent for the former. A state's responsibility
here includes;

* Recognizing that it is one member of a fifty � member family, and
realizing that each state must do part of the household chores
if it is to share in the income,

Being willing to accept the fact that if another member of the
family does one's "dirty work" then at some time you will have
to compen.sate that other member for his efforts and suffering.

The states do and should play a role in decid.ing the if, how, and where of
DWP's and related facilities. In executing this responsibility the state
must respect the rights of its local government units and, simultaneously,
recognize that it itself has certain obligations to its sister states and
the federal community as a whole,

If you grew up in Houston, a
to a New England winter. We
and keep all the refineries,
west. We want to share some
wouldn't make refineries into
way in accomplishing the task

refinery was as common a sight as a snowman
in Texas don't want to be selfish any longer
polluti.on and political payoffs in the South-
of the largesse. And while these commandments

a religious experience, they can ease the
s that lie before us.
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It was in the late sixties that the first proposal for an oil refinery
and oil port in Maine started. a series of shock waves coursing throughout.
the state--shock waves that have not diminished in intensity with the
passage of time, but, pretty much to the contrary, seem about ready to
reach a crescendo.

The first focus of oil � big oil � on Maine was at an obscure down-east
fishing center called Machiasport  and often mispronounced Makiasport by
out-of � staters!, whose primary claim on the attention of the American
people until then had been its nearness to the site of the first naval
battle of the American Revolution outside of Machias in the spring of 1775.
The timing of the Machiasport oil proposal was such that it came at a
crossroads in the environmental consciousness of the people of Maine, and
for that matter, the entire country. Had Machiasport been proposed a few
years earlier, perhaps even a number of months earlier, it might have been
accepted as pain.lessly as was the Portland Pipe Line, which, for about
20 ears now has been bringing a vast volume of oil into Maine without1
anybody getting particularly excited.

But Machiasport came at a time when the threat that oil could pose had
been washed into world consciousness through the Torrey Canyon disaster,
followed by the Santa Barbara disaster, with the nightmare visions of oil-
soaked birds, blackened beaches and exhausted mop � up crews that those
events caused to be flashed upon television screens and front pages every-
where. Supertankers were creating superfears, and what had first attracted
Maine authorities to the idea of creating a foreign trade zone oil refinery
complex at Machiasport � namely, that Maine's potential in having deep water
close to shore could be utilized to berth these monstrous vessels--suddenly
was no longer the asset that some people had thought. Supertankers at.
Machiasport frightened a great many people, particularly the coastal
residents, summer and winter, and a growing body of opposition formed
against the proposal for a refinery and oil port that had been made by
Occidental Oil,
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to any student. of the events that transpired, it should be readily
apparent that the opposition posed by environmentalists and lobstermen and
summer-home owners was merely a small factor in the ultimate defeat of the
Machiasport idea. As so often happens, it took big business to put a
crimp in the plans of big business. In other words, powerful forces worked
against a potential business rival. Just as the fact that there is no
Dickey-Lincoln Hydroelectric Dam in northern Maine can be laid to the
opposition of the private utilities of New England, not to a handful of
environmentalists, so can the defeat of Machiasport be laid at the feet
of the major oil companies. They blocked it, not the environmentalists,
and they did it for business reasons. The origi.nal plan, proposed and
supported by Dr. Armand Hammer, Chairman of the Occidental Oil Company,
who is something of a maverick in his field, was conceived as an end run
against the oil import quota program then in effect. Occidental had no
oil importing rights. The major. companies did. The trade zone idea was
a subterfuge for foreign oil to be brought into the U, S. to be refined
here and then distributed. The major oil companies, seeking to block
Armand Hammer, went to work in Washington and saw to it that Maine never
received permission to establish a foreign trade zone,

Machiasport was dead, bu.t its ghost lingered on. Other oil companies
showed an interest in the area, Even a major company, Atlantic Richfield,
took options on some Washington country land and made some noises about
being interested in a refinery. It was these factors, coupled with an
abortive attempt to establish an aluminum smelter a few miles from Bar
Harbor and Acadia National Park, that provided the impetus for the Maine
Legislature to act in devising what has so often been referred to as
"landmark legislation."

Basically, this legislation consisted of two separate bills. One, called
the "Site Location of Development Act" or, more popularly, the "Site
Selection Act," establishes guidelines by which an appointed board, the
Board of Environmental Protecti.on, examines all industrial and large scale
commercial projects proposed for Maine, and also all residential develop-
ments of more than 20 acres. These projects are examined as to their
potential impact upon the Maine environment. They are then either accepted,
or accepted with conditions, or rejected entirely. The Site Selection Act
is Maine's basic decision-making tool when it comes to dealing with the oil
industry, and that is why I have taken some time in describing the events
that led to the passage of this law. But I also mentioned another "land-
mark" bill, and I. will touch on this now, for it deals with oil as well.
This is our "Oil Conveyance Act." This law established a set of standards
and regulations to govern the handling of oil in Maine, but its most im-
portant feature is a "Coastal Protection Fund," created by a charge of
one-half cent a barrel on every barrel of oil brought into Maine, snd this
money to be used as an emergency fund for the state to assist in the clean-
up of oil spills. After a challenge by the oil companies, the Supreme
Court declared this law constitutional. There is now $0,000,000, the
maximum amount allowable, in this fund should Maine ever need it.
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The passage of the "Site Selection Act" and the "Oil Conveyance Act" has
been followed by a number of further proposals for oil facilities in
Maine, It is instructive to see how these proposals were handled in order
to understand the manner in which Maine, to date, has organized its
decision-making process concerning oil.

Three applications have been made to the Board of Environmental Protection
for oil facilities--a refinery at Searsport by Maine Clean Fuels, an oil
terminal at Long Island in Casco Bay by the King Resources Company, and
a refinery at Eastport by the Pittston Company.

The first two projects were heard by the Board in extensive hearings and
rejected. The Maine Clean Fuels application, as I understand. it, was con-
tinually being revised to deal with objections, such as one that was told
to me about how it was discovered that the refinery planned for Sears
Island was too big to fit on the island. There was simply not enough con-
fidence that Maine Clean Fuels could meet proper standards, and the project
was rej ected, There may have been similar fears about King Resources,
although the project was really turned down because of its adverse impact
upon existing uses of the area. King Resources appeaIed, won its appeal,
but shortly thereafter went bankrupt. The Pittston proposal, as everyone
knows, has gone through interminable hearings, but a final decision has
been suspended because it has been discovered that Pittston does not have
title to all the land that it needs for its enterprise. Following the
recent vote of the Sanford Town Meeting to rezone certain land in Sanford,
there is every indication that the Gibbs Oil Company will now submit its
formal application for a refinery it has long planned to build at an inland
site in York County.

Here you have Maine's reaction to the challenge of big oil and the method
by which we have made our decisions to date. The Board of Environmental
Protection, in effect, has made these decisions for the state, acting in
a statewide capacity. This Board is appointed by the Governor, with the
advice and consent of the Executive Council. By statute it consists of
10 members, 2 knowledgeable in air pollution, 2 from the public, 2 from
conservation, 2 from industry, and 2 representing municipalities. The
Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection is an eleventh
member, but can only vote to break ties,

Nothing in politics, of course, is immutable. These decisions that have
already been made have caused unhappiness in certain quarters. The feeling
has developed that the Board has perhaps been too environmentally oriented.
During the last legislature, a move was made to amend the Site Selection
Law so that economic impact would have to be considered in addition to
environmental factors � in other words, trade-offs between development and
protection. The j egislature rejected a vaguely worded bill to this effect
and is studying responsible ways to amend the Si.te Selection Act to in-
clude economic factors. A new development is a movement to add a member
from organized labor to the Board of Environmental Protection, a member
who, presumably, would he more industrially oriented.

Before these proposed changes coalesced into actual political realities
the state did endeavor to seek a governing policy in the question of oil.
The Governor's Task Force on Energy, Heavy Industry and the Maine Coast
struggled for a compromise on where to locate heavy industrial projects on
the Maine coast. A compromise was reached . Heavy industry would be re-
stricted to two locations on the Maine coast � the Machiasport area and
portland-South Portland � and only at the Portland-South Portland site
would oil be allowed. When it came time to introduce legislation to this
effect, the compromise fell apart, leaving the sponsor of the bill, me,
in the middle without enough votes.

During this debate, however, we did deal with another aspect of decision
making in these matters � the role of the local community. My bill would
have given the municipalities involved a veto over such massive pro' tuc massive projects.
This had not been done in Maine before, where all decisions were and still
are made at the state level. On the local level in Maine, there have been
informal polls, like one privately financed plebiscite taken in the
Machiasport area, or votes on zoning changes like the one recentl aty a
Sanford, but I know of no project, perhaps with the exception of the
proposed aluminum smelter at Trenton, where a local vote has been decisive.

Finally, one other dimension of the problem of locating oil facilities has
been brought hone to us in Maine, at least to those of us in southern
Maine who stood by as not very silent observers when Mr. Onassis came
calling at the isles of Shoals. We suddenly began to like the sound of
the concept of "regional planning," and we felt keenly the need of a
mechanism for a contiguous state to have a say about developments a few
miles away on the other side of its border. The shock of the Onassis pro-
ject has rippled its way into Maine's consciousness, and we will now be
looking to broader authorities, either on a New England basis or a
national basis, to deal with oil.

Whether we will reach that stage before there is some dramatic oil break-
through in New England is problematical. With all this pressure � because,
apparently, there is tremendous profit potential for the first person to
secure approval of a refinery in New England � we are in a race against
tine. In Maine, we feel that we have at least created a bulwark of laws
that will enable us to deal with oil on the best possible terms, I can
only hope that our neighbors will provide themselves with equal or even
hetter protection and, in so doing, will protect us all.
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IMy role in taday s discussian is ta present the regional aspects of the
issue of siting oil refineries and offshore port facilities. We have
already discussed several propositions, and many of the premises surfaced
yesterday and earlier today. However, I would like to reiterate them
anyway:

1! At the present time, the New England region does not have any sub-
stantial refining capability. The fact that we have an absence
of that capability may not in itself be critical, but what is
critical is the cost of refined products as it affects the consumer
and the region, and the impact. on the economic base of the region.
In the recent period of insufficient supply of crude oil, the region
has been severely affected. Obviously, the relationship of supply
and cost, and the source of that supply, is clear.

2! During the recent "energy crisis," the position taken by the
Federal Energy Office, in reference to the adequate supply of fuel
for the New England region, constantly pointed out the absence of
refineries within the region and intimated that the Northeast
wanted the benefit of adequate supply and reasonable cost without
paying the price environmentally. On several occasions, the
Federal Energy Office admonished the New England region and cited

Tthe region s concern for its environment as the reason for the lack
of refining capability. The fact remains that private interest
concerns, which deal more with the supply of crude oil and the
impact of that supply because of the Arab export quota, are perhaps
more compelling than any other concern.

3! The situation surrounding the potential for establishing refinery
capability in New England is now completely changed. It seems to
me that the increased cost for refinery products, generally on the
domestic market and particularly in the Northeast region, is the
first factor and is obviously central to this change. The second
significant factor is the apparent availability of crude oil, not
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only from overseas, but from George's Bank on the continental shelf
adjacent to New England. These, then, are the changes in the New
England setting as we approach the issue of refineries within our
region,

Propositions far a regional approach may be summarized as follows:

1! The commonality of the New England regional economic infra � structure
stands beyond debate. For example, the New England regional economy
is inextricably related to its transportation modes and systems.
There is a common concern expressed by the six New England states
with reference to transportation policy, but heretofore that policy
has been enunciated at the federal level. This is an indication
that the six states af the New England region cannot effectively
deal with a regionalized system of transportation. Similarly, it
is also clear that the New England Power Pool and its regionalized
system of electricity distribution compelled the six states in the
New England region to dea1. with this energy problem on a regional
basis.

2! In the context of a regional energy distribution system, the New
England states continue ta deal with the issue of consumer rates,
and as the states become involved in this issue, they will have to
deal with the determination of the possible energy generating
sources. It is in this context that the six New England Governors,
jointly sitting as members of the New England Regional Commission,
as well as a New England Governors' Conference, have in the past
eighteen months concentrated their efforts in three major areas of
concern most amenable and most directly related to the regional
context. They are, of course,  a! the regional economic base,
 b! the regional transportation modes and systems, and finally,
 c! a regional energy policy.

In searching for a regional policy and in searching for a commonality that
binds the six New England states in these three fields, the obvious point
of departure is an analysis of the externalities which impact the New
England region. To be concrete, these national policies affect the region
in general, whether they be the export quotas or the adequate distribution
of fuel to the New England region, Presently, a concerted effort to average
the cast of fuel throughout the nation because of the inordinate cost of
this fuel to the New England region has been launched. In the field of
transportation, the region has addressed the problems of Amtrak and its
demonstratian project, curtailment of freight service through the Railroad
Reorganization Act under what was the Penn Central, and an extension of
air service to the northern tier communities of Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont, In terms of the economic base, efforts have been directed toward
the attraction of foreign investment, national firms, regional competition,
and the attraction of tourists into the region.
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I suggest that this is the basis of the commonality upon which the six
New England states have acted. The states are addressing forces and
policies external to our region because of the realization that national
policy and international economic dynamics do affect the region. Sub-
stantial progress has been made in addressing these issues. We have yet
to address, or solve as a region, the internal competition among the six
states as it may occur. The point is that the New England Regional Com-
mission and the New England Governors' Conference provide the framework
through which the six states can approach problems regionally; and in
many instances, working in concert with the New England Caucus corn osed
ofo the Congressional representation of the six states, an institutional
basis for a regional response to national issues js created . There is,
then, that agreement and recognition of a commonality which binds the
states as a region. At that level, we have indeed come a long way.

In reference to the refinery issue, the New England Regional Commission
has commissioned a series of studies on the siting of energy production
facilities in the six-state region. The analysis includes nuclear power
plants, refjneries, and deepwater ports which all impact the coastal zone.
These studies will provide a regional framework for analysis which will
hopefully be a guideline for individual state responses to specific
proposals and provide the capability for regional input into the decision-
making process. This will hopefully encourage an input at the state and
local level, so that the problem definition will not be narrowed to the
state government and the locality, but will enable some broader analysis
of whether a refinery should be located in Durham, New Hampshire, or
Portsmouth, Rhode Island. What is provided through the Regional Commission
is an institutional capability of providing the regional context. Each
of the New England states, however, retains the right to make its own
decisions. We have not evolved sufficiently on a regional basjs to con-
struct a regional institutional mechanism where issues such as siting with
the least environmental degradation can be resolved.

It is my personal view that as the reality of the commonality of the
problem becomes more concrete, there will be the imperative of institution-
building on a regional basis. I hope and believe that through a frank
recognition of the regional requirements--total regional requirements for
energy, for an economic base, for environmental protection � a system of
regional public policy formulation capabilities, and finally a mechanism
to Implement public policy decisions on a regional scale, taking into
account the priorities of state determination, can be established.

It is in this light that I believe that pending legislation now before the
Congress, dealing with the President's Economic Adjustment Program as well
as the simple extension of the Economic Development Administration and the
Title V Commissions, may be critical for the governance of our societ y ~
That subject is perhaps a basis for another discussion. The implications
of that discussion, however, surely impact the topics we have discussed
today. National land use legislation now pending and coastal zone
management legislation already enacted address the need for the states to
analyze and evaluate land use decisions on a statewide and regional basis.

These legislative questions, together with decentralization of the federal
government through the New Federalism, provide a unique opportunity to
begin to talk about a new realignment of the governments of our society.
The regional context will not provide the final decision--it can only help
to provide a rational framework to assist in that decision. The ultimate
decision resides with the states through their regulatory mechanisms and
with the local communities. The decision process is a continuum, extend-
ing from the local basis all the way through to the federal basis. Yet
the unresolved questions remain: where should public policy be formulated;
on what kinds of frameworks should it be formulated; and, of course, the
final key question, where will the implementing tool have a critical impact
on the totality of the decision-making process'
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I want to share some of the views of the New England Oil Coalition  NEOC!
with regard to regional planning of oil facilities and citizens' partici-
pation in that process. They are both related to "Who makes the final
decision?"

NEOC is a coalition of environmental and civic groups from New Hampshire,
Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhod.e Island. We are concerned about the soar-
ing energy demands, the fai.lure of the U.S.  both personally and insti-
tutionally! ta come to grips with energy conservation, and the environ-
mental damages resulting from the exploitation af energy resources.
Therefore, NEOC begins by asking three questions that have been considered
throughout this conference;

1. Do we need refineries in New England? If so, how many? The answer
to the first is not obvious, but depends upon the availability of
feed stock and what facilities are being constructed elsewhere in
the U.S. The cries for refinery self-sufficiency for New England
 or all products consumed here should be refined here! seem to us
to be a bad joke.

2. If refineries are built, what kind will they be? WiI1 they include
the latest in pollution control technologies? Will they meet EPA
regulations, or even come in under those standards?

3, Where are the refineries ta be located? Refinery siting is a crucial
question to which NEOC answers: not in a coastal zone. For example,
when I first came to Durham in January, I was canvinced that Durham
was not an appropriate site for an oil refinery. Today, as I looked
out over the beautiful Great Bay, my convictions were intensified
that Durham is an utterly stupid place to build a refinery. In
fact, it is one of the worst passible sites imaginable.
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NEOC is primarily concerned about a regional approach to our oil needs,
and adequate citizens' participation in the planning process, Regional
planning of energy faciliti.es? Citizens' participation in the planning
process? Both cancepts � the regianal approach and citizens' input- � seem
so nebulous. It has been likened to something vague and diffuse chasing
something else that is vague and diffuse, Nevertheless, let me try to
spell it out.

A! A Re lanai Plan. Whether or not we need a regionaI. approach
depends entirely upon whether or not we perceive the problems ta be
regional. According to NEOC the issues are at least regional, but also
have national and international components. NEOC believes that the
regional approach is essential, because piecemeal procedures are grossly
inadequate. Presently, for example, there is hustling or "carpetbagging"
of refinery facilities up and down the New England coast. The developer
is looking for the most profitable deal, playing off state against state,
town against town. Is that. what we want?

The problems associated with the regional approach, however, have been
aptly pointed out. Very simply, we have no regional government. With
regard to our concerns, the best we now have is the energy study of the
New England Regional Commission  NERCOM!. We recognize, however, that
NERCOM has only as much clout as the Governors collectively are willing
to give it. Yet as the problems grow beyond the capability of state
governments, the need for new regional mechanisms becomes increasingly
obvious.

If the regional study is to be real, it must involve the key actors
 including the energy firms! and not. be done in a vacuum. Studies that
do not include the key decision � making agents are destined for the filing
cabinets. We all know the planner's tendency to shape designs in a
manner that bears no relationship to reality. But there are a variety of
views surrounding the development of oil facilities. Those competing
interests should be represented in a public forum. And that leads me to
my second concern: citizen participation.

B! Citizen Partici ation. Before we can have citizens' input
we must have a well developed planning process into which citizens' views
can be fed. Citizens cannat create the planning mechanism � they can only
relate to it.

If the views of citizens are to be taken seriously, a well defined and
funded citizens' participation component is needed as part of the study
design. The most successful citizens' planning effort in which I have
taken part was in Boston transportation--the Boston Transportation Plan-
ning Review  BTPR!, a federally funded study that looked at the interstate
proposals far the Boston region. In the BTPR 10 percent af the study
funds were set aside for community liason work, Technical assistance, for
example, was supplied directly to the citizens' groups. Despite the pro-
blems associated with it  and there were many!, it served as a model that
can possibly be reproduced in other areas on other issues.
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Let me again emphasize that citizens' groups need something specific to
relate to, so that their inputs can be incorporated into all the stages
of the study. Traditionally, citizens are only given the opportunity to
respond to final. designs or alternatives in which they had no input. That
is why citizens' groups are often tabbed as being negative. But why are
citizens' groups so negative? They are often so negative because the
options presented to them are so lousy. Protesting, therefore, is often
the only means available for self-expression.

Some say that citizens' groups are only obstructionist, and thus serve
only a negative purpose. I fully disagree. The current planning schemes
via private developers and public agencies are actually creating obstacles.By excluding the wider public from the planning phase, a project opens
itself up to a host of legal battles, litigation upon litigation, and
protest on top of protest. Hence, some of the things that need to be
done in our society are not being implemented because of inadequate plan-
ning. Our present planning procedures, not citizens' groups, are the real
obstructionists. If citizens' groups are given something specific to relate
to, they can perihaps play a positive and facilitative role.

Recently, I spoke to a person who is in the refinery building business.
He said that the selection of poor sites for refineries is slowing downrefinery construction throughout the U. S. The Durham episode, for
1 t , ' 1* ~ 1 ' f h t t* g h t pl o' g the
t t' f f' * y. 1 ' lly, d 1'og 'th th � ll d " g tior "obstructionist" citizens' groups may be the real way to overcome, or

even avoid, some o f the obstacles .

In summary, iNEOC believes that citizens' input is essential. The pre-
condition, of course, is that there is first a regional planning effort for
oil facilities with citizens' participation as an integral part of the
process. That effort can serve as a forum for diverse views to be heard,
Citizens' input should be included at the beginning, not at the end, of the
process. Citizens do not have the illusion that they are the decision
makers, so that is not a problem. Also, citizens' groups such as NEOC
realize that there are other viewpoints held by other citizens that need
a public hearing. So the question of "who speaks for the average citizen?"
becomes unnecessary. That is, a variety of citizens' inputs is needed.
"Who makes the final decision?" may be a complicated question. The input of
citizens on the development of oil refineries, however, should be part of
the answer,

The dust has begun to settle on the aftermath of the Arab-Israeli war, the
oil production curtailments, and the Arab embargo on shipments to the
United States, and hopefully as a result, we will continue to receive crude
oil from the Middle East.

That is the good news. The bad news is that we will pay something like $11
a barrel for this supply, laid down at U.S. coastal refineries. This com-
pares wi.th less than $4 per barrel in October, 1973. We are still unlikely
to get as much petroleum as we would like to have, so conservation, in all
its aspects, will still be necessary. And even if we could be supplied
unlimited amounts of crude, we still wouldn't be able to make the volume
of products we need to support a demand level even reduced by conservation
efforts. What has happened is that we are back to contending with the
immediate problem we had before the Arab embargo--namely, the lack of
sufficient refinery capacity and a need for discovery and development of
domestic resources. For the purposes of this meeting, I will focus on the
need for refineries and associated deepwater ports  DWP!.

First let me explain what a DWP means in a federal sense. It is a pipeline
from a water depth of about 120 feet to a shore-side tank farm, It is used
to offload crude oil. tankers which have a draft of 90-95 feet. As Iong as
any pipeline within state waters conforms to the federal laws administered
by the Coast Guard, the Corps of Engineers, the Environmental Protection
Agency, and indirectly the Department of the Interior, the state has the
final word as to whether it is laid and where it comes ashore. When these
pipelines move out to sea into waters under federal jurisdiction, the state
and federal government wouId in a sense become partners in approving
license applications from state or local governments or private investors.
Should such pipeline systems be licensed, they wouId be common carriers
and thus be subject to applicable federal and state laws. That is what we
mean by a deepwater port. A better name might well be a high sea oil port
or a pipeline to sea.
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The President has requested that Congress provide authority to extend
existing laws, which now are used to permit construction within state
waters, so that they apply beyond the territorial sea, and the Congress is
considering a DWP bill at this time. I can discuss any details of this
legislative effort with you later.

I think the best way to handle refineries and DWP is within the context af
satisfying the needs which these facilities provide, so I will focus on
that aspect.

In order to avoid a recurrence of the problems resulting from the embargo
and to attack the economic impact of the skyrocketing price of fuel, the
President ordered that a plan be developed so that we could establish new
nati.anal priorities in the energy field. He chose to call the plan Project
Independence. I suppose he could have called it a host of other names,
b« it seemed appropriate to call it Independence because that appeared
to be the best term to describe the objective, The president also chose
1980 as a target date for an all-out effort. Unfortunately, the name
Independence and year 1980 have received more attention than the complex
series of objectives. To the degree we continue ta argue whether or not
the objectives can be reached by l980, we will never move out of the
starting gate. If this happens, monumental supply problems will face us in
the 1980's.

This would be tao bad, because the objective that project Independence is
designed to serve is to specify a date when we should have the capacity
to be independent of the action of other governments which hold the key to
the supply of a resource that is vital to a modern society--in this case,
energy in the form of oil. By capacity to be independent> we did not mean
that we wou.ld put our head in the sand and gopher ahead at any cost. What
we meant was that, in general terms, we needed to sight in on our projected
demand and what needed to be done to have the capacity ta meet that demand.
And finally, another objective was to focus public attention on the problem
so as to get the public support for an agreed-upon approach toward a series
of solutions.

The long lead times necessary to move from a 15-20 percent dependence on
foreign supply for energy source materials to a capability for a near zero
dependence is not unlike the situation facing a college professor planning
his course or a farmer laying out a crop rotation plan. The principal
ingredients are planning time, how that time is used and knowing what yau
want to do. Therefore, we established an ambitious set of goals which we
hoped could be met by 1980, In general terms, these goals meant that we
would have to step up the rate of growth in energy production to 4.7 percent
per year and back down the rate of growth in demand from 3.6 percent to
2 percent. If this could be achieved, U. S. energy supply and demand could
be in balance by 1980.

In terms of project Independence, the principal element of the supply in-
creases are an expansion of coal production from 600 to 900 million tons
per year, expansion of crude oil production fram 11 to l4 million barrels
per day, a tenfold increase in the generation of nuclear power, and an

expansion of natural gas production from 23 to 27 trillion cubic feet per
year. The principal conservation savings would have taken place in house-
hold and industrial use of energy and in transpartation. This could be
accomplished by conservation programs involving better insulation of
buildings, energy labeling of appliances, increasing average gasoline
mileage of autamabiles up to 17 mpg by 1980, greater use of mass transit,
an incr'ease in industrial conservation, major recycling programs for
aluminum, glass, and steel, and finally, production of energy from munici-
pal trash and waste,

In a general sense, this is the overall direction of project Independence
which, stated simply, says if we as a nation want something badly enough
we will find a way to get the job done.

Moving from the national energy scene, let's focus on the situation on
the East coast. Df the 6 million barrels of oil a day consumed on the
East coast, l/4 of it is refined in the Riddle Atlantic states from water-
borne imported crude, 1/4 is direct import of refined products from abroad,
and the remaining 1/2 is refined products fram the Gulf Coast, where water-
borne imports play a substantial part of the crude supply picture for Gulf
refineries.

Putting, this activity in terms of refining capacity, the East Coast has
a demand habit of about 6 million barrels per day. By comparison> the
East coast has a refinery capacity of only about 1 1/2 million barrels
per day � a short fall of some 4 I/2 million barrels.

The next step in describing resource problems is at the regional level.
Therefore, where does New England fit into the East coast picture2
Strangely enough, New England, not unlike the Southeastern states, is
dependent on the Niddle Atlantic and Gulf Coast states and foreign refin-
eries to supply the liquid energy products to keep its industry moving and
its residential populace active and satisfied.

Given these facts, it. is not unrealistic to characterize New England as
a scale model of western Europe or Japan--a well-populated, highly indus-
trialized, high consumption society lying at the end of a long supply line
from which it gets most of its energy.

New England's inability to provide for itself its needed energy materials
stands out when you consider the following facts. There is not a single
oil or gas well or coal or uranium mine in all of New England, or a
single refinery except for Hobil's Asphalt Plant in East Providence. The
only native energy produced here comes from some 140 hydroelectric stations,
which satisfy less than 2 percent of the total energy consumption.

You in New England are overwhelmingly dependent on oil � more so than any
other part of the country. Oil supplies 85 percent af your total energy
needs.

This is a fair characterization of the New England supply � d.emand picture
at the present time, May, 1974. This pi.cture has twa main characters around



which your economy and personal way of life are built--the first figure
being the Middle Atlantic and Gulf Coast states, and the second being those
foreign nationale and governments which follow political and economic incen-
tives in supplying you with such a basic raw material,

At the samthe same time that you are increasing your dependence on the Middle
Atlantic states, these states are embarking on a course which will not
continue to support your demand. They are simply saying, "We have more
than enough industrial development and activity." Thus your Middle
Atlantic partners are taking a position that they no longer want to incur
the larger environmental risks required ta supply energy materials to other
coastal states that are not willing to share a portion of that environ-
mental risk.

In the Gulf Coast states the picture is slightly different. Same of these
states have enacted controlling legislation which provides a means of
h andling increased economic development within environmental constraints,
and, therefore, the Gulf Coast is willing to consider mare economi tconom c ac iv-
i y. owever, all of this Gulf Coast region is also saying that if it is
willing to accept a greater environmental risk attendant with DWP and
refineries which are used to supply other coastal states with petroleum
i rt should receive larger economic incentives because of its wi.llingnesss a es wrt petro eum,

to accept these greater environmental risks.

If any af you are of a mind to say, "Let's prohibit: all New England
refinery/DWP proposals and pay the higher price for Middle Atlantic and
Gulf Coast product supply," let me provide another dimension. As s result
o the Arab embargo, we are already aware of what those co t i thi kun r es n
o s ould be used for. Clearly we hope to have a substantially different
relationship with our friends in the Western Hemisphere. However, even if
the political future of supply from the Western Hemisphere countries
presents few problems, it would be naive to assume that there won't be
substantially higher economic costs involved. A d fi ll , f 11
the Western Hemisphere contributions to our overall supply picture to con-
tinue to decline. Therefore, you in New England must consider cost as a
imitation on your supply. An empty home oil tank because you don't have

the money to pay for someone else's oil has the same effect on your comfort
as if the Arabs stop selling you oil. You' ll be cold, and your machines
will be stopped either way.

Perhaps the best way of describing the New England dilemma is, "What if yau
don't have refining capacity?" In the first place, if the Congress does
not provide the legislative authority for private or public capital to
finance the construction of deepwater ports, we will have lost the incen-
tives to recover the economics of deep&raft tanker delivery of oil.
Nothing this nation ran do will keep a lid an tanker size and draft, and,
in fact, in other federal programs we are subsidizing tankers which can' t
sail inta our parts. Therefore, if we don't make our harbors deeper, or,
if we don't pass national legislation to authorize the application af proven
technology of high seas tanker offloading systems and if ws, an i we continue our

i-re inery an uter Continental Shelf development bias on the East

Coast, we are in reality providing all the incentives in the world for
private investment to move up to other lands, foreign ta our own, in order
to build the refineries, which will pour more and more small tankers carry-
ing substantially mare toxic petroleum products inta our already crowded
ports.

By whatever process the New England region arrived at the conclusion to
prevent refinery construction, it appears to us at the federal level that
what yau have said is that you want to maintain the status quo, but at the
same time you expect more fuel from the Middle Atlantic and Gulf Coast
states. I don't believe that is what is intended, but that is how it
appears on the surface. With bumper stickers appearing in the Gulf Coast
stares saying, "Let the bastards freeze in the dark," you can't help but
appreciate the attitudes building there.

to those public
pole,and ta
seek that larger
solace and corn-

Therefore, the challenge to government at all levels, and
advocates of environmental protection at. all costs at one
unrestrained economic growth advocates at the other is to
area called the middle ground, where bath forces can find
fort in that larger American value called compromise.

In closing, let me become a little philosophical. Nat unlike the type-
writer, which was the great woman emancipator, the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969  NEPA! is one of the milestones in man's effort to
sustain himself and yet still preserve much of his natural surroundings.
This piece of legislation forced Federal Government decision making into
a fish bowl snd made us publicly evaluate what we wanted ta do aud examine
the consequences of the proposed action. It is purely in retrospect that
we at the federal level, both the Congress and Executive Branch, recognize
the beautiful simplicity of NEPA when it is applied.

In a sense it was another cut at a form of Bill of Rights for all of us to
say to the government, "Go slaw and let us look at the implications of what
you plan to da." While NEPA does all af this, it does not, nor was it
designed to, take aur society back a generation or so. It is nat an Act
which requires society to place environmental. protection in supremacy aver

To put the questi.on bluntly, it seems to me that we, and "we" means federal,
state and local officials, are going to have to develop new approaches to
solving the basic problems af providing our citizens with the energy materi.�
al needs balanced against our environmental desires. Environmental con-
cerns tend ta be at the forefront of our thoughts, as well they should be
after so many years of neglect. But at the same time that we realize that
for over half a century we have neglected to recognize how we have adversely
affected aur surroundings, let us not adopt far another half century an
attitude on the environmental side which puts our heads in the sand to
avoid the reality that man will require and demand certain materials in his
pursuit of happiness and comfort. In short, we should not lose the ground
the environmental movement has made by being adamant about how we offset
or confine economic activity within environmental constraints. I would
argue that the American voter, when faced with a gut choice between environ-
men.t and material comforts, will tend to lean ta the latter.
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all other values. It cannot, and
the pendulum of the clock of time
piece of legislation forces those
to pause and consider a dimension
surroundings. I think we all are
developer and environmentalist.
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zt should not, be used as a means to stop
and human progress. In my view, this
who have responsibilities to all citizens
we were not used to considering--our
learning from this experience, both

I t is against this backdrop that we must consider the effect of proposalsfor construction of refining capacity.

Up to now, in the case of refineries and DWP, we have been reacting toindustry proposals without a set of standards of our o . B hi I d
n er that industry is bad and, therefore, anything it proposes is bad .That is not the real world. What I want to highlight are two things.

First, on such nationally important issues as energy supply, the worse
thing in the world to propose is that government get directly involved inthe oil and gas business. That conclusion is based on the fact that
government is not the kind of organization that can be used in producingoil and gas, certainly not in a free society. If government got directlyinvolved in energy production, you have to recognize there would be no
cost to our failure. If private capital failed, people would lose jobs
and investments would be lost.

Therefore, the public, through its governmental process, should establish
per ormance requirements for private capital to achieve, and if theseobjectives are not achieved, there are plenty of inducements to bring along
more competent people. What I am driving at is that private capital
should not be assumed to be all bad. And at the same time it should not be
assumed that enacting laws putting government agencies in charge is the
only way to go.

The second point is that what we need to do is develop at a regional levelthe objectives the public, through its elected representatives, wants to
achieve; and then set the goals for private capital, and monitor the
results. I think this is a pretty responsible way of bridging the gap
between government and private capital in such an important public issue
as energy.

I have indicated in a regional sense the New England performance record
on consuming petroleum products, Nothing on the horizon indicates that
you as a region are going back to burning wood and the horse and buggy ormake a massive change in your consumption patterns. Therefore, while you
continue to rely on traditional U.S. suppliers of petroleum products so
you can maintain your rocky coasts and beaches, these suppliers are re-
evaluating their positions. Clearly then, New England as a region has to
reexamine its dilemma, When you consider New England 's direct dependence
on forei n refineries fg ' or energy products, the importance of reappraisalgains added significance. It is within the context of these thoughts that
regional conferences such as yours take on national significance.

Prom the standpoint of the Department of the Interior, we want to hold out
to such a conference as this an open-ended invitation to discuss the pros
and cons of where we are regionally and where we would like to be.
Therefore, I look forward to our discussions and any other invitations to
address groups in the New England region. I have provide  copies of
Assistant Secretary Horton's testimony on deepwater ports and Deputy Under
Secretary Carter's remarks on potential Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf
activity and its impact on Coastal States. I hope that by prividing this.2
material to you before this conference it will stimulate further discus-
sions.

I
Testimony of Jack Horton, Assistant Secretary for Land and Water Resources,
Department of the Interior, before the Special Joint Committee of the
Senate Interior, Commerce, and Public Works Committee, July 23, l973.

2Testimony of the Honorable Jared G. Carter, Deputy Under Secretary of the
Interior, before the National Ocean Policy Study Group of the Senate Com-
merce Committee, Pursuant to S.Res. 22, April 23, I974.



SUMMARY COMMENTS

R. Frank Gregg

First, let me note that I have no intention of trying to summarize what
has already been said. It may be productive, however, ta talk about what
we have heard and where we ga from here,

3 ack Devanney suggested that the reasons which most strongly impel us
toward refineries--the prospects of lower prices and more secure supplies-
are largely i.llusians; that the refinery builder will recoup the cost dif-
ferential as profit unless the region organizes a way to capture some ofI'I 1 'I

Buck
excess through one device or another. On the other h d 3 her an , o n

uc ley argued that local refineries will yield price benefits for the
region that may be critical to the overall vitality of the region's econ-
omy, suggesting that we not only need refineries but should actually be
soliciting responsible entrepreneurs. The security of supply argument
does not seem compelling, but I remain confused on price. Everybody can
make up his own mind as to the presentations offered.

I want to volunteer here an observation abaut Senator Bulger's arguments
for a regional mechanism to deal with a number of petroleum issues. While
there is much that i.s attractive in the regional mechanism concept, it
seems ta me that in the short run, the pursuit of a mechanism ior regulation
af ownership or operation of facilities may be counter-productive in terms
of our abilities to deal with pressing problems. It took about five or
six years to gee an interstate compact mechanism � River Basins Commission--
set up for the Susquehannaand the Delaware. In the case of the Potomac,
we spent six or seven years trying to get such a mechanism, in a relatively
non-controversial area, and never did get it. And I just. want to caution
anyone who wants to create a New England Oil Compact for regulation owner-7ship, management, or. operation of facilities, that he had better be pre-
pared to spend the rest of his natural life on it, and he ought not to be
mare than forty.

Further, it seems to me that what we do need very badly regionally is a
better information process, better sources of information than we presently
have. And it seems to me that the New England Regional Commission is in a
critical position here through its access to funds for professional analysis
and dissemination and its association with the Governors. I see a conflict
between the Governors' roles as generators of good information and analyses
and formulatars of broad regional policy on the one hand, and as potential
directors of a strong regi.onal authority on the other. The more we press
the Governors to take hard and fast positions at the regional level, the
more difficult it is for them to encourage exploration of the range of
alternatives available to the region. The individual Governors were
elected by the voters of their individual states. They don't want to be
put into boxes in the interesf of some abstract regional good. But if the

governors' basic accountability ta their awn states is respected, then they
can--in their own interest and the interest of the region as a whale--use
the Regianal Commission as a major source of good, hard, objective infor-
mation for the region as a whole. It seems to me, therefore, that it' s
most productive in talking about regional arrangements at least over the
next few months to press for good informac.ion on the range of choice avail-
able, as distinct from placing toa many bets on new institutional arrange-
ments which are going to make major. decisions. We have mechanisms naw
which can make decisions. We can make that process work bet.ter with better
information. Even that. would be a reasonable accomplishment within the
time period we are talking about, because some of these decisions are
going to be made in the next few months or years.

Even in the future, as Glenn Kumekawa implied, regional agencies will
always deal better with "externalities" to New England than with adjusting
differences between the New England states. In that regard, the federal
government is naw considering legislation to establish new energy laws and
institutions, including a strong role for the federal government in energy
facility siting decisions and new forms of multi � state regional energy
agencies � I believe joint federal-state energy agencies, The region would
do well aver the next few months to see that new federal institutions and
processes make sense in New England 's terms.

A second point: I don't think anyone except me agreed that the deepwater
port issue, the refinery issue, and the Georges Bank issue are inter-
connected . I can't help but believe that. Obviously, the deepwater ports
won't be built except ta supply refineries, and it seems to me that the
existence of refinery and deepwater port operations in New England is going
to influence New England's attitude one way or another on the question of
whether we want refining to take place in New England from Georges Bank.
A New England which is in the business of receiving and refining and dis-
tributing large volumes of crude � a region which is already deeply involved
with petroleum processing--is likely ta take a much different artitude
toward refining Georges Bank ail than a relatively virginal New England in
terms of oil industry investments and jobs and revenue. I don't know how
these dynamics would operate, but I think they are connected. I'm still
interested in asking whether an optimized refining configuration, including
port and refinery locations, would change if one were to start out with an
assumption of Gearges Bank.

A point we can all agree on is that the pressure is going to continue.
Apparently there is no end of entrepreneurs who are going to be proposing
port and refinery developments within the region. We will drive ourselves
out of our minds trying to figure out which are authentic proposals repre-
senting substantial institutions and which are not. But it is also per-
tinent to nate that while we are talking about these immediate things and
while we are in the process of dealing with them, a decision on Georges
Bank gets closer and closer. Presumably the report of the Supreme Court
Haster an the Maine-USA case will be out shortly. Should the Federal
government win the case, you can be certain that the day after the
Supreme Court decision comes down, the Department of the Interior is going
to be in full cry on formal steps leading to Iease sales, if not in 1975,
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then surely not later than 1976. Next year h
realistic.

x year or t e year after is not un-

Practical to think that weComing back to the institutional question is it
are going to fashion new institutions to help tho e p t e region deal with C or es

ren t the basic decisions going to be made or
severely prejudiced before we can chang thge e institutions?

Finally, we might as well go ahead and speculate a little bii e it on what is
y o appen in the next year or so, not what we would like to

happen or what we would cause to happen if we had the resources and the
authority--but. what is most likely to take lace. It s
assume tha bsume at, barring unexpected changes George B k

h
a e i s proposal in Sanford is not going to go. While I.

ave absolutely no information to go on h h
of go on, my unch is that the Department
o Environmental Protection in Maine at this oint do

p v p

ver
on w y e Gibbs application should be denied. Ma hssport as a

y live proposal for a deepwater termi I Bina near oston, If approved, you
can et t at one, quite possibly more, refineries will be buil
the incomin g crude. There is real interest in som f h Ma

wi e u t to process

lower Merrimack cities. And couldn ' t t ' 1 f f
some o t e ssachusetts

chusetts
u n t a termi.nal off the northern Massa-

c usetts coast service refineries in New Hampshire and o
southern Maine? In an

amps re an possibly even
ne . n any event, I would guess that Massport will make a

powerful effort in hin t e General Court next year for authority to o ahead
with a deepwater terminal.

y o go a ea

refinery and a Massport superport goes for-
to the other dandelion-like port and refinery
the region? Would a 400,000 barrel a day
two served by Massport, take most of the
ts in refinery development in New England?
ls for refinery development?

If either or both the Sanford
ward, what is going to happen
proposals popping up all over
refinery in Maine, and one or
steam out of the other interes
Or would there be more proposa

As I understood it esterday y, the reason people are interested in refin-
eries in New England is that the first guy whouy w o comes in here is going to
ma e a i ing � a legitimate killing. I' ve been sort of assumin h f
one or two come in the a

or o assuming t at if

the
'n ey are going to skim off most of the cream d thn e a am an en

hea
attractiveness of addicional locations ld b Ic ons wou e lessened . I see some

cade shaking--that scenario may be inaccurate.

In any event if an of ty f these speculations is accurate, we will be dealing
six months from now, a year from now w thw, wi some port proposals and some
refinery proposals. Most speakers agree that, except for the Gibbs pro-

c port ocation issue is theposal which does not involve a superport the ort lo
critical one. Major oil handling ports for large vessels apparently won' t
be built unless there is access to a superport. W 'lle wrangle over these.

This suggests that the possibility of Georges B k d Is an eve opment, including
probable location of any shoreward facilities for receivin an
Georges Bank crude, should be a factor i
ports and refineries.

e a factor in considering current proposals for

I suspect that two years from now Georges Bank may again dominate regional
concerns.

If I were a lay person at this conference, I would be somewhat frustrated
the quantity of information that has been presented and the lack of

some sort of continuing process for pursuing my own interests in this
question. I thought that a number of people, by their questions to
Glenn Kumekawa, in effect were saying to the New England Regional Com-
mission, "Look, why don't you step out and assert some strong leadership
here, and open up the process to widespread public participation, and if
you' ll do that we' ll follow and that will give us an orderly process for
sorting these things out within the region." I think that's what Frank
Lee of Boston Edison and some of the environmental spokesmen were saying.

Jt seems to me that while you may not have heard what you wanted to hear
in response to your questions about how public groups were going to relate
to the New England Regional Commission's studies, I still think you should
consider that as a potential vocal point for an information system for the
region. If you wish, it is certainly not inappropriate for you to address
yourselves to the Regional Commission or to the individual Governors and
offer suggestions as to how you would like to see the program handled.

There are some other things happening with. in the region which provide a
point for citizen participation, not directly in the governmental process,
but which may make your participation more effective. There is a group
called the Oil Coalition which Norm Faramelli referred to and in which he
is involved. This is a private group; it is a volunteer group. It does
have an environmental. bias, but I gather that its bias is not against any
kind of oil development. The Coalition may provide a way of involving
people who tend to be on the environmental side of the spectrum. There
was also a story in the press last week announcing the formation of some-
thing called the "New England Energy Policy Center," which I gathered is
a fairly deliberate attempt to get a real balancing of interests � -economic
interests, development interests, conservation interests, environmental
interests, and so on. Some fairly substantial inst.itutions wirhin the
region are associated with the Center, including Cabot, Cabot, and Forbes,
in Boston, but also involved in its creation were organizations like the
Massachusetts Audubon Society and several other authentic environmental
organizations. I. construe this to be a constructive development. It may
be that if an institution like an Energy Policy Center, which is really
sensitive both to New England 's development needs and to environmental
needs, could be put together, it would serve as sort of a lightning rod
for sorting out those kinds of issues within the region which the Governors
don't feel that they are in a position to deal with through the Regional
Commission.

I want to say one or two words about the River Basins Commission and what
you can and can't expect from us, The Commission is a joint federal-state
agency with governors' designees as state members. The Commission is inter-
agency at the federal level � ten federal agencies belong--and it has a pro-
fessional staff. As you know, we publish a newsletter which has attempted
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in a sporadic way ta keep a few thousand 1 ' h
usan peop e in the region posted onmajor physical develapmeuc proposals. We' e b bl' hlt v een pu is ing a "situationmap which shows the location of major dev 1

in the re io a r eve opment and preservation issues
of the ro e t
in t e region and accompanying that with some very shortha d d

s or an escriptions
throu h our

e project proposals, We' ll continue to da that d 'll
an we concinueaug our newsletter to try to provide somewhat more de

more etailed evaluation
take a re ion 1ese t ings. T e River Basins Commission is not goi t dg na energy facility siting study under its own authority, al-ng o un er-
though we could do sa from the stand oi
and enviro s an point of natural resource availabilityan environmental protection. The Governors have decided tha

ve eci ed that they wantin o e ort under their own auspices as members of theRegional Commission, and we yield ta the Gavernor ' f
s pre erence. I hopeic will be possible for the River Basins Comm's tommission to participate in

st ies, but that is a
natura1 resource aspects of appropriate NERCOM ud
decision that the Regional Commission will make.
I want to add one closing thought, and that is to repeat what I saidyesterday--that I hope chose who are interested in the set of issues hrelate co oil i ncluding Georges Bank, deepwater ports and efe e o s sue s t at
find ways to chink s 1 an re ineries, canys o in simultaneousIy about the electric ener y s st . Thare nat uite asq as neatIy isolated as the discussion here at tisug esced. A s ste n ere at times may havegg . sys em, a regiona1 evaluation system or a state evaluationsystem, which is capable of looking at all th ese major energy-servingfacilities, seems to me more likely to be productive than one that focuseson one part ar another part.

The Governors are s uare on thhis, and the Regional Commission progr'am isdesigned to look over bot h the petroleum and the electric energy facilities,and I hope that it will continue that way.
On behalf of the sponsoring organizacions I h ld k 1

s ou ac naw edge that manyof you may have suggestions that you would like to offer for servicesthat we at the regional level can provide. If itit occurs to yau that youwould like to see some new form of information or other reasonable servicefrom the New England Center for Continuing Education or the New Eng1andarine Information Program or the River Basi s Csins ommission, please say so.In other words, we are in the public educati b i , I
on us ness, al of us, and ~fyou see other issues ar mutations of this issue th t 1

a we cou d productivelydeal wich eicher individually or in concert, we would be glad to cry torespond .
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Appendix B

A BIBLIOGRAPHIC POTPOURRI ON OIL<

Compiled by
William A. Bivona

URI Marine Advisory Service

DiITRODUC T ION

119118

Off shore Oil, Transportation, Refineries, Regulation, Economics,
Pollution, Industrialization, Ports, Environment

This bibliography is provided as an addendum to the Proceedings of the Fourth
New England Coastal Zone Management Conference, "Perspectives on Oil Refin-
eries and Offshore Unloading Facilities," held at the New England Center for
Continuing Education, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire,
May 13-14, 1974.

It was compiled by collating references from the following sources.

1. The Pittston file at the Maine State Dept. of Environmental Protection.
Pittston Company is applying for permission to build a refinery and deepwater
port at Eastport, Maine.

2. University of New Hampshire, Study Task Force on Siting Oil Refineries
in Southeastern New Hampshire, Newsletters.

3. References contained in the bibliography in The Im acts of an Oil
Refiner Located in Southeastern New Ham shire: A Preliminar Stud . These
references are on reserve at the Kingsbury Library, University of New Hamp-
shire.

4. References contained in Potential Onshore Effects of Dee water Oil
Terminal-Related Industrial Develo ment: Volume IV � A endices. Many of
these references are available from the publishers.

5. References contained in a bibliography prepared for a paper to be pub-
lished by Thomas A. Grigalunas, Dept. of Resource Economics, University of
Rhode Island.

6. References in the possession of Stephen S. T. Fan, Associate Professor
and Chairman, Dept. of Chemical Engineering, University of New Hampshire.

7. References in the possession of Owen B. Durgin, Resources Development
Center, University of New Hampshire.

g. References in the office of Alan Goodwin, Technical Services, Maine
State Planning Office, Augusta, Maine.

9. References in the office of Alden Winn, University of New Hampshire,
Kingsbury Hall.

10. References culled from the corporate bibliography of Roy F. Weston,
Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania.

The numbers in parentheses at the end of each citation in the biblio ra hyg P
refer to the numbered list of sources above.

This bibliography contains many references that are pertinent to the
evaluation of proposed port-refinery complexes, but it is not complete and
many other valuable references could have been added from other sources.
Considering the breadth of this topic, this effort represents a modest
attempt to assem e a reasonsbl onable reading list. The topical breakdown was

references couldd b the nature of the references assembled. Many references cou
have been placed in more than one category, but were inc ~e in y
for the sake of brevity.

The assistance of Owen Durgin, George Shaw, and William Henry, UNH Resources
D elopment Center and of Thomas A. Grigalunas, eps URI De t. of Resourceeve opmen

inEconomics, in supp ying ey i1 ' k b bliographies and evaIuating and annotat g
references, is gratefully acknowledged.
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Policy Guides And Interpretation Of The Law

Public Comment

General Bibliographies And Publications Lists

~BE ~ Atl t CtyEl t ' C P y,Atlot' C'ty,N J tv, d td
 est. July 1971!. Describes a 4,500 acre industrial tract located in
the township of Greenwich, Cumberland County, New Jersey, �!*

"Big Heartland Refinery Ready for '70's," by Leo R. Aalund, The Oil and Gas
Journal, April 23, 1973, pp 45-60, Special report-Joliet. �!

The Chemical Plant, by Ralph Landau, Reinhold, New York, New York, 1966,
Chapter 6, "Plant location and site considerations," by Robert Merims.
Describes the process of constructing a chemical plant from the process
selection to commercial operation, from the manager's point of view.
�, 3!

"Complexity of Refinery Operation," by W.L. Nelson, The Oil and Gas Journal,
September 3, 1973, p 51, Question on Technology. �!

Environmental As ects of Site Selection for a Petroleum Refiner , by F.L.
Cross, J.R. Lawson, C.C . Miesse and W,D, Sitman, Roy F. Weston, Inc.,
West Chesterp Pennsylvania, Industrial Wastes, July/August 1972. Also
presented at he Annual Northeast Regional Anti � Pollution Conference
 ANERAC!, University of Rhode island, Kingston, Rhode Island . �0!

In the Matter of Maine Clean Fuels Inc. Site Location 29-0166-14190,
Findin s of Fact and Order, Environmental improvement Commission,
Augusta, Maine, July, 1971. Forty-four findings and conclusions under
which permission to build a refinery was denied to Maine Clean Fuels,
Inc., in Searsport, Maine. The findings provide a check-list of
matters which need to be considered when reviewing the impact of a
refinery. �, 3!

Machias A Core Refiner and Dee Draft Anchora e Pro ect for Machias,
Maine, by Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor of Maine, prepared for Governor
Price Daniels, Director, Office of Emergency Planning, January 10, 1968.
�!

Marine Facilities Plan: East ort Location, Frederic R. Harris, Inc., Great
Neck, New York, March 1973, for Pittston Company. Detailed description
of all the marine facilities associated with the Eastport refinery.
�, 2, 3!

Marine Facilities: Pro'ect Desi n and Construction Aspects � Eastport
Location, Frederic R. Harris, Inc., Great Neck, New York, April, 1973,
for Pittston Company. Includes a sketch of the marine construction
phase. �, 2, 3!

*The numbers in parentheses at the end of each citation refer to the
numbered list of sources in the introduction to the bibliography.



Meetin with Richmond Standard Oil of California, a Richmond refinery. Type-
script draf t. �!

Ham shire Le isiature � National Le islative Conference Fact Findin Con-
ference on Oil Refineries and Of f shore Terminals, Concord, New Hampshire,
February 12-14, 19/4. �, 7!

"NORCO Refinery Wins Well-Deserved Conservation Award," The Oil and Gas
Journal, pp 83-86, December 4, 1972, Describes projects to keep the
refinery quiet, tight and attractive. �, 3!

Potential Onshore Effects of Dee water Oil Terminal-Related Industrial
~Dvel t,AthD,L'ttl,Z.,Cbidg,Mshstt
September, 1973, Prepared for the Council on Environmental Quality,
Washington, D.C. Available from the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, Virginia, as PB 224 018 through PB 224 021, in
four volumes:
Volume I Part 1 Executive Summer
Volume II Part 2 Mid-Atlantic re ion and Part 3 Maine;
Volume III Part 4 Gulf Coast Re ion;

.Volume IV Part 5 A endices.
Examines the econamic and environmental onshore effects, particularly
those associated with refinery and petrochemical activity, stemming
from deepwater oil terminals. Considers alternative potential
locations along the East Coast ~inc and Mid-Atlantic locations! and
Gulf Coast  Louisiana and Texas!. In the Maine volume, contains em-
ployment in Washington County, Maine  location of Pittston's Eastport
refinery!, income, population, tax, land use, water use, BOD discharge,
air pollution loads, and effects on the State of Maine. �, 3, 5, 7!

A Preliminar Economic and Environmental Stud af Alternative Methods of
Su 1 i Petroleum Products to Eastern Massachusetts. Prepared by
Arthur D . Little, Raytheon Company, and Frederic R. Harris, Inc.,
July, 1973, for the Mass. Port Authority, Boston, Massachusetts.
Volume I Summer . Discusses the methodology, the economic, and the
environmental results. The environmental summary includes a discussion
of the use of the Dept. of the Interior's "Information Matrix for
Environmental Impact Assessment." Most of the environmental impact
revolves around oil spills in the Boston Harbor area. Otherwise the
summary is very sketchy.
Volume II, A reliminary economic study of alternative methods of
su 1 ing petroleum roducts to eastern Massachusetts. Arthur D. LittIe,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Petroleum economics, i.e., demand factors,
marine versus pipe line transportation costs, receiving terminal, im-
plications for the Massachusetts economy, Refineries are not discussed
in much detail. Construction and post-construction employment is
discussed  pp 119ff!, induced and indirect employment  pp 127ff! and
employment multipliers are derived. Total earnings, payrolls, and taxes
are included  pp 139-156!.

Volume III. A reliminar environmental stud of alternative methods
of su 1 in etroleum roducts to eastern Massachusetts. Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Massachusetts. Primarily oriented toward the
effect of petroleum delivery on Boston Harbor marine organisms, given
several delivery options.
Volume IV. Appendices, Frederic R. Harris, Inc. �, 3, 5!

Preliminar Stud for Pro osed Refiner Durham New Ham shire, prepared
for Olympic Refineries, Inc.
Volume I. Summer . Purvin & Gertz, Inc., Dallas, Texas.
Volume II. Land lannin site desi n: Communit Im act, Kling Planning,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Volume III. Environmental Im act. Texas instruments, Inc., Dallas,
Texas.
Volume IV. A uatic Im act. Normandeau Assoc., Inc., Manchester, New
Hampshire.
Volume V. Historical Surve . Lion W. Anderson; "Pipeline Study."
Gulf Interstate Engineering Co.; "Water Requirements and Treatment."
Fluor Corp., Ltd .; "Noise and Illumination." Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
Inc,, Cambridge, Massachusetts.  9!

Present and Pros ective Use of Water b Manufacturin Industries of New
~Jerse , N, J. Dept. of Conservation and Economic Development, Division
of Water Policy and Supply. Water Resources Circular Na, 11, June 14,
1963. �!

ect Desi n and Construction As ects East ort Location, Forster Wheeler
Corporation, Livingston, New Jersey, February 1973, for Pittston Com-
pany. Includes a detailed discussion of the construction phase.
�, 2, 3, 7!

Pro

osal for New Ham shire Oil Refiner and Transshi ment Terminal, Purvin &
Gertz, Inc., Dallas, Texas, November, 1973. Good overview of proposed
refinery, Reprinted in Publick Occurrences, December 7, 1973. �, 3!

Pro

ectus for a 230 000 Barrel er Da Refiner and Marine Terminal atPros
East ort Maine USA, Pittston Co., New York, New York, April, 1973.
An overall discussion, but more complete than the Purvin & Gertz
discussion of the Durham Point refinery. �, 2, 3!

Solid Waste Li uid Waste, Air Pollution and Noise Pollution Mana ement
Plannin for Ports, by D.E, Bruderly and J.R, Piskura, Roy F. Weston,
Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania. �0!

Tanker Re uirements and Costs for Three Alternative Transshi ment and
Refiner Locations in the Caribbean, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, April, 1972, report to Ashland Oil, Inc. �!

Refinin Facilities Plan East ort Location, Foster Wheeler Corp., Livingston,
New Jersey, December, 1972, for Pittston Co. Includes a discussion of
the process scheme, support facilities, pollution contxol, safety and
emergency operations, and operating requirements. �, 2, 3, 6!
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Atlantic Coast Dee water Port Facilities Stud East ort Maine ta Ham ton
Roads Vir inia, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District,
North Atlantic Divi.sion, June, 1973. � volumes!
Interim Re ort
Socio-economic considerations
Economic anal sis
This major study examines alternative means of developing facilities
to handle large supertankers to meet projected petroleum demands for
mid- and north-Atlantic coastal states. The study includes a compre-
hensive analysis of the economic, socio-economic, environmental, and
institutional aspects of possible deepwater facilities for selected
locations. �!

. "Deepwater Ports: Issue Mixes Supertankers, Land Policy," by Luther J
Carter, Science, Vol. 181, August 31, 1973, pp 825-828.
A review with the theme, "The environmental as well as economic im-
plications of deepwater terminals may be surprisingly favorable -- or,
in the absence of proper policies, disastrously unfavorable." �, 3!

Draft Environmenta1 Irn act Statement. � Dee water Ports, U.S. Dept. of the
Interior, Office of the Assistant Secretary, Program Development and
Budget, Washington, D.C., June, 1973.
This was compiled to accompany legislation to authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to regulate the construction and operation of deepwater
port facilities, It is very general, especially in the biological
impact area. Includes the fallawingr types of deepwater facilities,
ports  inc3uding tanker traffic and construction!; potential port sites;
U S, petroleum situation; short discussion of six oi1 spills, probability
of oil spills; legislation to mitigate effects of spills; and other
energy sources than oil. �, 3, 7!

Economic Considerations Re ardin an Out-to-Sea Uee water Terminal for
Boston Harbor. Testimony of Thomas A. Grigalunas and Jack A. Donnan
before the Commission on Marine Boundaries and Resources of the
Massachusetts State Senate, Boston, Massachusetts, January 19, 1973.
This paper reviews the economic issues associated with a study by
Frederick Harris, Inc., proposing an out-to-sea terminal and refinery-
petrochemical complex for Boston. �!

Economies of Dee water Terminals, U.S. Dept of Commerce, Maritime
Administration, Office of Ports and Intermodal Systems, Division of
Ports, 1972. �!

Feasibility Investigation, Massport Out-to-Sea Oil Terminal System - Interim
and Supplement.al Reports, Fre erne R. Harrr.s, Inc., aston,
Massachusetts, March, 1970. This study analyzes the economic and
environmental aspects of an out-to-sea deepwater terminal in Boston
Harbor. The study also discusses the location of a refinery-
petrochemical complex for the metrapo1itan Boston area. �!

n Dee water Port Develo ment a Selective Overview of Economics,
En ineerin and Environmental Factors, Arthur D. Little, Inc.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. A report submitted to the U,S. Army
Engineer Inst. for Water Resources. Available from National Technical
Information Service, September, 1971, �!

Industrial Develo ment 0 ortunities for the Port of Munrae, Arthur D. Little,
Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, December, 1972. Final report to Area Re-

development Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce. �!

Louisi.ana Su er ort Studies: Re ort No. 1 Preliminar Recommendations and
D t A al ' , Louisiana State Univ., Center for Wetland Resources,
August, 1972. Publication No. LSU-SG-72-03. �!

Offshore Terminal S stem Conce ts, Soros Associates, Inc., for the U,S. Dept.
af Commerce, Maritime Administration, September, 1972.
Volume I. Evaluation of re uirements and ca abilities for determination
of the need far offshore terminals. A discussion of bulk cargoes, ship-
ping patterns, present bulk cargo ports, together with estimates of
needs for additional port facilities.
Volume II. Connections between dee -draft terminals and existin
facilities b utilization of feeder vessels i elines and/or shore
facilities relocation. Includes candidate sites for offshore terminals
 Isles of Shoals nat included! and their physical and oceanographic
environment. .The costs and methods af shipping between bulk terminals
and existing industrial concentrations throughout the country i.s also
coveted.
Volume III, Formulation of advanced conce ts for offshore terminals.
Analyzes various concepts for developing offshore terminals, compares
the costs of the more promising schemes, and then prepared conceptual
designs for offshore terminals at five east coast sites  selected in
Val. II! .
Volume IV. Executive summar . Presents a summary almost exclusively
in terms of charts, tables, maps, and drawings. �, 3, 4!

and Harbor Develo ment S stern: Phase I Desi n Guidelines Work Re art,
Architecture Research Center, College of Architecture and Environmental
Design, Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas, August, 1971,
Report No. TAMU-SG-71-216, �, 3!

and Harbor Develo ment S stem: Phase 2 Plannin Sunnnar, Architecture
Research Center, College af Architecture and Environmental Design,
Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas, October, 1972, Report
No. TAMU-SG-72-209. �, 3!

Growth Policies Abroad, by Bertrand deFrondeville, Water Spectrum,
Winter 1971-2, Dept. of the Army, Corps of Engineers, Washington, D.C.
�!

The Port of Milfard Haven, Milford Haven Conservancy Board, Milford Haven,
England, 1973.
Milford Haven, Wales, can now handle 285,000 DWT tankers. This booklet
describes its growth over the past fifteen years. Berthing, storage,
and refining facilities are discussed . �, 3!
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The Port of New Orleans Louisiana, Port Series No. 20, revised ed ., U,S.
Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Maritime Admin-
istration, 1959. Available from U.S. Government Printing Office. �!

The Ports of Galveston and Texas Cit Texas, Port Series No. 23, U.ST Army
Corps of Engineers and U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Maritime Administration,
1960. Available fram U.S. Government Printing Office. �!

The Ports of Galveston and Texas Cit Texas Part 2, Port Series No. 23,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1969. Available from U.S. Government
Printing Office. �!

Small Port Devela ment Potentials in North Louisiana Draft Re ort, Gulf
South Research Institute, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, March, 1971, Pre-
pared for Economic Development Administration, Washington, D.C. �!

Stud of Atlantic Coast Dee water Port Facilities East ort, Maine, to
Ham ton Roads Vir inia. Record of proceedings of initial public
meeting held in. City Council Chamber, City Hall, Portland, Maine,
May 23, 1972, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District. �!

Stud of Atlantic Coast Dee water Port Facilities East ort Maine to
Ham tan Roads Vir inia. Record of proceedings of initial public
meeting held at Bridgeton Senior High School, Bridgeton, New Jersey,
May 31, 1972, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District. �!

Stud of Dee water Port Facilities for the Gulf Coast Between Brownsville,
Texas and Tam a Florida. Remarks and testimony at public meeting
held at Moody Civic Center, Galveston, Texas, April 24, 1972, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Galveston District. �!

Studies on the Future of Atlantic Ports, by Ernst Frankel, Massachusetts
Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, July 10, 1973, Report
No . MITSG 72-18 . This first of two studies reviews the past and present
capabilities af the U.S. Atlantic coast ports and projects the extent
to which the ports will successfully meet future requirements. Sub-
titled: A review of the status and analysis of characteristics.

A Su er art for Louisiana, I.ouisiana Superport Task Force, New Orleans,
Louisiana, June, 1972. �!

U.S. Dee water Port Stud , by Ralph L. Trisko, et al, Robert R. Nathan Assoc.,
Inc. Report to U-S. Army Corps of Engineers, Inst, for Water Resources,
Washington, D .C ., March 3, 1972. Available from the National Technical
Information Service, Springfield, Virginia, as AD 750 090 thru AD 750
095.

Volume I, Summar and conclusions. The summary is short and general.
Volume II. Cammodit studies and ra ections. Considers long-term
markets, import and export, for petroleum, ores, coal, grains, and
phosphate rock.

Volume III, Ph sical coast and ort characteristics and selected dee
water ort alternatives. Describes the characteristics of individual
U.S. ports and then discusses a number of possible deepwater ports for
specific sites.

Volume IV. The environmental and ecola ical as ects of dee water
parts. Discusses general environmental problems and an analytical
framework in which to treat them. Provides 10 to 35 discussions of
enviranmental impacts in each of eight possible deepwater port areas
xn the United States
Volume V. Trans ort and benefit-cast relationshi s. Discusses the
acean shipping of bulk  dry as well as oil! commodities. Supply,
demand, institutional characteristics, and costs are all included.
�, 3, 4!

United States Sea orts � Atlantic Coast, Port Series, Part 1, U.S. Dept.
of Commerce, Maritime Administration, August, 1963. Available from
U.S. Government Printing Office. �!

United States Sea orts � Gulf Coast, Port Series, Part 1, U.S. Dept, af
Commerce, Maritime Administration, April, 1965. Available from U.S.
Government Printing Office. �!

ECONOMIC EFFECT OF PORTS REFINERIES AND ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS

An Atlantic World Port and Oil Refiner far New En land, The New England
Council for Economic Development, Boston, Massachusetts, October, 1968.
This pamphlet presents a statement by the New England Council support-
ing a foreign trade zone at Portland, Maine, and an oil refinery at
Machi.asport, Maine. �!

Communit Economic Profiles and Industrial Location in De1aware, by Robert
W. Caak, Economist, Division of Urban Affairs, University of Delaware,
April, 1965. Vol, III, prepared for the Delaware State Planning
Office. �!

A Critical Anal sis of Em lo ent Pro'ection. Methods: A Test Case of New
~Jerse , by Daryl Hellman and Marcus Marityhau, Water Resources Re-
search Inst., Rutgers Universi.ty, May, 1970. Part II of a three part
study on Urbanization and its Effect on Water Resources, �!

The Delaware River Port � An Fvaluation of the Port's Economic Im artance,
Future Potential and Develo ent Plans, by Hammer, Green, Siler
Associates, W.B. Saunders and Company, Washington, D.C,, 1966, for
PA Planning Bd. & Dept. of Commerce. �!

Economic Im act Anal sis of Texas Marine Resources and Industries, by
John Miloy and E. Anthony Capp, Industrial Economic Research Division,
Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas, June, 1970. �!

The Economic Im act of a Dee water Terminal in Texas, by Daniel M. Bragg
and James R. Bradley, Texas Engineering Experiment Station, Texas
A & M University, College Station, Texas, November, 1972, TAMU-SG-72-
213. �, 3, 4!
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Economic Im act of Oil Refiner Location in New Harn shire, by George Gilmen
and Charles Allen, Department of Resources and Economic Development,
Concord, New Hampshire, December, 1973.
This report is based upon the Massport Study, Volumes I and II, and was

Pltdf Ptl'kdr f Jyll,1974,dtl g litt
Union Leader in seven parts, January 7-14, 1974. �, 3, 7!

The Economic Im act of United States Ocean Ports, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Maritime Administration, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., 1967 . �!

The Economies of Fifteen Metro olitan Areas � Historical and Pro ected
Em lo ent Out ut Po ulation and Personal Income 1950 1957 1960,
1962 and 1975, Regional Economic Projections Series, Report No. 65�
III, National Planning Association, Center for Economic projections,
Washington, D.C ., 1965 . �!

Em lo ent 0 ortunities in Maine Throu h Oil Refiner Develo ment: A
Position Pa er, by Roderick Forsgren, et al, February 17, 1971. �!

Galveston Count Texas: An Economic Base Stud , University of Houston
Center for Research in Business and Economics, College of Business
Administration, Houston, Texas. �!

Guide to Refiner 0 eratin Costs, by Wilbur L. Nelson,  Process Costimating!
2nd ed., The Petroleum Publishing Company, 211 South Cheyenne, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, 1970. �!

IrHouston: A Texas Lesson for Boston: Financial, Political Power Slips into
the Old Confederacy," Boston Sunda Globe, p 2-A, May 28, 1972. �!

How the Atlantic World Port at Machias ort Maine Will Serve the National
Interest, by Kenneth M. Curtis, Governor of Maine, a proposal presented
through the New England Regional Commission. �!

An Industr Stud of the Chemical Processin Industr in Texas, Industrial
Economics Research Division, Texas Engineering Experiment Station9Texas A & M University, College S tati.on, Texas. �!

Investment Production and Returns to Potential Petroleum Develo ment on
the Outer Continental Shelf, by Thomas A. Grigalunas, Department of
Resource Economics, University of Rhode Island. Paper to be delivered
at the annual meeting of the American Agricultural Economics Association,
August 18-20, 1974, Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas.

The Port of San Francisco � � An In-De th Stud of Its Im act on the Cit Its
Economic Future the Potential of its Northern Waterfront, Arthur D.
Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, September, 1966, for the San
Franscisco Port Authority. �!

A Potential Economic 0 ortunity -- Maine's Dee Water Harbors, by Joseph
B. Coffey. Prepared for Maine Department of Economic Development,
1971. �!

man
by Waldemar S. Nelson & Co. Prepared for Louisiana Department of
Public Works, March 1963. �!

reli ' ar Re rt and Economic Surve of the Louisiana Intracoastal Seawaort an

"Published Refinery Costs Include Storage," by W. L. Nelson,  Questions on
Technology!, The Oil and Gas Journal, p 92. �!

The Relationshi of Economic Deve!o ment to Environmental ualit
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution of the
Committee on Public Works, United States Senate, Ninety-First Congress,
Second Session, September 8 and 9, 1970, Machiasport, Maine, Printed
for the use of the Committee on Public Works, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington D.C. 1971. � 4!

A Stud of the Economic Im lications of the Refiner Pro osed for Tiverton
Univ.Rhode Island, by Paul M1otok, Department of Resource Economrcs,

of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, Occasional Paper 0-3-345

December 1970.
Thi.s paper deals with an economic assessment of the implications of a
65,000 bbl/day oil refinery proposed for Tiverton, Rhode Island, The
possible effects of the refinery on local employment, taxes, and the
environment are discussed. �, 3, 4, 5!

T as Marine Resources � � A Summer of Coastal Activities, by John Miloyexas ar inc e u
and W. M. Blake, Texas A&M University, Sea Grant Publi.cation No. 10A5

February 1970. �!

1970 erside Plant I.ocations and Ex ansions � A Stud in Economic Growth,
1971. �!

Wat
American Waterways Operations, Inc., Washington, , Ap '1D.C. A ril

1971 rside Plant Locati.ons and Ex ansions -- A StudWate
American Waterways Operations, Inc., Washington, D.C., Apri

"What is the Value of Old Refineries," by W. L. Nelson,  Questions on Tech-
nology!, The Oil and Gas Journal, May 28, 1973, pp 80-84. �!

URBANIZATION RESULTING FROM INDUSTRIALIZATION

A Com rehensive Develo ment Plan, East ort Maine, Eastport City Planning
Board, Eastport, Maine, December 1970. �!

Im act Stud , Master Plan Re ort 14 Hunterdon Count Newware Valle
~Jerse , Hunterdon County Planning Board, Flemington, New Jersey,
August 1969. �!

The Im act of Lar e Installations on Nearb Areas, by Gerald Breese, et al,
al CivilBureau of Yards and Docks, Department of the Navy, U.S, Naval Civi

Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, Californi , ,   !a 1965, �i

Land -- 64 � An Inventor Anal si.s of Land Use, ph sical Environment
t

Use 19
Growth Controls and Princi al Utilit Services for Cumberland Coun

JerseN J, 0 6 rl d 0 ty Pl g 9 rd, lit dg t., N
0 I ~ IM 1966. 447
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Measure of a Re ion, Tri-State Transportation Commission  Connecticut, New
Jersey, New York!, New York City, Hay 1967. �!

New Jerse Hunici al Profiles Intensit of Urbanization, Division of State
and Regional Planning, New Jersey Department of Community Affairs,
January 1972. �!

New Jerse 's Delaware Ba Shore, An Inventor of Land Use, Department of
Conservation and Economic Development, March 1964, �!

Re ional Develo ment Guide -- Technical Pers ectives, Tri-State Transporta-
tion Commission  Connecticut, New Jersey, New York!, November 1969. �!

Re ional Forecast 1985 � The Future Size and Needs of the Tri-State Re ion,
Tri-State Transportation Commission  Connecticut, New Jersey, New York!,
December 1967. �!

Streets and Hi hwa s: A Re ional Re ort, Tri-State Transportation Commission
 Connecticut, New Jersey, New York!, New York City, January 1968. �!

Tri-State Trans ortation 1985 � An Interim Plan, Tri-State Transportation
Commission  Connecticut, New Jersey, New York!, New York City, Hsy
1966. �!

The Effect of Natural Phenomena on OCS Gas and Oil Develo ment, for CEQ,
1973. Draft Report TC � 367. �!

Ener Under the Oceans: A Technolo Assessment of Outer Continental Shelf
Oil and Gas 0 erations, by Don E. Rash, et al, University of Oklahoma
Press, Norman, Oklahoma, June 1973.
The excellent work presents a comprehensive review and examination of
the technology, regulation, and policy issues associated with oil and
gas operations on the Outer Continental Shelf. The subject areas con-
sidered include: the nature of technology assessment; the development
and regulation of OCS petroleum resources; policy issues; and a com-
parison and recommendations. Part five of the study contains appendices
dealing with environmental issues and reserves. �, 3, 5!

Geolo ical Framework and Petroleum Potential of the Atlantic Coastal Plain
and Continental Shelf, by John C. Maher, U.S. Department of Interior,
Geological Survey, U.S . Government Printing Office, Washington, D .C.,
1971. Professional paper 659.
This report indicates and discusses the geological characteristics of
the areas along the U.S. East Coast with the most promising petroleum
potential. �!

he Geor es Bank Petroleum Stud , Offshore Oil Task Group, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, February 1973, MITSG 73-5,
Vol. I: Im act on New En land. Real income of h othetical re ional
petroleum develo ment~.
Vol. II: Im act on New En land. Environmental ualit of h othetical
and re ional etroleum develo ments.
~S
In this study the economic and environmental implications of a variety
of simulated offshore and onshore petroleum developments are examined.
The study includes a computerized model to compute real income in the
New England area as the result of offshore development. A subroutine
computes the likely configuration, cost, output, and effluents of a
refinery. The model, however, is extrapolated from a 30,000 bbl/day
refinery representing world  higher fuel oil to gasoline ratio!, not
U.S., practice. �, 3, 5!

Hearin s on Offshore Drillin in the Atlantic, The Council on Environmental
Quality, 1973.
Copies of testimonies on offshore drilling in the Atlantic at several
locations along the eastern seaboard. �!

Ke Issues in Offshore Oil, by John W. Devanney, III., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, M.I.T., October 1973. Second Annual Sea Grant Lecture:
World Energy and the Oceans.
In this presentation, Professor Devanney reviews a number of economic
and environmental issues as they relate to offshore oil, particularly
potential petroleum production from Georges Bank. �!

Re ardin the Extraction of Minerals  Includin Oil and Gas!
Prom the Continental Shelf, by Walter J. McNichols, Univ. of Hiam i
Miami, Florida, March 1971. �, 3!

Motions of Jacku Drill Ri s in Heav Seas, by C. H. Kim and F. Chou,
Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey, March 1971. �, 3!

North Sea Oil and Gas -- Im lications for Future U.S. Develo ment, CEQ, 1973.
�!

"The Northeast Faces Critical Decisions on Petroleum Development," by Thomas
A, Grigalunas, Maritimes XVII, August 1973, pp 3-5.
The author summarizes recent developments in federal energy policy,
particularly as they relate to coastal areas in the northeast U,S.
Same general implications of potential offshore petroleum for coastal
regions are discussed. �!

"Off-Shore Oil: Its Impact," by Ian Menzies, Boston Globe, Boston,
Massachusetts, November 19-24, 1973.
A series of five articles on the economic and social effects of the
North Sea oil discoveries on Scotland. It is suggested that New
England will shortly follow in Scotland 's path and perhaps might learn
from Scotland's experience. �, 3!

Offshore Petroleum Develo ment and New En land, by Thomas A. Grigalunas.
Testimony before the Commission on Harine Boundaries and Resources of
the Massachusetts State Senate, Boston, Massachusetts, June 91 73.
In this paper the author discusses briefly national energy policy and
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its general implications for offshore and coastal areas. This paper
also contains some review comments on the MIT offshore ail study. �!

Oil and the Outer Coastal Shelf, The Qeorges Bank Case, by William R. Ahern,
Jr., Ballinger Publishing Co., Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1973.
This st dst dy examines some of the economic, environmental, and other
issues associated with potential offshore production on Georges Bank
from a public policy standpoint, �!

"Regional Impacts of Potential Offshore Petroleum Development," by Thomas A.
Grigalunas, Marine Technolo Societ , Ei hth Annual Conference Pro-
~st, 9 pt b 1972, pp 491-497.
This early paper discusses some general economic aspects of offshore
petroleum production and an approach to examining the regional impacts
of marine petroleum exploitation. �!

Re ort on the Pros ect of a Dee water Oil Port off the Coast of Ca e Ma
Cape May County Planning Board, Cape May Court House, New Jersey,
May 23, 1972. �!

Tentative OCS Oil and Gas Re ort Outline, by Stephen J. Gage, CE0,
Washington, D.C ., January 18, 1974,
Thi s is a copy of the tentative outline the CE0 staff has prepared to
report on potential oil and gas development in the Atlantic and Gulf of
Alaska OCS regions. �, 3!

H. bl. J k H* t , 4 s st t sa t I 7 I, 1,,�4, 4 9
Department of the Interior, before the Special Joint Committee of the
Senate Interior, Commerce and Public Works Committees, July 23, 1973,
Washington, D .C .
A general testimony to introduce and motivate legislation necessar to

huthorize the construction of deep~ster ports in international waters
 beyond the three-mile limit!. �, 3!

bIJakH t bto tb H lt 4 I�
Committee, Statistical Appendix on Deepwater Ports and Oil Tankers,
Washington, D.C., July 26, 1973.

Wave-Excitin Forces and Moments on an Ocean Platform, by C. H. Kim and F.
Chou, Stevens Institute af Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey, September
1971. �, 3!

Wave Forces on a Submer ed Ob ect, by John E. Halkyard, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, November 1971. �, 3!

TICross-Country Pipeline Construction," by Frederick J, Seeger and John A.
Havers, Trans artation En ineerin Journal, pp 603-614, November 1970,
Covers the conventional method of constructing large diameter cross-
country pipelines. �, 3!

The Economics of Arctic Oil Trans ortation, by J. B. Lassiter, III and J. W.
Devanney, III, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, November 1970. �, 3!

"Gas Line Response to Earthquakes," by John D. McNorgan, Trans ortation
En ineerin Journal, pp 821-984, November 1973. �, 3!

"Offshore Pipeline Burial," by Sj oerd C. Haagsma, Trans ortation En ineerin
Journal, Technical Notes, pp 981-984, November 1973. �, 3!

"Pipeline Design to Reduce Anchor and Fishing Board Damage," by Robert J.
Brown, Trans ortation En ineeri Journal, pp 199-210, May 1973. �, 3!

"Pipeline Location: Bibliography Supplement," Trans artation En ineerin
Journal, pp 363-366, May 1973. �, 3!

"Pipeline Transportation in the 70's," by Marshall V. Bagwell, Trans ortation
En ineerin Journal, pp 5-15, February 1973. �, 3!

"Practical Applications of Codes in Constructioa. of Pipelines," by David R.
W'll', ~T~ s t t H 't'o J t al, pp 471-494, No b 197 ~ .
�, 3!

Re. ulation of Pi eline Desi n and Construction, Journal of the Pipeline
Division, Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
Vol. 89, Na. PL1, January 1963. �, 3!

"Stingray's Proposed Of f shore Systems, Phase I, Pipeline Economics I" Oil and
Gas Journal, August 13, 1973, pp 70 � 90. �!

An Anal sis of the Kinetics of a 250 000 DWT Tanker Enterin East ort Maine,
Engineering Computer Optecnomics, Inc., submitted to Maine Department of
Environmental Protection, December 1973. �!

Anti-Oil Pollution Plan, Milford Haven Standing Conference on Anti-Oil Pollu-
tion, Milford Haven., Englandp September 1973. �, 3!

A Conce tual Re ort on the Mana ament of Ba and Estuarine S stems � Phase I,
by the Division of Natural Resources and the Environment, University of
Texas, Austin, Texas, for the Interagency Council af Natural Resources
and the Environment, March 1972. �!

The Cast of Clean Water, Petroleum Refinin , U.S. Department of the Interior,
Vol. III, Na. 5, November 1967. �0!

"Disposal of Oily Wastes," by J. R. Lawson, Roy F. Weston, Inc., West
Chester, Pennsylvania, Pollution En ineerin , January February 1970,
p 25, �0!

1967 Domestic Refiner Effluent Profile, CAWC, American Petroleum Institute,
September 1968. �0!



Effluent alit Control at a Lar e Oil Refiner, by D. S. Diehl, R. T.
Denbo, M. N. Bhatla and W. D. Sitman, Roy F, Weston, inc ., West
Chester, Pennsylvania, Journal of the Water Pollution Control Federa-
tion Reprint . �0!

Emer enc Plan, Milford Haven Conservancy Board, Milford Haven, England,
April 1972, �, 3!
Milford Haven has a very effective oil spil prevention and clean � up
program.

Ener, Oil and the State of Delaware, Delaware Bay Oil Transport Committee,
January 15, 1973.
Report to the Governor dealing with a proposal for safeguarding the
Delaware Estuary and Coastline by safer transport of oil. �!

En ineers' A roach to Oil and Metal-Containin Wastewater P s, byroblem
Y. H. Lin and J. R. Lawson, Roy F. Weston, Inc., West Chester,
Pennsylvania. �0!

An Evaluation of Waste Treatment Facilit , RE the Pittston Com an East or
, tv <. k e Ro t, Nll|. Il p t t f g

tection, Augusta, Maine, April-May 1973. Compares Eastport with some
other refineries in terms of water use. �, 3!

"How Refiners Abate Pollution," NPRA Panel Discussion, Oil and Gas Journal,
May 24, 1971, p 77. �0!

Incinerate Slud e and Caustic, by R. C. Mallet, J. F. Grutsch, and H. E.
Simous, Hydrocarbon Processing 121, May 1970. �0!

Land S readin : A Conservin and Non � Pollutin Method of Dis osin of Oil
Waates b G. K.
Pol

y . . Datson, et al, presented at Fifth International W t
o lution Research Conference and Exhibition, San Francisco, California

July 26, 1970. �0!
n rancrsco, a ornra,

Machias Ba � Environmental Mana ement, Arthur D. Li.ttle, Inc., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, December 1969.
Draft report for review and discussion to Atlantic World Port, Inc.
�, 7,8!

Mana ament of Ba and Estuarine S stems � Phase One, by the Division of
Natural Resources and the Envixonment, University of Texas, Austin,
Texas, March 1972.
A report prepared for and in cooperation with the Coastal Resources
Management Program, Division of Planning and Coordination, Office of
the Governor. �!

Mana ement of Industrial Solid Waste in Munici al 0 erations, by J. R. Lawson,
Waste Age 5, March/April, 1971. �0!

Manual on Dis osal of Refiner Wastes Volume on Li uid Wastes, American
Petroleum Institute, Washington, D.C., 1969.
Provides examples of current practice in the removal of separable oil
and reduction of water-soluble organics, ammonia, and hydrogen sulfide
from refinery waste waters. �, 3!

N io 1 Oil and Hazardous Materials Pollution Contin en Plan, Counci
Environmental Quality, Federal Re ister, June 2, 1970.
Supersedes "National Multiagency Oil and Hazardous Materials Contin-
gency Plan." September 1965, �!

National Oil and Hazardous Materials Pollution Contin enc Plan, Council on
Environmen.tal Quality, Washington, D.C., August, 1971.
Specific plan to provide a mechanism for coordinating the response to
a spill including statutes, administrative authority, authorized ac-
tions, and territory considerations, �, 3!

Nonbiolo ical Treatment of Refiner Wastewater, by R. F. Peoples, P.
Krishnan and R. N. Simonsen, Journal of the Water Pollution Control
Federation reprint. �0!

Oil and Hazardous Materials Contin enc Plan for Prevention Containment and
Cleanu for the State of Maine, Portland Harbor Pollution Abatement
Committee, 40 Casumrcial Street, Portland, Maine, January 1970. �!

timal Dimensions and La outs of A roaches for Lar e Tankers, International
Oil Tanker Commission, Working Group No. 2 Report, Permanent Interna-
tional Association of Navigation Congresses, January 1973.
Subject: Optimal dimensions and layouts of approaches  channels and
maneuvering areas! for large tankers, considering among other things:
the influence of winds, currents and waves; and means offered by modern
technology for the ease and the control of navigation. �, 3!

Petrochemical Water Pollution Control -- A Discussion, by R. W. Weston, Roy
F. Weston, Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania. �0!

Prevention and Control of Oil S ills, American Petroleum Institute, 1801 K
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, March 1973. �!

Prevention and Contxol of Oil S ills at Marine Facilit at East ort Maine,
Pittston Co., New York, New York, March 1973.
Short discussions of loading procedures, including drawings and pic-
tures of the oil spill containment system  booms!. �, 2, 3!

Proceedin s of a Joint Conference on Prevention and Control of Oil S ills,
American Petroleum Institute and Federal Water Pollution Con.trol Admin-
istration, December 15-17, 1969, New York. �!

Process Develo ment Desi n and Full-Scale 0 erational Ex erience at a Petro-
Chemi.cal Manufacturin Wastewater Treatment Plant, by B. G. Vania, M. N.
Bhatla, A. F. Thompson and C. W. Brabston, Roy F. Weston, Inc,, West
Chester, Pennsylvania. �0!

Recommended Electronic Navaids for Nevi ation and Berthin of VLCC Class
Vessels at East ort, Maine, ITT Decca Marine, Inc., New York, New York,
April 1973, for Pittston Co.
Discussion of the navigational aids that Decca intends to supply to help
the berthing of vessels in Eastport. �, 2, 3!

Re ort on International Control of Oil Pollution, Union Calendar No. 250,
90th Congress, First Session, September ll, 1967, HR 628. �!
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Residuals Mana ement in Industr : A Case Stud of Petroleum Refinin , by
Clifford S. Russell, published for the Resources for the Future, Inc.,
by the Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1973. �!

Se aration and Treatment of Fats Oils and Greases, by D. A. Baker and C. A.
Vath, Roy F. Westan, Inc,, West Chester, Pennsylvania, �0!

Slud e Dis osal; A Growin Problem, by A. Rabh, Hydrocarbon Processing, 149
April 1965. �0!

Solid Wastes Industrial Profiles � Petroleum Refinin , by W. L. Lewis.
Presented by National Industrial Solid Wastes Management Conference,
University of Houston, March 25, 1970. �0!

Treatment and Control of Oil and Metal-Containin Wastewaters, by Y . H. Lin
and J. R. Lawson, Roy F. Weston, Inc., West Chester, Pennsylvania. �0!

Use of Sand Filter-Activated Carbon S stem for Refiner Wastewater Treatment,
by P. Krishnan, R, F. Peoples and R. N. Simonsen, Roy F. Weston, Inc.,
West Chester, Pennsylvania. �0!

Water Treatment Plant Desi n, ASCE, AWWA, CSSE, 213�969!. �0!

An Anal sis of Oil Outflows Due to Tanker Accidents, by V. F. Keith and J. H.
Porricelli, Prevention, pp 3-14. �, 3, 7!

Bio1o ical Effects of Oil Pollution -- Biblia ra h : A Collection of
References Concernin the Effects of Oil on Biola ical S stems, by Donna
R. Radcliffe and Thomas A, Murphy, Edison Water Quality Laboratory,
Edison, New Jersey, October l969, for the Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration  FWPCA!, WPC Research Series DAST-19, PB 188 206.
�!

Biola ical Effects of Oil Pollution � � Selected Biblia ra h II, by Royal J.
Nadeau and Thomas H. Roush, Edison Water Quality Protection Agency, EPA-
R2-72-055, PB 213-483. �, 3!

Deterioration and Restoration of Coastal Wetlands, by S. M. Gagliano, H. J.
Kwon, J. L. van Beck, Louisiana State University, Coastal Studies Inst.,
Center for Wetland Resources. Presented at Twelfth International Con-
ference on Coastal Engineering, September 1970, Washington, D.C. �!

The Effects of the San Francisco Oil S ill on Marine Life, by Gordon Chan,
College of Marin, Kentfield, California, January 1972. �, 3!

Environmental Conservation: The Oil and Gas Industries, National Petroleum
Council, Committee on Environmental Conservation, June 1971.
V I. I � A~SMtt .  Sy

Oil and the Environment: The Pros ect, Shell Oil Company, Public Affairs,
POB 2463, Houston, Texas, January 1973, �!

Oil on Pu et Sound, by Juris Vagners, University of Washington Press,
Seat.tie, Washington, 1971.
This is a 600 page interdisciplinary study to define the oil spill
problem on Puget Sound and to evaluate critically the current status of
oil spill prevention and control. �, 3!

Oil Pollution; A Re art to the President, Dept. of the Interior and Dept. of

A report on pollution of the nation's waters by oil and other hazardous
substances, �!

The Oil S ill Problem: Re art of the President's Panel on Oil S ills, Office
of Science and Technology, Executive Office of the President, Washington,
D.C. A 25 page overview of the problem with panel's summary and recom-
mendations. �, 3!

Oil S illage: A Bibliogra h , Vols. I & 1I, Office of Water Resources Re-
3.,2 3.search, U. S. Dept. of the Interior, Washington, D.C., May 197 .   , !

P t hemical Wastes as a Water Pollution Problem in t he Lower Mississi ie roc
EPARiver, by James J. Frxloux, Lower Mrsstssxppr Rrver Field Station,

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, priL ' ' A '1 5 1971. Submitted ta Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution, New Orleans, Louisia~a. �!

tanker operations, terminals, properties of oiils the effects of pollu-
t' marine environment, on oiled birds and on t ua rists. The removalian on m

'n sharesof ail by natural means, dispersal, and the problems af cleaning
� 3!and the toxicity of solvents are also included.  , !

San Franci.sco Oil S ill, Hearings before a special subcommittee of the
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, House of Representatives,
92nd Congress, First Session, February 8-9, 1971, Serial No. 92-3. 5

S t-B 1 O'I W t B W' d, Sd d B. Sp d B B t M, S
V ASM II ' 'ty, C ll g* St t' , I' , A g t 1970 studied
analytically and experimentally. �, 3!

Student ro'ects onP th Oxidation of Marine Bacteria of Aromatic Com ounds
s Institute oI t t t fFound in Oil, by Phrllrps W. Robbrnss et al, Massachusett

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 1971. �, 3!
11

"S dies of the Simulation af Drifting Oil by Polyethylene Sheets, by
Douglas Teeson, et al, Ocean En ineerin , Vol. 2, pp

A Stu the Cost Effectiveness of Remote Sensin S ste ms for Ocean Slickof
D ' and Classification, by Glen C. Gerhard, Vniversrty of Newetection an

nein from sur-Hampshire Durham, New Hampshire, April 1972. Remote sens ngS
veillance flights considered. �, 3!

T kers and the Ecolo , by J. D. Porricell F. Keith, and R. L. Storch,
an e Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, Transact'otions. 79�971

169-221. �!
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Tankers and the U. S. Ener Situation -- An Economic and Environmental
~dl c,hyyyhD.P11'dy*t'll'.K'th.P td t
Intersociety Transportation Conference, Denver, Colorado, September 1973
This presentation covers the reasons that tankers are becoming larger.
Economic forces are well illustrated. Terminal systems, spill statis-
tics, and mechanical failure in tankers are all discussed. �, 3!

Air Pollution and San Francisco Ba Area, Bay Area Air Pollution Control
District, San Francisco, California, September 1972.
A popular but informative booklet which includes standards and data.

Air Pollutian Technical Publications of the U. S. Environmental Protection
A~enc , Air poIlution Technical Information Center, Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina, July 1973.
Computer listing of titles. �, 3!

Air Pollution Translations: A Biblio ra h with Abstracts, National Air
Pollution Control Admin.ietration, Vols, I and II, 1969 and 1970. �!

Air ualit Im acts af a Pro osed New Refiner for St. Croix -- A Prelimi-
nar Assessment, by W. R. Niessen, Roy F. Weston, Inc., West Chester,
Pennsylvania. �0!

Atmos heric Refiner Emissions Pattern, East ort Location, Foster Wheeler
Corp., Livingston, New Jersey, December 1972, for Pittston Company.
�, 2, 3, 6!

Baton Ra e Metro olitan Area � Air Pollutant Emission Inventor , by Alan
J. Maffman, National Air Pollutian Control Administration, Division of
Air Quality and Emission Data, Durham, North Carolina, January 1970.
 Available through National Technical Information Service.! �!

"Gulf Canada Solves Critical Community Noise Problem," by S. K. Ray, Oil and
Gas Journal, pp 149-157, November 13, 1972. Goal was a maximum of 50
dba; describes measures taken and costs. �, 3!

H drocarbons and Air Pollution: An Annotated Biblio ra h , National Air
Pollution Control Administration, 1970. �!

Laws and Re ulations Governin the Control of Air Pollution, New Hampshire
Air Pollution Control Agency, Concord, New Hampshire, 1972. �, 3!

Laws Establishin and Affectin the Ba Area Air Pollution Control District,
Bay Area Air Pollution Control District, San Francisco, California, May
1973. �!

Noise S ecificatian for Process Plants, by P. Sutton. �0!

Odor and Air Pollution A Biblio ra h with Abstracts, EPA Office of Air
Programs, 1973. �!

Procedure for Makin a Refiner Sound Surve, by R. L. Prevost, NPRA Paper
MC-69-59, 1969. �0!

Refiner Noise Levels, by D. A. Iyler, NPRA Paper MC � 69 � 58, 1969. �0!

S ecifications for Noise Control in Process Units, by F. W. Church, NNPRA
Paper MC-69-60, 1969. �0!

Sulfur Oxides and Other Sulfur Com ounds: A Biblio ra h with Abstracts, by
1965.Anna Grossman Cooper, Public Health Service, Washington, D.C.,

PB 198 103. �, 3!

WHAT IS POLLUTION?--LEGAL STANDARDS AND CRITERIA

Back round Information for Pro osed New Source Performance Standards,
Volume I, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and
Water Programs, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, June 1973.
Asphalt and Concrete Plants, Petroleum Refineries, Storage Vessels,
Secondary Lead Smelters and Refineries, Brass or Bronze Ingot Produc-
tion Plants, Iron and Steel Plants, Sewage Treatment Plants. Among the
several technical reports that make up this volume three are of interest:
No. 7, "Petroleum Refineries, Fluid Catalytic Cracking Units"; No. 8,
"Petroleum Refineries, Burning of Gaseous Fuels"; No. 9, "Storage
Vessels for Petroleum Liquids." Each gives a summary of proposed stan-
dards and their rationale.

"Petroleum Refining Point Source Category: Effluent Guidelines and Standards,"
EPA, Federal Re ister, May 9, 1974, Val. 39, No. 91, Part II. �!

"P t 1 Refining Point Source Category: Effluent Limitation Guidelineseroeum ei
No. 240and New Source Standards," EPA, Federal Re ister, Vol. 38, No.

Part II, pp 34542-34558, December 14, 1973. Provides the effluent
guidelines that must be met by l977. �, 3!

"Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources," EPA, Federal Re ister,
Vol. 38, No. III, Part II, pp 15406-15415, June 11, 1973. �!

Ba A tion Control District, Re ulation 1 Re ulation 2, Re ulation
! ~ �!

rea Poilu
3 San Francisco, California,  March 1957, May 1960, January 1967y

Electric Power Plant and Ma'ar Transmission Sitin and Construction Prace-
dure, State of New Hampshire, RSA, Chapter 162-F  effective June 25,
1971!. �!



Machias Re ion Stud Phase I: Environmental Plannin Criteria, prepared for
Eastern Maine Development District, Bangor, Maine, by Anderson-Nichols
and Company, Inc ., Richard A. Gardiner and Associates, Inc., 1971. �!

Primer on Environmental Im act Statements, by Ronald Barbaro and Frank L.
Gross, Jr., Technomic Publishing Co., Inc., Westport, Connecticut, 1973.
�0!

Procedures and Pro rams to Assi.st in the Environmental Im act Statement Pro-
cess, by Jens G. Sorensen and Mitchele L . Moss, University of California,
Berkeley, and University of Southern California, April 1973,
This paper provides a good discussion of the practical, political and
philosophical problems that arise in the production of environmental im-
pact statements. Impact identification procedures  the USGS matrix!,
impact prediction, and evaluation  probably the most glaring shortfall
of impact statements! are all included. �, 3!

Re ulations for the Conduct of Permit of License T e Hearin s, Revised
Statutes �964!, Title 38; Chapter 3: Protection and Improvement of
Waters; Article 6: Site Location of Development. Maine. �!

THE ENVIROKMENT NOW AND THE FUTURE

"Area Anchorage," Marine En ineerin /Lo , August 1973, pp 19-22.
Description of a 120,000 DWT tanker and on-board equipment. �, 3!

Coastal and Offshore Environmental Inventor : Ca e Hatteras to Nantucket
Shoals, by Saul B, Sails, et al, Marine Experiment Station, Graduate
School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode
Island, 1973. URI Marine Publication Series No. 2, $10.00, available
from URI Marine Advisory Service,

Coastal and Offshore Environmental Inventor : Ca e Hatteras to Nantucket
Shoals -- Com lement Volume, by W. L. Halvorson, et al, Marine Experi-
ment Station, Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode
Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, 1974. URI Marine Publication Series
No. 3, $5.00, available from URI Marine Advisory Service,

Eastern Maine Harbors Ph sical Resources Re ort, by Robert G. Doyle, Director,
Division of Science, Technology and Mineral Resources, Department of
Economic Development, Augusta, Maine, October 1971. �!

Environmental As ects of a Su ertanker Port on the Texas Gulf Coast: Evalua-
tion of the Offshore Environmental Im act of a Dee water Port off the
Texas Coast, by Wesley P. James, et al, Texas A&M University. Performed
for the Council on Environmental Quality, December 1972. �, 3, 4!

Environmental Im act Statement � Ex ansion of El Se undo Refiner Marine
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Electric Power Plant Oil Refiner and Transmission Sitin and Construction
Procedure, State of New Hampshire, RSA, Chapter 162-F  supp!  effective
September 4, 1973! . �!

Maine Environmental Im rovement Commission, Revised Statutes of 1964  as
amended!, Protection and Improvement of Waters, Augusta, Maine,
September 1971. �!

Maine Law Affectin Marine Resources -- Volume III -- Re ulation of the
Coast: Land and Water Uses. Par tral report under a study carrred out
under the joint sponsorship of. The School of Law and the University
of Maine and the National Science Foundation, Office of Sea Grant Pro-
grams, University of Maine, School of Law, Portland, Maine, 1970. �!

New Ham shire Laws and Re ulations Relatin to Solid Waste Dis assi, State
of New Hampshire, Dept. of Health and Welfare, Div. of Public Health
Services, Concord, New Hampshire, 1972. �!

New Ham shire 1966 Laws Relatin to Public Utilities and the Public Utilities
Commission, N. H. Public Utilities Commission, Equity, Orford, New
Hampshire, 1966. �!

New Ham shire Water Resources Board � � New Ham shire Laws, 1965, New
Hampshire Water Resources Board, Concord, New Hampshire, 1970. �!

New Ham shire Laws Relati to the Water Su 1 and Pollution Control Com-
mission, N. H, Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission, Concord,
New Hampshire, October 1972. �!

Rhode Island Oil Pollution Control Rules and Re ulations, Rhode Island Dept.
of Health, September 1957. �!

POLICY GUIDES AND INTERPRETATION OF THE LAW

Develo ment of Environmental Im act Statements for Marine 0 erations and In-
stallatian, by M. W. Hooper and F. L. Cross, Roy F. Weston, Inc., West
Chester, Pennsylvania. �0!

Ener Heav Industr and the Maine Coast, Report of the Governor's Task
Force on Energy, Heavy Industry and the Maine Coast, Office of the
Governor, State House, Augusta, Maine, September 1972, �, 4!

Ener Polic for the State of Maine: A Re ort to the Governor of Maine and
the New En land Re ional Commission, by William D. Shipman and Carl E.
Veazie, Public Affairs Research Center of Bowdoin CoIlege, Brunswick,
Maine, June 1973. �, 7!

Hea Endustr on the Maine Coast, by Carl E. Veazie, Public Affairs Research
Center of Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, May 1972.
This report to the Governor's Task Force on Energy, Heavy Industry and
the Maine Coast summarizes past and likely future location of heavy in-
dustry along the Maine coast. Policy alternatives for the coastal zone
also are discussed. �!

Terminal, Standard Oil Company
Standard Oil proposes a fourth
barrels per day in water of 65
120,000 DWT tankers. Terminal
extensive inventory of beaches

of California, Western Operations, Inc.
marine terminal to handle 300,000
feet depth, accommodating 50,000 to
operati.onal procedures are discussed. An
and other environmental factors follows.
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Construction and oil spill frequencies are covered. The physics of oil
slicks, particular spills, and the biological effects are covered, �,
3!

Environmental Stud of Heated Effluent at East ort Maine, by Chung S. Ahn.
and J. Bruce Andrews, EG&G, Environmental Services, Waltham, Massachu-
setts, for Pittston Company, February 1973. �, 2, 3!

Existin Environmental alit in the Hachias Ba Area. Personal communica-
tion from Environmental Impact Coordinator, U. S. EPA, Region I, to
Arthur D. Little, Inc., September 27, I972. �!

Geo h sical and Dro ue Stud /Current Profile Re orts, EG&G International,
Waltham, Massachusetts, for Pittston Company, December 1972.
Primarily data on bottom topology and currents.  I, 2, 3!

Literature Review of the Marine Environment Data for East ort, Maine, by
Edward H. Shenton and Donald B, Horton, The Research Institute of the
Gulf of Maine, Portland, Maine, June 1973, for the Pittston Company.
Extensive review, includes species lists, meteorological. data, water
data, tide patterns. Two volumes �, 2, 3!

Maine Coastal Resources Renewal -- A uaculture Recreation Ener , State
Planning Office, Executive Department, Augusta, Heine, July 1971. �!

Preliminar Anal sis of the Ecolo ical As ects of Dee Port Creation and
Su ershi 0 eration, Natural Resources Institute, University of
Maryland, to U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Institute for Water Re-
sources, October 1971. �!

Re ort of a Visit to Arco Refiner -Cherr Point near Bellin ham Washin ton
Februar 26 1974, by Alden L. Winn, University of New Hampshire Oil
Refinery Study Group, Durham, New Hampshire. �!

Re ort on Preliminar Site Investi ations for the Pro osed East ort Refinery� ,
Eastport, Maine, Haley & Aldrich, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, for
Pittston Company, December 1972.
Primarily an interpretation of the borings taken, including the logs.
 I, 2, 3!

Underwater Observations and Biolo ical Considerations Relevant to the Use of
East ort Maine as a Su ertanker Port and Oil Refiner Com lex,
National Harine Water Quality Laboratory, Narragansett, Rhode Island,
November 1972.
Discusses particular areas in the Eastport region from a biological
point of view. �, 3!

"Crude Lack Hampers U. S. Refining -- Capacity Buildup," by Leo Aalund, Oil
and Gas Journal, pp 19-21, November 5, 1973.
Lists 20 projected refinery projects in the 55,000-250,000 bbl/day
range plus 30 expansion projects. �, 3!

"Demand Outpaces Oil Output," Oil and Gas Journal, pp 22-23, November 19,
1973. 10 month supply-demand rundown. �, 4!

Ener Science, Vol. 184 No. 4134, April 19, 1974. �, 3!

Ener Fact Sheets b States and Re ions 1971, U. S. Department of the
Interior, Washington, D.C., February 1973,
Fact sheets give salient fuel and energy statistics for each state,
�, 3!

Estimated International Flow of Petroleum and Tanker Utilization 1972-3
U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Oil and Gas, Washington,
D.C., May 1973, �, 3!

Future Petroleum Provinces of the United States, National Petroleum Council,
Washington, D.C., July 1970.
This report of the NPC attempts to identify possible future petroleum
provinces of the U. S. The study is based primarily on geological
assessments of the eleven regions of the U. S., including offshore
areas. Estimates of potential recoverable reserves are made, although
such estimates are necessarily very speculative in some cases. �!I

Membershi. and Statistical Director , New England Gas Association, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1971.
This directory summarizes valuable statistics on the organization of the
New England gas industry, Detailed data are presented for gas companies,
by state. In addition, useful information is summarized regarding
trends in the number of customers and gas sales within the region. �!

Mineral Industr Surve s, U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines,
Washington, D.C.
The Surveys are published monthly by DOI, and they contain basic data
on the production and consumption of petroleum products. These publi-
cations are an essential reference tor reasonably current data on
petroleum developments. Most of the material in the Surveys is eventu-
ally published in the Minerals Yearbook. �!

Minerals Yearbook, U. S. Department of the Interior, U. S, Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, D.C.
This basic research document presents a wealth of data on the production
and consumption of petroleum products, including natural gas, Published
each year. �!

National Gas Su 1 and Demand 1971-1990, U. S. Federal Power Commission,
Bureau of Natural Gas, Washington, D,C., Staff Report No. 2, February
1972.
A valuable source report which examines trends in the demand and supply
for natural gas for the U. S. Alternative sources of gas � synthetic
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and LNG � are discussed. Although the major focus of the report is na-
tional, a great deal of useful information on a variety of natural gas
issues is presented. Also, there is review of the "economics" of LNG
and LNG facility applications by area. �!

The Oil Issue, NERBC Regional Report, Vol. 5 No. 2, December 1973. �!

"Ontario Structure of Production," by A. A. Kubursi and R. H. Frank, Ontario
Economic Review, pp 1-37, Department of Treasury and Economics, Toronto,
On.tario. �!

Petroleum Devela ment in New En land, by John A. McGlennon, U. S. EPA 16.
�!

~ n> ~ ~ P

Petroleum Facts and Fi ures 1971, American Petroleum Institute, Baltimore,
Port City Press, Inc., 1971.
Thi s volume presents a massive compi.lation of petroleum and petroleum-
related statistics in five major areas: production, refining, trans-
portation, marketing, and prices and taxation. This is an excellent
and essential reference work for those interested in virtually any as-
pect of the petroleum industry. �!

The Potential far Ener Conservation, A Staff Study Office of Emergenc
P reparedness, U. S. Government Printing Of f ice, Washington, D.C., 20402,
October 1972, price $3.00. �!

U. S. Ener � A Summer Review, Department of the Interior, U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Of fice, Washington, D.C., January 1972. �!

U. S. Ener Outlook: Oil and Gas Availabilit , National Petroleum Council,
Committee on U. S. Energy Outlook, Oil and Gas Subcommittees, Oil and
Gas Supply Task Groups, 1973. �!

U. S. Petrachemicals, Technolo ies Markets Economics, by Arthur M.
Brownstein, The Petroleum Publishing Co., Tulsa, Oklahoma, 1972.
This book contains a discussion of the nature of the U. S. petrochemical
insnsustry, including economic factors such as trends in feedstack costs,
policy issues affecting the industry, and the role of the industry in
world trade. A useful reference for those studying this industry. �!

Fra ile Structures: A Star of Oil Refineries, National Securit and the
Coast of Maine, by Peter Bradford, Harpers Magazine Press  to be pub-
lished Fall, 1974! �!

Is 01 ic's Pro assi the Best Deal for New Ham shire? by Frederick G.
Hochgraf, privately distributed, dittaed paper Durham New Hampshire
1

j
974. A discussion of offshore terminals in terms of oil spill fre-

quencies. Published data used to predict oil spills for assumed New
Hampshire cases. �, 3!

"Lafourche Hopes Port Gets in 'Deep Water'," Louisiana Horizons, Vol. 5,
No. 2, pp 2 � 7, Summer 1971. �!

Let's Kee the Record Strai ht on Machias ort, by Armand Hammer, Occidental
Petroleum Corporation, Los Angeles, California, 1969. �!

Machias ort: Economics, The Environment and Oil, by Dana Paul Murch, June 4,
1971. �!

"Maine -- for the 70's Down East is Mecca to Millions," by John N. Cole, The
Boston Sunda Globe, July 23, 1972, p B-25. �!

A Maine Manifest, by Richard Barringer et al., The Allagash Group, Bath,
Maine, 1972, �!

Maine Pil rima e The Search for an American Wa of Life, by Richard
Saltonstall, Jr., Little, Brown $10, 1974. �!

"Oil and the Environment: The View from Maine," by John McDonald, Fortune,
April 1971, pp 84-89. �!

Oil and the Maine Coast � Is it Worth It?, by Frank Graham, Jr., sponsored
by the Natural Resources Council of Maine, Augusta, Maine, March 1970.
�!

Shoals Marine Lab N wsletter, article by John M. Kingsbury, Director of the
Shoals Marine Lab of Cornell University. A discussion, fram his point
af view, of the Isles of Shoals and deepwater ports. �!

"The Twilight of Eastport," by Robert Coleman, The Boston Sunda Globe,
May 7, ] 972. �!

Where the Place Called Mornin Lies, by Frank Graham, Jr., Viking Press,. 1973.
Commentary an Maine coastal environmental issues. �!

GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND PUBLICATIONS LISTS

Biblio ra h of R&D Research Re orts, U. S. EPA, Office of Research and De-
velopment, Washington, D.C., July 1973. �, 3!

Coastal Zone Biblio ra h : Citations to Documents on Plannin Resources
Mana ament and Im act Assessment, by Marie Demers and Jens Sorensen,
University of California, La Jolla, California, August 1973. �, 3!

Current Awareness Service, EPA Region I Library, U. S. EPA, Boston,
Massachusetts, January 1974, �, 3!

EPA Re arts Biblio ra h, U. S. EPA, Washington, D.C., July 1973, EPA-LIB-
73-01. �, 3!

Publications List, U. S. EPA, Boston, Massachusetts, 1973. �, 3!




